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AboutiELTS ______________________ ~~--
IELTS tests are held in over 120 countries around the 
world and taken by over 1.5 million people each 
year. The test is recognised by universities, colleges, 
employers' organisations and government bodies in 
many countries. Candidates can choose to take 
either the IELTS Academic or General Training 
module depending on whether they wish to study, 
work or migrate abroad. 
The Academic and General Training modules cover 
the four basic language skills - listening, reading, 
writing and speaking . Although the Academic and 
General Training modules have different Reading 
and Writing papers, candidates of both modules are 
tested on the same Listening and Speaking Papers. 

4 Sections 
40 Items 

30 Minutes approx . 

3 Sections 
40 Items 

60 Minutes 

2 Tasks 
(150 and 250 words) 

60 Minutes 

3 Passages 
40 Items 

60 Minutes 

2 Tasks 
(150 and 250 words) 

60 Minutes 

3 Parts 
11 to 14 Minutes 

Specifically, the Academic module is designed for 
candidates who are considering following higher 
education courses abroad or who are looking for 
a professional position abroad. 
The General Training module is for candidates who 
are considering migrating to an English-speaking 
country or attending a training course abroad. 

IELTS Scores 

Candidates are graded using a 9-band scale to give 
an overall result. 

IELTS 9-Band Scale 

9 - Expert user 
8 - Very good user 
7- Good user 
6 - Competent 
5 - Modest 
4- Limited 
3 - Extremely limited 
2 - Intermittent 
1 -Non user 
0- Did not attempt the test 

Overall Result 

Band scores on each paper are added together 
and averaged out to provide an overall band 
score. Overall scores are reported in either whole 
or half bands e.g. 6.51717.5, etc. 

Different institutions and organisations accept 
different scores for different purposes . Please 
chec k score requirements for indi vi dual 
institutions on the IELTS website : www.ielts.org . 

Reading Texts and Questions 

There are 3 passages in the IELTS Academic Reading 
Paper and a total of 40 items (questions). Every item 
is worth one mark. 

Timing 

Candidates have 60 minutes to complete the IELTS 
Academic Reading Paper. 

Answers 

Candidates record their answers on the answer 
sheets provided. No extra time is given for the 
transfer of answers onto the answer sheet. 
Candidates should transfer their answers as they do 
the test. 

Marks 

One mark is awarded for each correct answer. The 
score out of 40 is translated into the IELTS 9-band 
scale. Scores are reported as a whole band or a half 
band, e.g. 6.5 I 717.5 etc. 
All words that candidates need to write as an answer 
to a quest ion will be contained in the text. 
Candidates are advised, therefore, to take care when 
transferring their answers to the answer sheet as they 
will lose a mark for incorrect spelling and grammar. 
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Texts 

The texts come from magazines, journals, books 
and newspapers and may also include diagrams, 
graphs or illustrations. Texts are of general interest 
and appropriate for people on courses in higher 
education. Texts are of different types: narrative, 
descriptive, discursive, argumentative, etc. but at 
least one text involves detailed argument. 

Task Types 

The Academic Reading Paper tests candidates on 
their ability to identify main ideas, supporting 
ideas, writer's opinions and specific information . 
Questions may appear before a passage and some 
may come after, depending on the task type. 
A wide variety of task types are used and more 
than one task type may be used for each text. 
There are 11 basic task types. These are 

1 Multiple Choice 
2 Identifying Information 
3 Identifying Writer's Views/Claims 
4 Matching Information 
5 Matching Headings 
6 Matching Features 
7 Matching Sentence Endings 
8 Sentence Completion 
9 Summary/Note/Table/Flow-Chart Completion 

10 Diagram Label Completion 
• 1 Short -Answer Questions 

Academic Writing Questions 

The IELTS Academic Writing Paper consists of 2 
qu est ions (Wr iting Task 1 and Writing Task 2). 
Candidates must answer both tasks. There is no 
~h oice of tasks in the Academic Writing Paper. 

Answers 

Can didates write their answers in pen or pencil on 
a'lswer sheets provided. 

1mmg 

- ne total length of the IELTS Academic Writing 
::aper is 60 minutes. Candidates are advised to 
5:Jend 20 minutes on Task 1 and 40 minutes on Task 
::: - hey must complete both tasks in the one hour. 

-asks 
- Writing Task 1, candidates are given some visual 
_ :~ rmatio n in the form of one or more related 

diagrams, charts, graphs or tables. Candidates are 
asked to describe the information or data. 
Candidates do not need to speculate about or 
explain the informat ion, just report on its main 
features factually in a coherent way. Candidates are 
asked to write at least 150 words for this task. 

In Writing Task 2, candidates are asked to consider 
an opin ion, problem or issue which they must 
discuss. This task requires cand idates to make an 
effective argument in the fo rm of a short formal 
essay for a tutor or an examiner m an academic or 
semi-forma l neutra l styl e. This may involve 
presenting the solution to a problem, present ing and 
JU st ifying an opmion, compar ing and contrast1ng 
ev1dence or opinions, or evaluating and challenging 
an argument or idea. Candidates are asked to write 
at least 250 words for this tas" 

Marking 

In Writing Task 1 cand idates are assessed on: 
- Task Achievement 
- Coherence and Cohesion 
- Lexical Resource 
- Grammatical Range and Accuracy 

In Writing Task 2 candidates are assessed on 
- Task Response 
- Coherence and Cohesion 
- Lexical Resource 
- Grammatical Range and Accuracy 

Each of the tasks is marked separately. Writing 
Task 2 is worth more marks than Writing Task 1 so 
candidates should leave plenty of time to 
complete Writing Task 2. Scores for Academic 
Writing are reported in who le bands or half 
bands, e.g. 6.5171 7.518 etc., on the IELTS 9-band 
scale. 

: ~ ~ ~ IElTS Listening 

Listening Texts and Questions 

There are four sections in the IELTS Listening Pa pe r. 
The questions are designed so that the answers 
appear in order as you listen to the listening text. 
At the beginning of each section cand idates hear a 
short description of the situation they are going to 

listen to. This may include information about who 
the speakers are, where they are and what the 
general topic is. Th is description is NOT written on 
the question paper, so it is important for candidates 
to listen carefully. 5 www.ztcprep.com
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About IELTS 
------------------------------------------------------~----

Sections 1 to 4 gradually become more difficult, 
with Sections 1 and 2 testing the types of listen ing 
skills needed for survival in everyday socia l contexts. 
The focus in Sections 1 and 2 is on understanding 
key points of factual information. Sections 3 and 4 
focus on situations set in academic or training 
contexts . The main focus here is being able to 
identify key points, identify details and follow a line 
of academic argument 

Answers 

During the test, candidates have time to read the 
questions and write down and check their answers. 
Answers are written on the question paper as 
ca ndidates listen. When the recording ends, 
candidates have 10 minutes to transfer their 
answers onto an answer sheet Answers must be 
spelled correctly. Proper names may be spelled out 
on the recording. 

Timing 

Approximately 30 minutes plus 10 minutes transfer 
time. 

Marks 

Each question carries one mark, giving a total of 
40 marks. The score out of 40 is translated into 
t he IELTS 9-band scale . Scores are reported in 
whole bands or half bands, e.g. 6.517/7.5 etc., on 
the IELTS 9-band scale. 

Task Types 

There are 6 basic task types. Any section may include 
any of the task types listed below and each section 
may involve one or more than one task type. 

Multiple Choice 
2 Matching 
3 Plan/Map/Diagram Labelling 
4 Form/Note/Table/Flow-( hart/Summary 

Completion 
5 Sentence Completion 
6 Short-Answer Questions 

Recordings 
Each sect ion is heard only ONCE. The recordings 
include a ran ge of accen ts, includin g British, 
Australian, New Zealand and North American. 

Speaking Test Format 

In the IELTS Speaking Test there is one candidate 
and one examiner. There are three parts to the 
test which give candidates the opportunity to 
demonstrate a range of different speaking sk ill s. 
Each IELTS Speaking Test is recorded. 

PART DESCRIPTION TIMING 

1 

2 

3 

Introduction and interview 4-5 minutes 

Introductions followed by 
identity check. The 
examiner then asks the 
candidate questions about 
familiar topics. 

Long turn 3-4 minutes 

The candidate is given a task 
card with a topic on it 
Candidates have one minute 
to prepare and make notes 
before speaking about the 
topic for 1 to 2 minutes. 

Discussion 4- 5 minutes 

This follows on from the 
topic of Part 2. The examiner 
asks questions to prompt 
discussion with the candidate 
of more abstract aspects of 
this topic 

Timing 

Each test lasts between 11 and 14 minutes. 

Marking 

IELTS Speaking Test scores are reported in whole 
bands or half bands, e.g. 6.51717.5 etc., on the IELTS 
9-band scale . Candidates are assessed on their 
performance throughout t he test using t he 
following criteria: 

Fluency and Coherence 
Lexical Resource 
Grammatical Range and Accuracy 
Pronunciation 

The test is recorded so that it can be re-marked if 
needed. The examiner will not give the candidate 
any feedback on their performance. 
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About Mission IELTS 

Mission IELTS 2 is the second in a two-course book 
series which aims to help students to achieve their 
potential for success in the IELTS exam. Mission IELTS 
2 is an 80 - 100 hour course for Upper-Intermediate 
to Advanced students aiming to achieve an IELTS 
Band Score 6.5 and above. Mission IELTS 1 is a course 
for less advanced students, targeting IELTS band 
scores of 5 - 6. 
Mission IELTS 2 provides a thorough course of study 
for students taking the Academic Module of the 
IELTS exam. Each of its 12 thematic units aims to 
develop the core language and skills needed for 
success in one of the IELTS papers. Its innovative unit 
structure enables the user to focus in-depth on 
language and skills to improve performance in the 
different sections of each paper, and the exam focus 
sections of each unit finely tune exam sk1 lls and 
awareness of exam features. The unit structu re 
means that as wel l as being used as a progressive 
course, the units can also be used in a modular way 
to support different course objectives and priorities 

Vocabulary Focus 

Each unit opens with a vocabulary section which 
introduces and creates lively interaction around the 
unit topic, presents students with important topic
related vocabu lary and explores specific lexical areas 
which underpin exam performance in the different 
papers such as collocations, prefixes and suffixes, 
"requently confused word stress and spelling. 

Skills Focus 

The sk ills focus section of each unit explores the 
sk1 lls implicit in specific IELTS tasks. These sections 
provide a platform for raising awareness of and 
oractising these different skills. For example, the 
Sk ill s Focus of Unit 5 focuses on extending 
responses, relating views to those of others and 
sentence and contrastive stress, all skills needed for 
success at the higher levels in the IELTS speaking 
:est 

About IELTS 

Grammar Focus 

Each grammar focus section takes as its start 1ng 
point a particular area of grammar and explo res 
understanding and use of this grammar in the 
context of the IELTS task being focused on. The 
Grammar Focus of Unit 2, for example, deals with 
Intonation, Grammar and Meaning, looking at how 
intonation interacts with other elements of language 
and shapes the message of what speakers say, an 
understanding crucial to success in the IELTS Listening 
paper. Students work to improve their grammar in 
these sections through exposure to a range of 
reference, awareness-raising and practice tasks. 
There is also a Language Appendix for students to refer 
to at the back of the Student's Book. 

Exam Focus 

Each exam fo cus section is div id ed into three 
dist inct sections 
Tips for IELTS: high light ing preparation and test 
tips for students. 
IELTS Practice Test: providing an exam practice task 
for students to complete. 
Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test: providing 
space for reflection on student answers , 
performance, task requirements and how tasks 
are marked/assessed. 

Mission IELTS Practice Test Book 

In addition to the course materials in Mission 
IELTS 2, there is a Mission IELTS Practice Test Book 
which can be used in conjunction with the course 
or as a stand-alone supplement to provide further 
invaluable practice in working towards the exam. 

7 www.ztcprep.com
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1 
Study time and 
downtime 

IELTS Paper focus: Speaking Test 
Vocabulary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, collocations, 

affixes 
Skills focus: Responding to/Extending answers, using 

weak forms and linking, making/ 

speaking from notes 
Grammar focus: Modal/Past modal meanings, phrases 

with modal meaning 

Exam focus: IELTS Speaking Test Parts 1 & 2 
Personal information questions, long turn 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

1 Look at the words in box A and match each of them to a word in box B to make a collocation about an 
aspect of university life/study. Tell another student about the collocations you find. 

distance course fees paper 

mid-term course 

Bachelor's visiting facilities student 

sandwich year 

tuition term learning tutor 

gap IT exams degree 

(i ) Look at the words/phrases in each category and add an appropriate affix to each incomplete word. Then 
· .. decide which collocations from Ex. 1 might fit some of the categories A-1 below. 

Student Status ~ r Assessments and 5) Assign .... ... .... . 

• 3) under/.. . .... graduate • 6) d1ssert .... .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 

Mode of Learning 

• 1) tutor 

• lecture • exchange student • finals 

• laboratory 2) practic • 4) full/. ... • end of term exams 

A B ..... .. ....... . c ........ .. .. 

Admission Procedures Student Finance Types of Courses/Degrees 

• student loans • 13) pre-session • • • • • • • • 0 .... course 

• living expenses • 14) found ········ · · · · ·· · ·· · ·· ... course 

• admission 7) require ........ .... ...... .. 1 

• persona l 8) state ........... .. . 

•9) condition .. offer • accommodat ion costs • MA 

• 12) scholar .. .... . .... • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • 
• joint degree • course 1 O) enrol . 

•11) select ... .... interview and bursaries 

D (E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... ············· · · :.· · ~.· ·· ) F ..... .... . .. ..... . ........ . ........ . · ) 
University Life Misbehaviour I Accommodation 

• academic year • 18) plagiar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . ...... .. .. • hallo f 20) resid 

• club 15) member .... ..... ..... .... ... • poor 19) attend ····· ··· ··· ···· ··· ···· ····· • off-ea mpus 21) rent .......... .. 

• 16) extra-curricul .......... activities • outstanding fees • share d room 

• academic 17) supervis 

G ... .. . .. .... .. ...... .. ..... . . ...... . . ) H ..... . . ....... . ... . . .. . ...... . ........... ( I .. . 
....__ 
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3 ) The following are questions that you might be asked in the IELTS Speaking Test about your current or 
future studies. Using some of the language in Exs. 1 and 2, take turns to ask and answer these questions 

with another student. 

- How easy was it to choose your college? 
- What is important in deciding which subject to 

study? 
- What are your plans for the future? 
- How do you use the Internet for your studies! 

- What other sort of courses would you like to 
take! 

- How important is Eng lish for your studies! 
- Wou ld you consider li ving abroad after your 

studies? 

4 Look at the first four words of each question above. Which sounds are linked? 

e. g. How easy was it to choose your college? 
'-' '-" 

·J Listen to the recording and see if you were correct. 

) The following task card is an example of a task in Part 2 of the IELTS Speaking Test. Use it as a guide and 

prepare a short talk about something you have studied to tell other members of the class. 

u 

-

-
1: 

. 
-:: 

I'd like you to describe a course you have taken that you really enjoyed. 

You shou ld say: 

• where and what you studied 
• who participated in the course 
• what happened at the end of the course 

and explain what made the course memorable . 

.. atch a verb on the left to a noun on the right to make a collocation about study skills. 

rr· .;t;~~· _:. ""' 

wri te A notes 

use B e-mail 

do c essays/assignments 

<eep to D sources 

ead E research 

'llaintain F deadlines 

cneck G IT 

select H tasks 

"take I revision 

c"te J a discussion 

schedule K files 

:Jrioritise L data 
..,("' i , , - j

1 'i 

1 
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( 7 ) Using the language box below tell another student which of the skills in Ex. 6 you are best at and which 
ones you need to work on. 

. ······· 

I'd say, I'm probably best at . 
My _ _ skills are not bad . 
What I need to work on most is/are . 

I never really seem to . 
I tend to be quite ... 
One thing I do need to improve . 

( 8 \ lt is important for your vocabulary notes to keep words that are used in similar ways together. Look back 

at Exs. 1, 2, and 6 and write down in this diagram words that you can use with do. 

4) ..... .......... ... ..... . 

3) .... .. .... ..... ..... ... . 

8) .. .. ... ... . . 
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SKILLS FOCUS: Responding to/Extending answers, using weak forms, 
making/speaking from notes 

n Part 1 of the Speaking Test you will be asked a range of questions about yourself and your country on topics such as 
.vhere you live, your work or studies, food, trave l, free time, places of interest, etc. 

n answering such questions, try to set yourself up with plenty to comment on and explain as you develop your 
answers. 

Look at the following short answers to the questions. Discuss with another student how a candidate 

might develop each answer. 

SHORT-ANSWER BOX 

What's the best way to get around your city7 Any way but by car 

How often do you do physical exercise/ Not as much as I should. 

What's the best time of year to visit your country? lt depends. 

How important is traditional music in your country? it 's not like it used to be. 

When do you usually go out with friends? At weekends, mostly. 

Is your city an environmentally-friendly city7 Perhaps, more than most 

What sort of holidays do you enjoy most? Long ones. 

Do you enjoy cooking for others I Sometimes yes, sometimes no. 

2 Look at the beginnings to answers below. Discuss with another student what they tell us about the 

perspective or position the student might be taking in answering the question. 

Now fill in the gaps with the questions in Ex. 1 and then develop the answers with ideas of your own. 

Practise asking and answering again with another student. 

Q 
A: I have to admit .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 

2 Q 
A: Whenever I can ....... . 

3 Q 
A: On the whole .... ......... .. . 

4 Q 
A: I'm afraid 

5 Q: 
A: As a student 

6 Q 
A: Apart from ..... 

7 Q: 
A: Like most peop le nowadays 

8 Q: ..................... ···· ······· 
A: it's hard to say 

1 
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(3) In developing answers to questions, there is a range of things that speakers typically do. 

0 Listen to these six answers to the questions from Ex. 1. Tick (I") the boxes below according to what 

you hear in each answer. You may tick more than one box for each answer. 

Answers A B c D E F 

give examples 

speculate about things 

talk about consequences 

explain reasons 

justify themselves 

t 4) 0 Listen again and write down examples of language used for the different speaking functions in the 

answers in Ex. 3. 

Weak forms and linking 

In English many short monosyllabic grammar or function words have what is called a weak form -which is the 
way they are pronounced when unstressed. The vowel sound in most weak forms is the schwa /g/. 

In English a word that ends in a consonant is linked to the word following it if it begins with a vowel sound. 
e.g. As far as students are concerned 

......- ...., 
If a word ends in a vowel sound and the following one begins with a vowel sound, a(n) /r/, /w/, or /j/ sound is 
often introduced to link the words. 
e g other (r) options (in trusive lrl) I'll do (w) it (in trusive /wl) we OJ eat (intrusive lj!) 

5 Look at the following extracts from what each speaker said in Ex. 3. Mark where weak form [8). 
consonant-vowel linking [-]and vowel linking /r/, /w/, /j/ might occur. 

As a student I tend to use public t ransport 

2 Not as much as I should 

3 I have to admit that I'm not really a trad it iona l 

music fan. 

() Now listen and check, then listen and repeat. 

4 People are finding it hard to pay for heating. 

5 it 's hard for me to just sit and relax. 

6 My mum always cooked for us at home and I 

eat most days on campus. 

(6.) Work with another student. Practise answering the questions below using the different ways of 
...... ·· developing your answers. The student that asks the question should note what the other student does in 

their response. 

How important is it to enjoy the subject you 
study! 

2 Have you thought about a career yeti 
3 How do you typically spend your weekends? 

4 Do you have any plans for the summer! 

5 What do you like most about where you live/ 

6 How often do you go out with a group of 

friends! 
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Speaking from notes 

1 Part 2 of the Speaking Test you are asked to speak for about 2 minutes on a topic after being given one minute to 

"lake notes about it on a blank page. 

7 Look at the task card on the left and discuss with another student how the candidate might complete the 

notes she has made on the blank page she was given. 

I'd like you to describe someth ing of yours 

that broke or stopped working. 

( • Item: 

• When : ... .. 

• How: 

You should say: • Fi x: . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ... .. . . ..... . 

when it broke 
how it broke/stopped working 
what you did to fix it 

and explain what problems this ca used you 

Probl ems: . 

• 

l . 

:>' 'Tlinute to make notes is not long, so to use the time effectively, you should only write down short words and 

:~ ' ::ses (not sentences) and perhaps use symbols to prompt you in your speaking. 

• J iscuss with another student what these symbols mean/are used to indicate and how they can save you 

: ime when making notes. 

~o@o (' ~] c=> DD DD ~ 
Q ~cf~W 0 cvcv 

0 0 

-::. '= O'SCUSS!On: 

_ suppose the smiley face could remind someone to describe how they felt about something. 
::s. and you could draw a sad or confused face quickly too. 

- [::;"'lplete the notes on the topic in Ex. 7 and use them to speak for two minutes to another student. 

1 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Modal/Past modal meanings, phrases with modal meaning 

Modal meanings 

1 Modal verbs can be used in short answers, by omitting the main verb. Match the short answers of 
Speaker B to the questions of Speaker A. Then explain to another student what you think Speaker B 
means and how they might develop their answers. 

-- ........ ! 

~affic bad in the area you live in? 

I ~ :an you see any reason why you might not go to university! 

3 Do you plan to travel this summer/ 
4 I'm thinking of studying abroad like you. What do you think? 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Do you study much at weekends! 

Should students work part-time w hile studying/ 

Do you thin k it's possible to get a student loan from the 

government! 

Did you go anywhere special in the holidays? 

Is the ris ing cost of going to un iversity likely to change things/ 

Do you take gifts w hen visiting someone's home in your country! J-

--

A I might. 

B You ought to . 

c I wou ldn 't . 

D I can't. 

E lt must be. 

F I couldn't. 

G You needn't. 

H lt shouldn't. 

Only if I have to. 

lt can be. 

--

) 

(2 ) Look at the modal verbs in Ex. 1 again and think about their meaning. Discuss with another student 
.... which ones you would use in rewriting each of the underlined parts of the sentences below. 

it's best to avoid the motorway in the 

mornings- it's sometimes a nightmare. 

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

be a nightmare. 

2 I don't see any reason why he's not allowed to 

come. 

There 

come. 

3 Don't worry about being the only one turning 

up. I'm sure she 's expecting others too. 

You .... .. ............ ... ............ ........ ... ....... .. .. 

be expecti ng others to. 

Past modal meanings 

4 lt wasn't possible to go on the course as no-one 

told me about needing a visa. 

I . . . . . . . . . . . . 

have a visa. 

5 Why not just go along7 There's a chance they 

need people for the summer. 

You ............. .. 

people for the summer. 

modal verb + (not) + have + past participle (main verb) 

Meanings 
Remember: li ke present modal forms, some past modal forms have more than one mean ing 

e.g. He couldn't drive until he was 30. (lack of ability) it couldn't have been him- he was abroad (impossibil ity) 
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~ 

3 Choose a word from the box that best describes the meaning of each underlined past modal form in t he 

sentences below. Some are used more than once. 

possibility regret expectation lack of necessity certainty ability criticism 

Providing there was no delay, they ought to 

have arrived by now. . ......... . 

2 I needn't have bothered rushing - the assignment 

isn't due till next week. . .... .. . 

3 With a better resu lt in my finals, I might have 

got a better degree. . ....... . ...... .... . 

4 I could have taken a gap year but I didn't want 

to ....................... . 

5 I really should have lived off-cam pus in my 

second year. 

6 Living on your ow n for the first time must have 

been difficult. ................................... . 

7 You ought to have been more careful in 

selecting your courses. 

8 Going abroad for her fi rst degree may not have 

been the right choice for her. 

9 They can't have accepted me or I wou ld have 

heard by now. 

10 They should have received my appli cat ion but 

they cla im t hey haven't. 

atch a half sentence in column A to one in column B that best comp letes it. Some have more than one 

answer. 

2 

3 

You shou ld have spent more time on it 

I could have retaken the examination 

I can't have been selected for interview 

I needn't have worried about an interview 

I shou ld have looked into courses earlier 

You must have been thrilled to get a place 

I may not have written enough 

They ought to have acknowledged applications 

I doubt anyone wou ld have heard back yet 

The online form cou ldn't have been easier ) 

A given the number of appl icants. 

B judging by the word limit. 

C if the closing date was yesterday. 

D but decided not to. 

E as it was so important. 

F because hardly any college does them . 

G or they would have called me. 

H but kept putting it off. 

although I wish I'd checked some spellings. 

even if they reject you. 

raw a time line of the past year and mark various events that happened and decisions you made on 

s:ecifi c dates. Explain your and other people's feelings about these things to another student using the 

:ast modal forms in Ex. 4. 

Phrases with modal meaning 

-~e re are a group of phrases in English which are similar to medals because they are used to express similar 
~eani ngs to medals: necessity, obligation, possibil ity, abil ity, permission, certa inty, expectation, etc. 

:::;: I am obliged to go. (obligation) He 's bound to go. (certainty) 

-~ese phrases are commonly used in more complex modal st ructures, especially when it is not possible to 
::::~oin e two modal forms. 

~ ::· I should EeA go. ~ I should be able to go. 
You might~ have a first degree. You m1ght be expected to have a first degree. 

1 
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(6 ) Complete each gap with the key word in italics from the phrases in the box. Some are used more than once. 

be able 
be allowed 

be bound 
be due 

be expected 
be obliged 

be likely 
be supposed 

be willing 

be about 

You're . . ............. to buy a 

visa at the airport before you enter my country. 

2 There's . .. . .. .. . ... .. .. . .. .. . .... .. ... . . . to be 

trouble w ith so many protesters expected. 

3 Both my parents are . 

to retire next year, so I hope they' ll come and 

visit me. 

4 I am .... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . to be starting 

a foundation course but it's not really what I 

want to do. 

5 You have to be 

to work for a year on a sandwich course. 

6 I'm not.... .............. . ................................ to 

get a scholarship or bursary so I'll have to get a 

part-time job. 

7 Other students in my hall usua lly start partying 

just as I am 

to fall asleep. 

8 Where I'm from you're . 

to remove your shoes before entering the home . 

9 I should be . . . .... to finish 

my dissertation by July. 

10 I hope to be.. . ..... to stay 

in halls next year because of my health problem. 

7 Rewrite sentences 1-10 by replacing the phrases in italics with a modal verb from box A and the phrases in 

bold with a phrase from box B. Some items are used more than once. Some sentences may need rewriting. 

must may (not) should 

might (not) can't have to 

be able to be allowed to be bound to be expected to 

be obliged to be unlikely to be willing to be about to 

I'm sure they will require you to have a Bachelor's 

degree for such courses. 

You ........... . . 

2 I'm sure he won't be considering giving up the 

cou rse just yet. 

He ................. ....... ... .. .... ......... ..... ... ... . 

3 Surely you can get at least some of the course 

deposit back 

You 

4 The extra year's t uition is someth ng her parents 

probably don' t w ant to pa "or. 

5 t 5 9055:::! r;: '.'Or < have to resit any exams 

-e 

6 it's possible that they'll want you to show your ID. 

You .. 

7 it sometimes happens that students are asked to 

retake IELTS if their score is more than two years old. 

Students . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. ... ll 

8 As a rule, overseas students have the opportunity 

to stay in campus accommodation in their first 

year. 

Overseas students ................. . 

9 I expect that she'll get permission to go too 

She ............ .. ............... . 

10 You probably won't be required to have a face

to-face interview. 

You are .......... .... .. .. ..... .. .. .. ... .. ...... .... ... . 

8 ) scuss wi th another student what you know about the possibilities, procedures, deadlines and expectations 
J~ candidates when applying to universities overseas. 

• 

• 
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XAM FOCUS: IELTS Speaking Test Parts 1 & 2 
Personal information questions, long turn 

1 Tips for IELTS 

Complete the blanks in the tips below with one word. 

~ 
,-:::.-;: 1 

1 Avoid yes/no answers so that you give yourself 
1) .. .... .. .......................... to say in developing your 
answers. 

1 Don't worry if you cannot remember a part icular 
2) . Paraphrase (e.g. say 
someth ing similar) and move on. 

• Comment on things that are particular to you, your 
country, culture ... this will give you more to say. 

=:=.-: 2 
., Part 2, you are typically asked to talk on a topic 
·elating to a person, object or 3) . 

you r life. 
• ..;Se the full one minute you are allowed to make 

4) 
• :::vide your page of notes into sections that 

correspond to the prompts on the card and jot 
~own a few key-words and 5) . 
::s reminders of what you want to say. 

• 3egin by giving a little bit of background 
6) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. about the event, object, 
-cident, etc. you are asked to talk about 
ou wi ll easily fill the time and give adequate 

- =ormation if you develop t he points you mention 
:. exp laining, giving examples and 7) . 

·::actions, thoughts and what is/was said . 
~ :he IELTS speaking test you will be assessed on 

= uency and coherence: 
5-:::: speak at a natural speed and 8) . .. ... . . . ... . . 

:::;_,r ideas well. 

_exica l resource: 
:: Jse a range of relevant vocabulary to talk about 
~:::;:J I CS. 

--= rammatical range and accuracy: 
~= develop answers in different ways to show a 
·::~~e of language. 

?·onu nciat ion: 
:.: :·aaise being accurate with word stress, intonation, 
3::~:::'lce stress and individual 9) .... 

.. 
• Practise talking about where you live and about 

your work/studies as you wi ll be asked about one of 
these th ings at the 1 0) . . ...... of the 
test 

• Listen to podcasts of people doing the type of 
thin gs you have to do in Parts 1 and 2 of the 
Speaking Test 

Listen to interviews in whi ch people answer 
questions about 11) . 
Listen to people narra t ing events about their 
lives . 
Note any useful language they use in developing 
what they say, giving examples, explaining, etc. 

• Record yoursel f answering questions and doing Pa rt 
2 tasks. As you listen back, think about where you 
12) . . ... .. ...... have developed more what 
you said. 

• You may find these websites useful in helping you to 
further 13) . . ................... your pronunciation 

www.enq lishclub.com 

www.multimedia-enq lish.com 

www.enqlishpronunciationpod.com 

www.esl.about .com/cs/pronunciat ion 

• The following websites may also be useful for 
answering questions about yourself 

www .lyved. com/1 i fe/7 5-q uestions-to-ask-yourself 

www.thestudent room.co.uk 

• Forming a face-to-face or Skype study group to practise 
IELTS speaking tasks will provide 14) . . ...... .. . 
with further speaking practice. 

• Organise your vocabulary notebook so that you keep 
together useful words and 15) . 
for talking about yourself or describing events. 

1 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

Part 1 

In Part 1 of the Speaking Test an examiner will ask you a range of questions relating to three common 
topics. The first of these topics will either be about your home/home town or your work/studies. The 
other two topics will be selected from a range of conversational themes such as free time, daily routine, 

food, holidays, etc. This part of the test will last 4-5 minutes. 

Work with another student. Take it in turns to ask the other student 3 or 4 questions on 3 of the different 

topics below. 

Home Work/Study 

Let's talk about where you live .. . Let's talk about what you do ... 

• Where are you from! • Do you have a job or are you a student? 

• What do you like most about living in .. 7 • What do you typically do each day7 

• What sort of accommodation do most people • What's the most interesting thing about what 
live in? you do? 

• Is the town/city you live in an easy place to live? • How easy is it to find a job in your country? 

• Where do most people shop in your area? • Where do you see yourself in ten years' time7 

Health Travel 

Let's move on to talk about health ... Now let's talk about travelling ... 

• What do you do to keep fit? • Have you spent much time abroad! 

• Are you careful about what you eat? • Is there a particular country you'd like to visit! 

• Do many people smoke in your country! • What's the best way to travel around your 

• Are people healthier today than fifty years ago? country? 

• What makes travelling by plane so exciting? 

• Tell me about where people typically spend their 

holidays in your country! 

Part 2 

In Part 2 of the Speaking Test you are given a task card . You are also given a pencil and some paper to 
make notes on if you wish and are allowed one minute to do this. You then have to speak about the topic 
on your card for about 2 minutes. 

Work with another student. Each should make notes and talk for two minutes about one of the topics 
below. 

Task card 1" 

I'd like you to talk about an object that is 

essential to you in your daily life. 

You should say: 

• when you first got it 
• how you use it 
• any problems you've had with it 

and explain why it's so important to you. 

Task card 2 

I'd like you to talk about a day at school that 

you particularly remember. 

You should say: 

• when it was 
• who was involved in the day 
• what happened that day 

and what made the day memorab le. 
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3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

·'J Listen to a candidate talking about one of the topics in Part 1. Listen and tick (I') what she does. 

Does she. 

answer promptly/at a natural speed7 D 
2 give appropriate short answers to the questions? D 
3 explain her answers? D 
4 paraphrase when she can't think of a word? D 
5 ask for clarification? D 
6 use a range of grammar and vocabulary7 D 

• : Listen to another candidate doing one of the tasks from Part 2 on the previ ous page. Tick (I ) the 

·h ings she does in completing the task. 

,..-----, 

gives background detail L 
2 covers the prompts in order D 
3 details a particular problem she's had D 
4 says she doesn't know what to say D 
5 mentions comments people have made to her D 
6 specifies different types of uses D 
7 gives a long description of the object D 
8 lists different activities she does with it D 
9 gives examples D 

•J signals she is responding to different prompts D 

• , Listen again to each candidate and note down anything you notice about their 

• •1uency - flow of language, naturalness of delivery 

• coherence - relevance and development of ideas. 

J iscuss this with another student. 

1 
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2 
Coming to a 
new country 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

r 
lt l ~ Paper tocus: L1sten1ng Paper 

Vocab u ary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, prefixes and 

Ski l ls focus 

suffi xes 

Predicting, listening for specific information, 

disting uishing sounds in connected speech 

Gramma r focu s: ntonation, grammar and meaning 

Exam focus : EL TS Listening Paper Sections 1 & 2 

Short-answ er questions, plan/map/diagram 

1abelmg, multip le choice 

1 a) Tick (I') the emotions you might feel when arriving in a new country to live or study. 

20 

excitement D 4 homesickness D 7 anxiety D 10 enthusiasm D 

2 loneliness D 5 curiosity D 8 hopelessness D 11 helplessness D 

3 delight D 6 nervousness D 9 determination D 12 stress D 

Write any other emotions you think you might feel: ........ ................................................................ .......... . 

b) Which aspects of your life in the new country do you think the feelings from Ex. 1 a might be 
associated with? Share your ideas with classmates using the phrases in the box below. 

I think you're bound to fee l .. it's only natural to feel a bit .. . 
I suppose what I'd feel most is . I'd almost certainly be/feel .. . 

c) All the words in Ex. 1 a are nouns. Some of them end in noun suffixes (a meaningful set of letters added 
to the end of a word to make a new word). Underline the suffixes for each noun in Ex. 1 a and write the 
corresponding adjective that describes how someone feels. Then underline the adjective suffixes. 

1 4 .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ............... .. 7 10 ........... ... ..... .... .. .... . 

2 ........ .. ........ . 

3 ... ... .. .. .... .. ....... .. .... . 
5 
6 

8 ....... ......... ..... .. ........ . .. 11 

9 12 

(i ) Tell another student which emotions you might associate with the following issues on arriving in another 
.... / country. Why? 

bureaucracy 
social customs 

workload 
sightseeing 

language 
diet 

personal security 
contacting home 

budgeting 
social life 

(''3 On arriving in a new country for study which of these would you do in which order? Number the activities 
1-10 (1 =do first, 10 =do last). 

~ getting a tax number 

[![] buying a bicycle 

[I[] ringing a member of my family/a friend 

@I] enrolling for classes 

[!I] find ing accommodation 

Discuss your priorities with your classmates. 

~ signing on for health care 

@I] applying for a driving licence 

~ going on holiday 

rn opening a bank account 

QIJ going and visit ing the sights 
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J 

' a) Read these extracts of advice on what to do when arriving in three different countries. Complete the 

blanks with the correct form of the words in bold by adding a prefix and/or a suffix. 

New Zealanders dislike stuffiness and 1) .............................. formality, and NEED 
this attitude is evident in the workplace. Most companies are smal l, 
with between five and ten 2) ............................ In this context, formality EMPLOY 
is unworkable and managers and business owners usually treat their 
staff as they would friends. 
Although relations are inevitably more structured in large 3) .~ ... . . ... ... . ORGANISE 
.. .............................. , informality and friendliness are still generally the 
rule. 
4) .............................. and friendliness also extend to social occasions, FORMAL 
and it is common for management to 5) ..................................... with their SOCIAL 
staff on equal terms, 6) ...................................... in small firms. This often PARTICULAR 
extends to entertainment at the manager's or owner's home - often 
barbecue get-togethers held in the summer months. A standard 
feature of 7) ... .............. ................. life in New Zealand is 'Friday Fives', WORK 
which generally involves management and staff sharing drinks 
together in the office after close of work on Friday. 

.'.Jstralia , people keep their money in a bank, building society or 
=-:::"1 union . Most income, including salary, wages and 8) ........... GOVERN B 

... ... ...... benefits , is paid 9) .......... .......... ..... ............... into an DIRE a 
--::Junt. Australians use debit cards to get money from their bank 
:·::J~.mts and for many purchases. 

JJ open a bank, building society or credit union account within 
·.eeks of your 1.0) ...... ............. ................... .... . , you will usually ARRIVE 
'leed your passport to identify yourself. After six weeks you will 

-=-=-::: additional 1.1.) ............. .. ... .. .. ... .. ...... ...... to open an account, IDENTIFY 
: 1 ou may have 1.2) ..... .. .. ...... ......... ...... ...... ... ..... if you do not DIFFICULT 

-· :; enough documents to identify yourself. Advise your bank of 
:..· tax file number (TFN) to avoid higher rates of 1.3) ........... TAX 

..... ... .. .... .... on interest earned. 

c 
Upon arrival, the airline 14) ... ... .. .... ...... ........ .. ..... . will show you to the 
inspection area. You will queue up in an inspection line and then speak 
with a CBP officer. You may then be asked to proceed with your 
15) . ... . .. . . .. . .. .... .. ....... . . . . .. . to a second screening po int for 
16) ........ .. ... ... ... ...... ..... .. .. questioning by CBP Officers. 

• If you are an alien , the CBP Officer must determine why you are 
• coming to the United States, what documents you may require, if you 
• have those documents , and how long you should be allowed to 
• 17) .... .... ... . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. . .. stay in the United States. These 
• determinations usually take less than one minute to make. If you are 
• allowed to proceed, the officer will stamp your passport and Customs 

Declaration form and issue a completed Form 1-94 to you. A completed 
form 1-94 will show what 18) .... .. ..... ..... ......... ... ... ... classification you 
were given and how long you are allowed to stay. 

PERSON 

BELONG 
ADD 

INITIAL 

MIGRATE 
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b) Read the extracts again and find more words with prefixes and/or suffixes. Then, complete the table 
using the words you found and the words 1-18 from the extracts. Some words have both a prefix and 
a suffix. 

Prefixes Suffixes 

Noun 

Adjective 

Verb 

Adverb 

5 Work with another student. Do you have any stories of yourself or people you know arriving in other 

countries and the good or bad experiences you/they had? Tell one another. 
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)le 

md 
r SKILLS FOCUS: Predicting, listening for specific information, distinguishing sounds 

in connected speech 

Preparing to listen - Predicting 

• Before we listen to someone speak we often (unconsciously) form a general idea of what they will say 

and some of the words they might use. Predicting in this way helps prepare us to listen so that listening 

becomes easier. Read the introduction to a conversation and complete the box making predictions about 

w hat you are going to hear. 

You will hear a conversation between an accommodation agent and a student. 

My predictions 

What about: ...... ... .. ... .. .. .. ..... ... .... ......... ...... .. .. .. .. .. ..... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... ... ....... .. 

Possible words: 

• , Now listen to the conversation to check your predictions. 

hen we listen we also predict words or sentence endings as we listen. 

::· Listen to these extracts and predict what follows. 

A: Hello, yes, I spoke to you the other day 

when I came in about finding some student 

accommodation ... name's Christos. 

B Oh yes, I remember. Right, how can ...... ? 

2 A: it's got a great big garden, but it's unfurnished, 

remember. 

B Oh, I'm not worried about that. But 

whereabouts is it? 

A: How well do you .. . ............... ... .. ") 

3 A: OK, then. Deloitte Avenue runs parallel to 

that, on the south side, the same side as the 

supermarket 

B. I know where 

Listen again to check your answers. 

Listening for specific information 

4 A: But doesn't it get a bit rough round there? I 

think there have been some fights or 

something. 

B: Oh, that was a few .............. . 

5 A: it's become a good place to live 'cos it's so 

near the centre and it's got loads of ..... 

6 A: What about Internet cafes? 

B: Yeah, I'm pretty ............. ......... ............. .. .. 

7 A: There 's a tourist information point on the 

opposite 

- ::: Sometimes when we listen, we just listen for specific information. This listening skill is very useful for 

Sections 1 & 2 of the IELTS Listening Test/Practice. Which of these might you listen to for specific 

information? Put a tick(/'). 

1 lectures 

2 railway announcements 

3 TV soap operas 

... coll ege answer phone messages 

5 songs 

6 a story told by a friend 

7 directions 

8 someone telling you a website address 

9 radio news 

10 an announcement about who 

has won a competition 

2 
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b) Which of these questions is likely to require listening for specific information? Put a tick(/'). 

1 What is the conversat ion about7 

2 What time will the two meet7 

3 What is his reason for want ing to leave? 

4 Where is the house located? 

(if) Discuss with classmates: 
·· ....... ·· 

• How is listening for spec if ic information 

different from listening for gist and listening for 

detail? Think of both what you do and the kind 

of information you listen for. 

listening practice 

• Why might it be important to listen for specific 

information in the IELTS Listen ing Paper"~ 

• Do you find it is difficult to listen for specific 

information? Why"~ How can you solve this? 

5 0 Use the skills of predicting and listening for specific information to listen to the conversation again 
and answer these IELTS exam style tasks: 

Questions 1-3 

Answer the following questions. Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

What special feature does the accommodation in Deloitte Avenue have"~ . 

2 What possible disadvantage of this accommodation does the accommodation agent mention? . 

3 What part of town is Harbour Road in"~ ........ .... . 

Questions 4-9 

Label the map. Write the correct letter A-F, next to numbers 4-9. 

A Deloitte Avenue 

B Market 

c Chemist's 

D Library 

E Tourist information 

point 

F Internet cafe 
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After listening tasks 

,. a) 0 Listen to these extracts from the conversation and complete the blanks. 

How can I .... ........ ...... ....... .. ...... ..... ........... 7 6 it's become a . .. .. .... .. .. .. ... .. ... .. . ........... to live. 

2 it's got a . ... . ........... . ..... .. ...... . .. garden. 7 Oh yes, ......... .. ..... ..... .. ........... ....... .... the market. 
3 But whereabouts ...... .. . ? 7 

4 

5 But, 

. know Harbour Rd in Darlington7 

get a bit rough round there? 

8 Can I definitely . 

9 Now, I'll 

10 I . 

.... .. ... .... ... .... just on the corner. 

a chemist's shop. 

.. 
b) \':) Listen again. In which sentences do sounds: disappear? get linked to others? get combined with others? 

"" c) ·• ,J Listen again and repeat each sentence 1-10 from Ex. 6a, trying to imitate exactly the sounds as 

they are pronounced in spoken language. 

Distinguishing sounds in connected speech 

- a) ·':) Read the tapescript at the back of the book (p. 160) and listen to the conversation at the same 

time. Notice how spoken language is different from written language because sounds disappear, get 

li nked to others or get combined with others. 

) Read the tapescript again and find words with prefixes and/or suffixes. 

- Underline any new words in the tapescript and put them in your vocabulary record. 

- -alk to your classmates about the kind of accommodation you'd like to live in as a student. 

2 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Intonation, grammar and meaning 

Intonation is the way we move our voice up or down when we speak. Understanding English intonation can help you 
understand some of the grammar and meaning of English sentences or smaller units of meaning. 

1 a) () Listen to these sentences and decide if they are questions or not. Complete them with a full stop 
or a question mark. 

My brother arrived yesterday 6 The flight's not till 11 

2 Your sister has lost her passport 7 Fill in this form and hand it in at the counter 

3 Where's the immigration officer 8 Show me your visa 

4 I don't know who to speak to 9 You're here on holiday 

5 Give me your identity card 10 I've got two credit cards 

b) Answer these questions by writing the numbers of the sentences above. 

1 In which sentences does the intonation go up? 

2 In which sentences does the intonation go down? 

3 Which sentences don't look like questions but are! 

4 Which sentences are statements? 

5 Which sentences are commands/instructions? 

c) () Listen to the sentences again and repeat them with the correct intonation. 

(.i \ () Listen to these questions. Put an arrow at the end of each to show if the intonation goes up i or 
· ......... · 

down~. 

1 Are you planning to attend college! 6 Have you been here before I 

2 Where do your relatives live! 7 Were you born there/ 

3 How long are you wanting to stay? 8 When will you start your studies? 

4 Will you try to get a job? 9 Who are you going to stay with? 

5 How much money do you have on you? 10 Did you have a good flight! 

Which type of questions does the intonation go up on and which does it go down on? 

0 Listen to the questions again and repeat them with the correct intonation. 

(j ) 0 In the sentences in A and B the intonation falls. In C it rises. What meaning does it express in A, B and 
C? Listen to see. 

A That's fantastic. 3 What a great idea. 

4 Pity about that. 2 Oh no .. 

B He won't get there late, will he! 4 
2 He'll be alright, won't he! 5 
3 You remembered the passports, didn't you? 6 

c He'll be here by tomorrow, won't he! 4 
2 He won't lose his documents, will he! 5 
3 We need to fill in these forms, don't we! 6 

5 Cool. 

6 Really. 

You didn't forget our tickets, did you/ 

You aren't a student, are you/ 

You've already got a job, haven't you? 

We don't need to show our passports, do we! 

She's got her sponsor's letter, hasn't she! 

She hasn't got liquids on her, has she? 

() Listen to the sentences again and repeat them with the correct intonation. 
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4 Now complete the blanks in these statements about intonation in English. 

I In English, intonation is used to show emotions and 

feelings but it can also be used to show if something is 

a statement, command or 1) q. .. .. . . . . , what 

kind of question is being used: a wh-question or a 

unsure about the answer. We use a 4) f... ...... 
tone for statements, exclamations, commands, wh-

questions and confident 5) L .. .................. questions, 

and a rising 6) t ....................... for yes/ no questions 

2) yes/n .. ................ question, and also whether the 

speaker of a tag question is 3) s .. or 

and tag questions where the speaker isn't confident 

about the 7) a ..... 

-.:-

5 ·'J Listen to this mixture of sentences. Say whether their intonation goes up or down and why. Then 
repeat them with the correct intonation. 

~ a) Look at this extract from the tapescript for the conversation about visiting accommodation from the 
Skills Focus section . In pairs, decide who will be the student, Christos, and who will be the 
accommodation agent. Read through your lines marking the sense divisions with R (rising) or F (falling) 
intonation. Then say the dialogue to one another. 

TAPE SCRIPT 

Student: Hello I , yes, I spoke to you the other day when I came in about finding some student 

accommodation I .. name's Christos. I 

Agent: Oh yes I, I remember. I Right/, how can I help you? I 

Student: Well, I I was wondering about going to see some of the places. I There is one I'm really interested 

in. I 

Agent: Right, I which is that? I 

Student: Well, I the one in Deloitte Avenue I- that's the only one with a garden, isn't iP I 

Agent: Yes, that's right. I it's got a great big garden, I but it's unfurnished, I remember. I 

Student: Oh, I'm not worried about that/But whereabouts is it? I 

Agent: How well do you know the city7 I 

Student: Quite well, I I've been here on holiday before. I 

Agent: OK, then. I Do you know Harbour Rd in Darlington7 I 

b) ·'J Listen to some sentences. What emotions/attitudes do they express? Write the letters A-H against 
the numbers. You will need to use some letters more than once. 

2 

A disappointed 

B surprised 

3 
4 

C factual 

D bossy 

5 
6 

E pleased 

F concerned 

7 

8 

G wanting to know more 

H unsure 

9 
10 

2 

I 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Listening Paper Sections 1 & 2 
Short-answer questions, plan/map/diagram labelling, multiple choice 

1 Tips for IELTS 

Read the tips and complete the blanks. Then, tick (.t) the tips that are most important for you. 

IELTS Listening Paper, Sections 1 & 2 
• Section 1 is always a conversation between 1) ......... ... . 

people. 
• Section 2 is a monologue. 
• Both sections are set in an everyday 2) .......... .. . 

context 

Short-answer questions 
• You must use NO MORE than the 3) .................. ..... . 

number of words mentioned in the instructions. 
• Your words must be taken UNCHANGED from the 

4). 
• The words you write must 5) ... grammatically 

correct 
• This task usually requires listening for specific information. 

Plan/Map/Diagram labelling 
• You need to label a visual such as a diagram (e.g. a piece of 

equipment), a set of pictures, a plan (e.g. of a building), a 
map (e.g. of part of a town) 

• You usually need to 6) .. .. ..... .... .... . ...... . answers from 
a list 

• If the visual is a map or a plan with 'you' marked on 
it, it's very important to work out 7) . 
where you are on the map or plan at the beginning, 
1.e. your starting point. Otherwise, everything after 
will be in the wrong place. 
it's often important to listen for directions and 
prepositions of 8) . . ............ and movement in this task. 

Multiple choice 
• There are two kinds of multiple choice tasks: 

a A question followed by 9) ... 
possible answers to choose from. 

b A longer list of possible answers from which you 
need to choose more than 1 O) .... .................. . 
Read the instructions VERY carefully to check how 
many answers are needed. 

• You wi ll always hear some kind of reference to each 
possible answer, but only one is right so listen 
carefully for the one that 11) . 
exactly with all its meaning. 

• Information about the answers may not be in the 
12) ....... .............. . order as the answers, so read 
carefully before listening. 

Paraphrasing 
• When you read the questions think how else they could be 

13) . . .. (paraphrased). Answers are very often 
introduced by paraphrases of the words in the questions. 

Further study 
• To get more practice in listening, and to enjoy it, 

listen to the sites below. 
• Listen to both 14) . . .... and monologues in 

preparation for IELTS Listening Paper Sections 1 & 2. 
www.guardian.co.uk/books/series/books 
www.ted.com/speakers7tagid= 7 &page-4 
www.beelinetv.com/ 
www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/ 
www.edition .cnn .com/ 

Suggestions for vocabulary revision 
In Unit 1 we suggested you keep a vocabulary record to 
help you with preparing for IELTS . But just having a 
record isn't enough, you also need to 15) ........................ .. 
the record. Here are some simple games you could play 
with your vocabulary record. 

Write a word on one side of a slip of paper and the 
meaning on the other. Do this for 15-20 words. Get a 
friend/member of your family to test you. 

2 Look at your record and write 10-15 quiz questions, 
one for each word. A few days later, try to answer 
your own questions, or ask members of your class. 

3 Write 15 words on slips of paper. Write their meaning 
on 15 other slips. Then play 'snap' trying to match the 
words to their meanings. Or, mix them up, turn them 
all face down, and then turn them over one by one 
trying to pair words and their meanings. Turn them face 
down again if you can't remember where the pair is. 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

::· SECTION 1 

Questions 1-5 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

The student has recent ly 

A opened another account. 

B visited the bank. 

C arrived in the UK. 

2 The student is carrying a letter which 

A is accepted proof of her identity. 

B gives full details of her college 

C shows her address. 

3 Th e student needs to 

A ask her landlord to go to the bank. 

B get a stamped letter from her college. 

C produce a letter from her course tutor. 

uestions 6-8 

4 The student gets worried because 

A she needs a bank account straight away. 

B her family need to conta Ct: her. 

C she has no money. 

5 The bank requires the documents because 

A the customer has no proof of identity. 

B it must fol low government rules. 

C th ere are specia l regulations for students. 

' -swer the questions in NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS OR A NUMBER. 

_ N hose activities are the government regulations 

: rying to target/ 

estions 9-10 

c:-,oose TWO letters, A-E. 

7 Who operates money transfers/ 

8 What is the limit on money transfers? 

··,")·eh TWO features are available with current accounts? 

A overdrafts C use of ATMs E phone banking 
B a cred it card D interest on savings 

= 

2 
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SECTION 2 

Questions 11-17 

Label the plan of the campus below. 

Choose SEVEN answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-1 next to questions 11-17. 

A 

B 
chemist's shop 

classrooms 

Bar and TV 
lounge 

Questions 18-20 

c gym 

0 porter 's lodge 

E laundry G 

F computer room H 

.. 
-:: · 

\ ·. 

Bedrooms 

Answer the questions in NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS OR A NUMBER. 

dining room 

staff room 

Main Hall 

Main door 

11 

I office 

18 What will the course participants be given later? 20 Who have a desk outside the main hall! 

19 Who does the speaker particularly recommend 

asking for information I 
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3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

• Complete this chart about the Practice Test you have just done. 

-

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 

Task type 

Listening for specific 

information required? (Yes/No) ... 
Paraphrasing used/required? 

(Yes/No) 

Useful new vocabulary for my 

vocabulary note book 

3) Look at these answers to the Practice Test. They all contain mistakes. Find and correct them. 

arrived in the UK 7 by Post Office 14 G??? 
2 A and C 8 five thousand pounds 15 Internet access 
3 Letter B 9 and 10A, C, E 16 lawn dry 
4 ..... ??? 10 phone banking 17 Cor A 
5 B or C 11 classrooms 18 a quick tor 
6 criminals who are trying 12 ..................... 19 the porters at the lodge 

to launder money 13 D, porter's lodge 20 social organisers' 

~ . Look at the wrong answers in Ex. 2a and complete this list of what NOT to do when answering IELTS 
Listening questions. 

When answering IELTS Listening questions 

DON'T 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

2 
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3 
Biology and 
health 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

IELTS Paper focus: Reading Paper 

Vocabulary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, collocations, 

academic vocabulary 

Skills focus: Predicting, skimming, scanning 

Grammar focus: Different kinds of clauses 

Exam focus: IELTS Reading Paper Passage 1 

Sentence completion, short-answer 

questions, matching information 

1 a) Look at these extracts from some articles about biology and health. How do you think the words in 

bold relate to the topic of the unit? 

0 
According to a recent study of 
happiness. middle age is the 
period of their lives during which 
people are most susceptible to 
becoming depressed. 

0 Research that investigated the 

abilities of two-year olds, 

chimpanzees and orang
utans found that children had 

far superior social learning 

skills than the apes . 
Researchers say the results 

give further support to the 

theory that superior social 
ability is a fundamental 

human trait that distinguishes 

us from other primates. 

8 
It is said that optimism and good cheer 
can have multiple benefits. People who 
are generally happy tend to be more 
likeable and sociable. In addition, they 
can cope with stress better and most 
likely live longer and healthier lives. 

G As a result of monitoring 300 

volunteers over a 13-year-period, US 

neurologists have discovered that 

walking may bring distinct benefits 

to the elderly, protecting the 
brain against shrinking and 

preserving memory. Tests 

throughout the study revealed that 

the risk of developing memory 

problems was reduced by 50% 

amongst those who walked most. 

b) Read the definitions of the words/phrases in bold from the extracts in Ex. 1 a and complete the blanks 
with the correct word/phrase. 

32 

...... : to manage something 

difficult successfully 

2 .................. .. ... : a type of highly intelligent 

ape found in Africa 

3 ............. .. ...... : feeling low, unhappy and 

8 .............................. : a characteristic specific to 

people 

9 ..... : part of the body that 

controls our cognitive powers and emotions 

10 ..................... .. ....... : a quality that enables us to 

hopeless get on w ith others 

4 .................... : people w ho special ise in 11 ..................... :large apes living in parts of 

diseases of the nerves South East Asia 

5 .............................. : fitter, better 12 ... : old people considered as a 

6 ............. ... .. .. : a condition of strong anxiety group 

or worry 13 .................. .. .. : capacities/skills 

7 .............................. : a group of mamma ls to 14 ................. . ............ : the group of animals that 

which humans and apes belong includes chimpanzees, gorillas and orang-utans 
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_ a) Which of the following is the best definition of 'collocation'? 

• words which have the same meaning 

• idioms 

• words which are often found together 

b) Complete these collocations taken from the extracts in Ex. 1 a. 

middle ........ . . 6 to live . 

2 accord ing .... ..... ... .. .. ... . 7 to give ......... .... .... .. .. ... .. .. ...... .. .. .. ... ........ ..... .. . 

3 susceptible . 8 to distinguish ............. .. .. . 

4 reduce ....................... .. ...... ... ....... .. ....... ... .. .. . 9 to protect ..... ..... ..... .. .. .. ... .. ... ... ... .. .. .. ... ..... . 

5 to cope ... .. ... .... .......................... ... ............. .. 10 the risk ..... .. .. .. 

- - he extracts in Ex. 1 a also contain academic vocabulary items. Vocabulary of this kind often occurs in texts 

1 the IELTS Reading Paper. Look at the extracts and find the academic words used for the following: 

' as X says/reports 5 people who carry out research 

, ·nvestigation into or serious study of a subject 6 a set of ideas or hypothesis providing an 

explanation 

3 oositive outcomes, advantages 7 what is discovered by an investigation 

- a piece of academic work on a subject 8 to check or observe carefully 

Listen to the recording. Write down each word/phrase and mark the main stress on it and then repeat. 

:1 use the vocabulary in the boxes to share with classmates any facts you know about current issues or 

-- e current state of research on the following: 

~a l aria prevention 

- /i nfection rates 

- opic-related 

:ocabulary 

Collocations 

~cademic 

.ocabulary 

obesity rates 

how the brain works 

transplant operations 

football injuries 

life expectancy 

discoveries in biology 

depressed, to cope w ith , stress, healthier, abilities, chimpanzees, orang-utans, 

apes, social ability, a human trait, primates, the brain, the elderly, neurologists 

middle age, according to, susceptible to, multiple benefits, to live longer, tests 

reveal, to reduce by, to tend to be, to protect against 

accord ing to, research, benefits, a study, researchers, a theory, results, monitor 

·-= 1: _ are preparing for the IELTS test, look out for and take note of any new vocabulary you meet that falls into 
-- -~e vocabu lary categories topic-related, collocations, academic The topics you find in IELTS are likely to 

_,-:, =-·rent serious topics such as media, culture, crime, advertising, diet, education, society, scientific discoveries, 
~--t.ory or development of inventions. 

:::::a note of new vocabulary in a way that suits you best. Learn the words by heart and do activities or 

=-=. games with them to help you remember them. (See Unit 2 for suggestions). 

3 
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SKILLS FOCUS: Predicting, skimming, scanning 

Preparing to read - Predicting 

1 Match points 1-8 in the list to the reading skills A-D. There may be more than one answer in each case. 

0 
Predicting text content 

Predicting vocabulary 

Skimming 

Scanning 

saving time in the IELTS exam 

2 locating a specific piece of information 

3 understanding in advance the context for the text 

4 moving your eyes quickly through a text 

5 helping you understand how a text is structured 

6 helping you read more confidently 

7 exploiting the help given by titles or photos 

8 getting a general idea of what the text is about 

How could the different skills help you in the IELTS Reading Paper? 

': i') Look at the title, bullets and photo accompanying the text on the next page. In the first box, note down 
what you think the text will be about and what you know about this topic, and in the second note down 
any words you think might occur in the text. Then share your answers with classmates. 

Topic-related notes Possible vocabulary 

Now skim and scan the text to check your notes. 
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1 ·dnd wt~tch your brain 
grow, say scientists. 

i • Aerobic exercise triggers new i 
I I 

: cell growth -study : 

! • Region of brain affected linked i 

I '' • I : to reco ectron : 
[ _________________________________________ J 

; The health benefits of a regular run have long been known, 

but scientists have never understood the curious ability of 

exercise to boost brain power. Now researchers think they 

have the answer. Neuroscientists at Cambridge University 

have shown that running stimulates the brain to grow fresh 

grey matter and it has a big impact on mental ability. 

... A few days of running led to the growth of hundreds of 

thousands of new brain cells that improved the ability to 

recall memories without confusing them, a skill that is crucial 

fo r learning and other cognitive tasks, researchers sa id. The 

new brain cells appeared in a region that is linked to the 

fo rmation and recollection of memories. The work reveals 

why jogging and other aerobic exercise can improve 

memory and learning, and potentially slow down the 

deterioration of mental ability that happens with old age. 

- "We know exercise can be good for healthy brain function, 

but this work provides us with a mechanism for the effect;' 

said Timothy Bussey, a behavioural neuroscientist at 

Ca mbridge and a senior author on the study. The research 

bu ilds on a growing body of work that suggests exercise 

plays a vital role in keeping the brain healthy by encouraging 

the growth of fresh brain cells. Previous studies have shown 

that 'neurogenesis' is limited in people with depression, but 

that their symptoms can improve if they exercise regularly. 

Some antidepressant drugs work by encouraging the growth 

of new brain cells. 

- Scientists are unsure why exercise triggers the growth of grey 

matter, but it may be linked to increased blood flow or higher 

levels of hormones that are released while exercising. 

Exercise might also reduce stress, which inhibits new brain 

cells through a hormone called cortisol. 

- The Cambridge researchers joined forces with colleagues at 

th e US National Institute on Ageing in Maryland to 

investigate the effect of running. They studied two groups of 

mice, one of which had unlimited access to a running wheel 

throughout. The other mice formed a control group. in a brief 

training session, the mice were put in front of a computer 

screen that displayed two identical squares side by side. If 

th ey nudged the one on the left with their nose they 

received a sugar pellet reward. If they nudged the one on the 

right, they got nothing. 

F After training the mice went on to do the memory test. The 

more they nudged the correct square, the better they 

scored. At the start of the test, the sq l{_Cl res were 30cm apart, 

but got closer and closer together until they were almost 

touching. This part of the experiment was designed to test 

how good the mice were at separating two very sim ilar 

memories. The human equivalent could be remembering 

what a person had for dinner yesterday and the day before, 

or where they parked on different trips to the supermarket. 

G The running mice clocked up an average of 15 miles (24km) 

a day. Their scores in the memory test were nearly 

twice as high as those of the control group. The 

greatest improvement was seen in the later 

stages of the experiment, when the two squares 

were so close they nearly touched, according to a 

report in the Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences. 

H "At this stage of the 

experiment, the two 

memories the mice are 

forming of the squares are 

very similar. it is when they 

have to distinguish between 

the two that these new brain 

cells really make a difference;' Bussey said. The 

sedentary mice got steadily worse at the test 

because their memories became too similar 

to separate. The scientists also tried to 

wrong-foot the mice by switching the 

square that produced a food reward. The 

running mice were quicker to catch on 

when scientists changed them around. 

Brain tissue taken from the rodents showed 

that the runn ing mice had grown fresh grey 

matter during the experiment. Tissue samples 

from the dentate gyrus part of the brain revealed 

on average 6,000 new brain cells in every cubic 

millimetre. The dentate gyrus is part of the 

hippocampus, one of the few regions of the adult 

brain that can grow fresh brain cells and believed 

to contribute to new memory. 
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Skimming and scanning 

,, j ·) Complete these sentences about skimming and scanning. 
·· ... , .... · 

When you skim a text, you are looking for its 

2 it's useful to scan when you want to find 

..................................... ............ information. 

3 The kind of information we scan for is usually 

numbers or names of .......... . 

or .................................................... . 

4 Scanning usually involves looking for just . 

................. or 2 words. 

Reading practice 

5 When you skim or scan a text you don't need 

to read it for . 

or word for .... .. .......... 

6 Skimming the text in Ex. 2 shows that its 

general meaning is 

7 Five examples in the text of information you 

might scan fo r are: 

(4 ) Scan the text in Ex. 2 to complete these IELTS reading comprehension tasks. 
·· ....... ·· 

Questions 1-4 

Which paragraph contains the following information? Write the correct letter, A-1. 

The kind of scientists who worked 

on the study. 

2 Who the two teams of investigators 

were. 

Questions 5-8 

3 Figures describing the amount 

of cell growth seen. 

4 A possible explanation of how exercise 

stimulates the growth of grey matter. 

Complete the sentences below. Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

5 The growth of new brain cells is known as 7 At the beginning of the tests the squares were 

. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. ................................ away from each other. 

6 ................. ............. . .................... is a hormone 8 Results showed a large amount of cell growth in 

that is associated with stress. the . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ................... . 

Questions 9-13 

Answer these questions. Choose NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS from the text for each answer. 

9 W hat can increase cognitive abil ities7 12 What did the running mice use to get exercise? 

10 W hat may be lessened by exercise? ........... ... . 13 What did the mice get if they did the right thing7 

11 How many sets of mice took part in the 

experiment7 . 

Notice how: 
• the answers to these questions only require specific information. 
• getting specific information from a text does not give you a clear or full idea of what the text is saying in detail. You 

do not need to understand every detail of a text when you are only required to find specific information. 
• reading comprehension questions may paraphrase words from the text. This is often the case in the IELTS test. 
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=>redicting, skimming and scanning are just some of the reading skills you need to use in the IELTS Reading Paper. We 
.vi ll look at other reading skills in units 7 and 11. 

After reading tasks 

5 , Match the paraphrases 1-10 to the sentences A-J from the text. 

Why exercise should encourage the brain to 

grow has not been fully established. 

-- I 

2 

3 

-+ 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

·o 

The depressed show few signs of neurogenesis. 

The distance between the squares was gradually 

reduced. 

The results of the control group were significantly 

poorer than the experimental group's. 

The test performance of the control group mice 

deteriorated due to their inability to distinguish 

between memories. 

The reason why exercise improves brain power 

has not previously been identified 

Its effect on healthy brain funct ion IS 

considerable. 

There is a possibility that stress may be lowered 

by exercise. 

One of them was able to run as much as they 

wanted and whenever they wanted. 

The memory test was preceded by training. 

A The squares were 30cm apart, but got closer 

and closer until they were almost touching. 

B The sedentary mice got steadily worse at the 

test because their memories became too 

sim ilar to separate. 

C Exercise might also reduce stress. 

D Scientists are unsure why exercise triggers the 

growth of grey matter. 

E one of which had unlimited access to a 

runn ing wheel throughout 

F lt has a big impact on mental ability. 

G Neurogenesis is limited in people with depression. 

H After training the mice went on to do the memory 

test 

Scientists have never understood the curious 

ability of exercise to boost brain power. 

The running mice scored nearly twice as high 

as the control group. 

__ ____; 

Complete th is definition of paraphrasing: 

Paraphrasing is another way of. . .... ....... ... ..... ...... lt uses ...... .. ........ ............. .. ... ... . . words. 

6 Go through the text and underline new words as follows: 

• 5 academic vocabulary items 

• 5 collocations 

• 5 topic-related vocabulary items 

Check the meaning of the new words then write them in your vocabulary record . 
N.B. Try to find different words from the words you looked at in Vocabulary Focus. 

7 Discuss in class. 

• Do you think this text proves humans should take more exercise! 

• Do you get enough exercise to improve your brain power? 

• How would you encourage people to exercise more? 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Different kinds of clauses 

To understand English writing, particularly academic writing , it is important to be able to make sense of long 
sentences, as we can see from this three-part sentence taken from the article in the Skills Focus section : 

The greatest improvement was seen in the later stages of the experiment, when the two squares were so close they 
nearly touched, according to a report in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 

Subordinate clauses 

1 Look at these sentences. Which ideas are more important- those in bold or those underlined? 

1 The researchers have written up their findings so that other scientists can read about them. 

2 Memory often deteriorates with old age though exercise may slow this process dow n. 

3 The researchers gave the mice a training programme after they had divided them into two groups. 

4 The study took place in a laboratory where there were computer screens. 

5 The study group had so much exercise that they developed new brain cells. 

6 The control group did not grow new cells in any part of their brain, in spite of the fact that they had 

received training. 

7 The running mice became more alert when they had developed more brain cells. 

8 The researchers put two squares in front of the mice because distinguishing between two squares was 

part of the memory test. 

9 The control mice couldn't remember the correct square whereas the running mice could. 

10 The mice developed new brain cells if they had done sufficient exercise. 

The clauses in bold in Ex. 1 are called main clauses. The underlined clauses are called subordinate clauses. 

t 2_" · Are these statements about main or subordinate clauses? Write MC (main clause) or SC (subordinate 
.... ·· 

clause). 

These clauses contain the less important ideas/ 

add itional informat ion in a sentence. 

2 These clauses do not make sense by themselves. 

3 These claU{ies are independent/make sense/are 

complete by themselves. 

4 These clauses contain the most important idea in 

the sentence. 

5 These clauses give information about time/ 

contrast/pu rpose/reason/i dentificat io n. 
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3 Look at these pairs of sentences. Complete the blanks in the second sentences so that they have the same 

meaning as the first sentences. 

The researchers have written up their find ings so that other scientists can read about them. 

Researchers have written up their findings in order ...... .................. . 

2 Memory often deteriorates with old age though exercise may slow this process down. 

While deterioration of memory may be slowed down by ...................... . 

3 The researchers gave the mice a training programme after they had divided them into two groups . 

Having ..................... . ..... . .............................. . 

4 The study took place in a laboratory w here there were computers. .. 
The venue for the study was a laboratory in . .. ... ... .... ... . . . .. ... .. .. . .. .. ..... ........... .... ... ... . 

5 The study group had so much exercise that they developed new brain cells. 

As a result of . .. . ...................... . ................ . 

6 The control mice did not grow new cells in spite of the fact that they had received training. 

Although the control mice . .. ... . .. .. .. . ......................................... . 

7 The running mice became more alert when they had developed more bra in cells. 

After having . .. .. .. ...... .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. . 

8 The researchers put two squares in front of the mice because distinguishing between similar things w as 

pa rt of the memory test. 

Given that ......... . 

9 The control mice couldn't remember the correct square whereas the running mice could. 

Unlike ................................................................................... .. ...... . ............. ........ ....... ........ .. ..... . ... . 

10 The mice developed new brain cells if they had done sufficient exercise. 

As long as ........ ...... ..... ......... ......... . ....... . ...... .............................. .. .. ...... ... .... ........ .......... .. ... .. .. ... . 

Coordinating clauses 

~ Look at the sentences in the box and answer these questions. 

1 The resea rchers have written up their findings and published their results. 

2 New ce lls don 't only grow in babies but also grow in adults. 

3 The researchers gave the mice a training programme and then tested them. 

4 The control mice did not grow new cells in any part of their brain or improve their memories. 

• Wh ich part of each sentence contains the main ideal 

• Are the clauses main or subord inate! 

• W hat words join the two parts of these sentences! 

.) Match the definition to the type of clause. 

2 

3 

Main clause 

Subord inate clause 

Coordinating clause 

~a fi nite verb is a verb part that shows 

:ense and usual ly has a subject 

A a ma~n clause that rs joined to another main clause/ -l 
it contains two main ideas and finite verbs* 

B a clause that can stand by itself because it makes 

sense/it contains a main idea 

C a clause that needs to depend on another clause to 

make sense/it gives additional information 

---· 
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(··6··. Look at these sentences. Say if each underlined clause is main, coordinating or subordinate. 
'• ........ · 

The resea rch started in the UK and continued in 

the US . 

2 As the mice did exercise, their brains developed. 

3 The squares started far apart but they were 

then moved closer together 

4 If the mice did the r ight thing, they got a 

reward. 

5 Both sets of mice did the experiment but on ly 

one set showed improvement. 

6 The control mice did less well because they 

couldn't distinguish between their memories. 

("::/ ') Choose a linking word from the box to complete the blanks in these further extracts about the research . 

·· ..... N.B. There are more linking words than blanks and a word may need to be used twice or more than one 

word may be suitable. 

because 

s1nce 

as long as 

after 

and 

whereas 

as 

if 

while 

but 

0 
The health benefits of a regular run have long 

been known, 1) ...................... scientists have 

never understood how exercise boosts brain 

power. Now researchers think they have the 

answer. Neuroscientists at Cambridge University 

have show n that running stimulates the brain 

to grow fresh grey matter 2) .... ...... ...... ...... it 

has a big impact on mental abil ity. 

Scientists are unsure why exercise triggers 

the growth of grey matter, 3) 

it may be linked to increased blood flow or 

higher levels of hormones that are released 

while exercising. Exercise might also reduce 

stress, 4) .................... it inhibits new brain 

cells through a hormone called cortisol. 

The Cambridge researchers joined forces with colleagues at the US National Institute on Ageing in 

Maryland to investigate the effects of running. They studied two groups of mice. One of them had 

unlimited access to a running w heel throughout, 5) .... .................. the other, the control group, did not. 

In a brief training session, the mice w ere put in front of a computer screen which displayed two identical 

squares side by side. 6) . .. . .......... they nudged the one on the left with their nose t he mice received 

a sugar pellet reward . 7) ... ... ............... they nudged the one on the right, they got nothing. 

(if) Discuss in class: ·· ........ · 

• Do you think understanding the funct ion of these three different types of clauses might help you in the 

IELTS Reading and Writing Papers7 How7 

• Is it useful or necessary to remember grammatical terms li ke subord inate, coordinat ing, etc or is it sufficient 

just to understand the function of these kinds of clauses7 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Reading Paper Passage 1 
Sentence completion, short-answer questions, matching information 

1 Tips for IELTS 

Underline the correct word in bold in the tips below to complete the sentences. Then, tick (/') the tips 
that are most important for you . 

~· 

- est Tips 
--ese are the three IELTS reading tasks that you w ill 
:-act ise in this unit's practice test 
- Short-answer questions 
- Sentence completion 
- Matching information 

~ en you do these tasks remember 
• t he questions will often con tain 1) abbreviations/ 

paraphrases of the words in the text, so think about 
how the questions could be said in a different way. 

• never write more than the number of words/figures 
mentioned in the task instructions - you 2) will/will 
not be given a mark if you do. 

• con tracted words are not tested, and hyphenated 
words count as 3) single/two words. 

• do not change the words you take from the text in 
any way at all - they must be full and correct 
answers as given in the text. 

• numbers can be written as figures or 4) dates/ 
words. 

• when you take words from the text, just write the 
word/words needed for your answer. Don't repeat 
words on either side of the gap in the question. 
to do these tasks you need to scan the text looking 
or 5) general/specific information, so do not read 

the whole text for detail. 
• in Matching information tasks you may need to find 

specific details such as an example, a reason, a 
description, a comparison, a summary, an explanation. 

... .. 

Skimming and scanning 
• Practise these skills on all kinds of texts you pick up 

during th e co urs e of you r everyday life e.g. 
brochures, leaflets, emails, articles. 

• To skim, read the text 6) carefully/quickly and just 
to see 'what it is genera lly about ' . 

• To scan, look for 7) specific/general information in 
the text e.g. numbers, names of people, places and 
things. 

• In your reading as you work towards IELTS, 
highlight phrases that typically introduce examples, 
reasons, descriptions, compar1sons, summar1es, 
explanations. 

Further study 
Vocabula ry 

Go to this website to see a list of academic words 
and exercises on them: 
http//www.ab longman com/long vocabula ry 2/ 

• When you read, note down in your vocab ulary 
records or on word cards any new vocabu lary. 
Remember that three useful categories for 
recording are topic-related vocabulary, collocations 
and academic vocabulary. 

Topic 
To read more about biology or healt h have a look at 
- www. newscientist.com/ 
- www. newscient ist. com/topic/cli mate-change 
- www.guard ian.eo.uk/science 
- www. ti mesonline.co. uk!tol/news/science/ 
- www.world-newspapers com/science .html 

(a list of science magazines) 
- www.sciencedaily.com/ 
- www.bbc.eo.uk/health/ 
The first three of the above exist in print form too. 
• Being ab le to read easi ly, fluently and qu ickl y is 

extremely important in the IELTS test. So get used 
to reading and practise it whenever and wherever 
you can. 
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2 IElTS Practice Test 

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13. 

A lt is the mainstay of countless magazine and newspaper features. 
Differences between male and female abilities - from map 
reading to multi-tasking and from parking to expressing emotion -
can be traced to variations in the hard-wiring of their brains at 
birth, it is claimed. Men instinctively like the colour blue and are 
bad at coping with pain, we are told, while women cannot tell 
iokes but are innately superior at empathising with other people. 
Key evolutionary differences separate the intellects of men and 
women and it is all down to our ancient hunter-gatherer genes 
that program our brains. 

B The belief has become widespread, particularly in the wake of the 
publication of international bestsellers such as John Gray's Men 
Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus that stress the innate 
differences between the minds of men and women. But now a 
growing number of scientists are challenging the pseudo-science 

particularly revealing, neuroscientists argue. Girls do begin to 
speak earlier than boys, by about a month on average, a fact that 
is seized upon by supporters of the Men Are from Mars, Women 
Are from Venus school of intellectual differences. 

F However, this gap is really a tiny difference compared to the vast 
range of linguistic abilities that differentiate people, Robert Plomin, 
a professor at the Institute of Psychiatry in London, pointed out. 
His studies have found that a mere 3% of the variation in young 
children's verbal development is due to their gender. "If you map 
the distribution of scores for verbal skills of boys and of girls, you 
get two graphs that overlap so much you would need a very fine 
pencil indeed to show the difference between them. Yet people 
ignore this huge similarity between boys and girls and instead 
exaggerate wildly the tiny difference between them. lt drives me 

of "neurosexism", as they call it, and are raising concerns about its 
implications. These researchers argue that by telling parents that G 
boys have poor chances of acquiring good verbal skills and girls 
have little prospect of developing mathematical prowess, serious 

wild," Plomin told The Observer. 
This point is backed by Eliot. "Yes, boys and girls, men and 
women, are different," she states in a recent paper in New 
Scientist. "But most of those differences are far smaller than the 
Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus stereotypes 
suggest." Nor are the reasoning, speaking, computing, 
emphasising, navigating and other cognitive differences fixed in 
the genetic architecture of our brains. All such skills are learned 
and neuro-plasticity - the modifications of neurons and their 
connections in response to experience - trumps hard-wiring 
every time." 

and uniustified obstacles are being placed in the paths of 
children's education. 

C In fact, there are no maior neurological differences between the 
sexes, says Cordelia Fine in her book Delusions of Gender, which 
was published by Icon. There may be slight variations in the brains 
of women and men, adds Fine, a researcher at Melbourne 
University, but the wiring is soft, not hard. "lt is flexible, malleable 
and changeable," she said. 

D In short, our intellects are not prisoners of our genders or our 
genes and those who claim otherwise are merely coating old
fashioned stereotypes with a veneer of scientific credibility. lt is a 
case backed by Use Eliot, an associate professor based at the 
Chicago Medical School. "All the mounting evidence indicates 
these ideas about hard-wired differences between male and 
female brains are wrong," she told The Observer. "Yes, there are 
basic behavioural differences between the sexes, but we should 
note that these differences increase with age because our 
children's intellectual biases are being exaggerated and intensified 
by our gendered culture. Children don't inherit intellectual 
differences. They learn them. They are a result of what we expect a 
boy or a girl to be." 

E Thus boys develop improved spatial skills not because of an innate 
superiority but because they are expected and are encouraged to 
be strong at sport, which requires expertise at catching and 
throwing. Similarly, it is anticipated that girls will be more emotional 
and talkative, and so their verbal skills are emphasised by teachers 
and parents. The latter example, on the issue of verbal skills, is 

H The current popular stress on innate intellectual differences 
between the sexes is, in part, a response to psychologists' 
emphasis of the environment's importance in the development of 
skills and personality in the 1970s and early 1980s, said Eliot. This 
led to a reaction against nurture as the principal factor in the 
development of human characteristics and to an exaggeration of 
the influence of genes and inherited abilities. This view is also 
popular because it propagates the status quo, she added. "We 
are being told there is nothing we can do to improve our potential 
because it is innate. That is wrong. Boys can develop powerful 
linguistic skills and girls can acquire deep spatial skills." 
In short, women can read maps despite claims that they lack the 
spatial skills for such efforts, while men can learn to empathise 
and need not be isolated like Mel Gibson's Nick Marshal!, the 
emotionally retarded male lead of the film What Women Want 
and a classic stereotype of the unfeeling male that is perpetuated 
by the supporters of the hard-wired school of intellectual 
differences. ''There is almost nothing we do with our brains that is 
hard-wired;" Eliot insists, "every skill, attribute and personality trait 
is moulded by experience." 
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Questions 1-5 

The reading passage has nine paragraphs, A-1. 
Which paragraph contains the following 

information 7 

Write the correct letter, A-1, on your answer sheet. 

The role played by age in increasing gender 

differences. 

2 Women's supposed inability to be funn y. 

3 Men are as capable as women of being sensitive 

to others. 

4 A figu re noting how much gender differences 

affect speech. 

5 A book suggesting that gender differences are 

genetic. 

Questions 6-10 

Answer the questions below. Choose NO 
MORE THAN THREE WORDS OR A NUMBER 
from the passage for each answer. 

Write your answers on your answer sheet. 

6 What do children learn through society's 

expectations'~ ......................... . 

7 Who focuses on girls' oral skills! 

8 What are reasoning, speaking, computing, 

emphasising, and navigating examples oP 

9 When did experts first start to give a greater 

ro le to nurture rather than nature! 

10 What enables both boys and girls to learn 

things'~ ..... 

Questions 11-13 

Complete the sentences below with ONE WORD 
OR A NUMBER from the passage. 

Write your answers on your answer sheet. 

11 Parents' ill-founded beliefs and expectations 

can negatively affect their children's . 

12 There is increasing ...... .... ........ . 

showing that gender differences are due to 

nu rture. 

13 Girls are often believed to have fewer . 

...... ......... . ski lls than boys. 

3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

1 ) Complete this chart about the Practice Test you 

have just done. 

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 

Task type 

... 

Reading 

skills 

required 

Useful new 

vocabulary 

for my 

vocabulary 

note book 

( :i) a) Look at these answers to the Practice test. They 
·· ....... ·· 

all contain mistakes. Find and correct them . 

1 paragraph D 8 learned skills/ 

2 A and a little bit cognitive differences 

in E 9 in the 1970s and 

3 Hand I early 1980s 

4 3% 10 experience does 

5 Men are from 11 educational paths 

Mars, etc. 12 evidense 

6 the intellectual 13 special skills 

differences 

7 by teachers and 

parents 

b) Look at the wrong answers in Ex. 2a and 

complete this list of what NOT to do when 

answering IELTS Reading questions. 

When answering IELTS Reading questions 

DON'T 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

3 
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IELTS Paper focus: Writing Paper 

4 
Statistics, trends 
and processes 

Vocabulary focus: Identifying adjectives of scale, 
prepositions in reporting statistical data, 
transitive verbs in process descriptions 

Skills focus: Identifying most salient data, 
organising reports on graphical data, 
describing processes 

44 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

Adjectives of scale 

1 Discuss with another student which pair of 
·····. 

adjectives collocates with which noun. In 
some cases there is more than one. 

Adjectives of scale 

j, sharp/slight 
2 wide/narrow 
3 high/low 
4 large/small 
5 fast/slow 

L6 dramatic/gradual 

A 

B 

c 
D 

E 

F 

G 
H 
I 

J 
K 
L 

Grammar focus: Textual reference and ellipsis 
Exam focus: IELTS Writing Paper Task1 

Reporting on graphical data 

range 
scale 
number 
pace 
rate 
drop 
standard 
amount 
risk 
level 
proportion 
r1se 

( 2 · Use the words above to write down two statements about significant features of the data below. ·· ..... . 

Supermarkets - how the big five compare 

Number of UK stores 2003 

Tesco 
Employees in UK: 200,000 

Asda 
Employees in UK: 117,000 

J Sainsbury -
Employees in UK: 174,000 ' ' 

Safeway 
Employees in UK: 92 ,000 

Morrisons ll'f!ll 
Employees in UK 46,000 ~ 

UK market share, %September 2003 

FY2006 sources of pollution 
Point sources 

(Business & industry) 
1 o/c Area sources 

Non-road mobile ' (Fireplaces, gas stations, 
(ships, trains, planes, etc.) spray painting, etc. ) 

21% 

On-road mobile 
(Cars, trucks & buses) 

68% 

The urban and rural population of the world, 1950 - 2030 

World, ,. 9.0 
total population - World, 

8.0 

urban population 7.0 -World, 
rural population 6.0 

5.0 

4.0 

trJ 
3.0 !: 

.2 
2.0 

iD 
1.0 

0.0 
1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 
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258 heart attacks 
per 100,000 

tt11Heart attacks'dropped siglliti~antly dlle to public smokingbarF 

.... 
c: 
Q) 
(,) 

Qj 
Q. 

1,400 

en 1,200 0 
0 

E 
(f) 

1,000 '0 
0 
£ 
(l) 
(f) 

800 :J 
0 

£ 

0 
:;; 600 
.0 
E 
:J 
z 400 

200 

0 

192 heart attacks 
per 100,000 

A sma ll town in the US 
banned smoking in work 
places and all public areas in 
2004. The number of heart 
attacks reported by hospitals 
dropped by over 40% in 3 
years. 

150 heart attacks 
per 100,000 

Households in Scotland by household type: 2006 and 2031 

1 adult 2 adults 
dJ 

1 adult with 
children 

Type of household 

[b 
2+ adults with 

children 

2006 estimate 

2031 projection 

[b 
3+ adults 

Self-reported cell phone use while driving in the past 30 days* by age group, United States, 2010 

100 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 
18-29 years 30-39 years 40-49 years 50-59 years 60+ years 

Age Group Regularly or Fairly Often • Just Once or Rarely • Never 

'Drivers were asked "In the past 30 days, how often have you talked on your cell phone while you were driving?" 
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Prepositions in reporting statistical data 

(I :::: Look back at the tables in Ex. 2 and complete each statement about the data below with the correct 

prepositions. 

• Drivers 1) .................. . the 60+ age range are 
much less likely to text while driving compared 
2) .. .... .. .. ...... ... drivers in younger age groups. 

• 3) .............. .... . 1950 and 2010 the world 's 
population more than doubled 4) .. .. .............. . 
size. 

• 5) ........ .. ........ . terms of total market share, 
Asda outperforms Sainsbury's 6) .. .. ...... .. ...... . 
almost one percentage point, even though it 
has far fewer stores. 

• The world 's urban population total moved 
7) .... ...... .. .. .. .. . the world's rural population total 
for the first time 8) .... ...... .... .... . 2010. 

• Pollution 9) .... .. .. .. .. .. .... . road transport 
accounts 10) .. .. .... .. .... .... . two thirds of total US 
pollution levels. 

• it is projected that 11) .. .... .. .. ......... 2031 the 
figure 12) .............. .. .. . 2+ adult households in 
Scotland will have fallen by a third . 

Transitive verbs in process descriptions 

(4) Look at the two 'process' diagrams below 
····· and on the next page. Identify with another 

student a stage in these processes where 

something: 

a) is dissolved 

• Following the smoking ban, there was a 40 
percent drop 13) .... .. .. .. .. . people hospitalised 
because of heart attacks 14) .......... .. ... 3 years. 

• Urban populations are projected to grow 
15) ................... around 1 billion 16) ...... .... ........ . 
2030. 

• The table illustrates the scale of the problem: 
nearly 40% of people 17) ...... .. ........... the age 
of 40 regularly use their mobile while driving. 
This percentage only drops substantially in 
people aged 60 and 18) .... .............. .. 

• The size of famil ies in Scotland seems to be 
shrinking 19) .. .... .. .. .. .... ... a dramatic pace. 
There is an obvious correlation in the data 
20) .. ................. the drop in the number of 2+ 
adult households and the increase 
21) .... .... .. ...... .. . the number of one and two-
person homes. 

·. 

Gases carried far by wind 
converted to acids. 

\ \ \ 
These acids increase 
acidity of rainwater to 
produce acid rain. 

I l • 
\ ' \ 
\ ~ ' 
'\ ' . . \ \ .. . ' ~ \ 

b) is generated Gases (sulphur dioxide and 
I • '. 

\ •. 
I ' 
I c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

i) 

j) 
k) 

I) 

m) 

is transported 

is rel ~ased 
is carried 

is turned into sth 

is broken down 

is absorbed 

is converted into sth 

is collected 

is added to sth 

is produced 

is removed 

nitrogen oxide emissions 
from power plants) 
released into atmosphere 

Acid rain destroys 
vegetation, pollutes lakes 
and rivers and erodes 
buildings and monuments. 
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Biogas Technology 

- In pairs, take it in turns to describe to your partner one of the above processes. 

- Here are some verbs- often used in process descriptions- which have the same noun form. 

transport 
extract 
convert 

upgrade 
transfer 
produce 

Increase 
record 
refill 

export 
insert 
present 

contract 
decrease 
project 

Which syllable is stressed when the word is a verb? Which is stressed when it is a noun ? 

Ta ke turns saying the list of words to another student. After each word, the other student will say 
whether the word pronounced was a verb or noun. 

~ Use some of the verbs and nouns above to explain to another student what processes/steps are involved 
in the following: 

• a seating upgrade using air mil es 
• a tsunami 
• the greenhouse effect 

4 
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SKILLS FOCUS: Identifying most salient data, organising reports on graphical data, 
describing processess 

Identifying most salient data 

1 Look at what this student has written in her notes in answer to each question about the bar chart below. 
Do you agree? If not, how would you change the points she notes? 

A What are the most significant overall - parking at Australian airports clearly more popu lar than travelling 

trends indicated in the data? from them 

- th is is positive because it 's good money for the government 

B What are the main points about - revenue from three of five airports almost doubled 

growth in revenue? - much less significant pace of grow th at other two 

c What does the bar chart show? - the graph shows how many people used and how much money 

w as made at Australian airport car parks in two yea rs 

D What are the main points about - marked increase in popularity of air travel over five-year period 

passenger numbers? - all five airport s recorded increase in passenger numbers of 

about 40% 

Growth in airport car parking revenue and passenger numbers (2002/3 to 2006/7) 

per cent 

120 

100 

80 

60 
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20 
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3, 

V. 

Organising reports on graphical data 

2 Look back at the questions in Ex. 1. What do you think is the most logical order in which to present this 
information in a short report summarising the bar chart. Write the letters in the best order. 

3 Now write out your answer to the following exam question which relates to the bar chart in Ex. 1 using 

19 11 the four-point plan below. 
.. 

The bar chart above shows growth in airport passenger numbers and growth in airport car parking revenue 
at five major Australian airports from the period 2002/3 to 200617. 

Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features making comparisons where 
relevant. 

Four-point plan 

1 Outline what bar chart/graph/diagram shows 

2 Main points about first data trend 

3 Main points about second data trend 

4 Overview of most significant features of data 

Now use the checklist below to check and evaluate your writing. 

Part 1: 

Part 2 : 

Part 3: 

Part 4: 

Checklist for describing graphical data 
in IELTS Task 1 Writing 

- give brief introduction to data 

- avoid repeating rubric word for word 

- accurately detail first key aspect of data 

- include relevant figures from graph 

- link sentences clearly in a paragraph 

- avoid unnecessary repetition 

- accurately detail second key aspect of data 

- include relevant figures from graph 

- link sentences clearly in a paragraph 

- avoid unnecessary repetition 

- give clear short overview/summary of key trends 
in data 

- avoid irrelevant/unnecessary speculation 
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Describing processes 

.. ······ 
( 5) Discuss with another student how these words might be used to describe different features of the 

. ... diagram below. 

..... 

stages step process cycle production recycle phase 

Paper Production Cyle 
RADIATA PINE 
THINNINGS 

Plantation 
to paper ... 

THERMO-MECHANICAL 
REFINER 

... paper 

KERBSIDE 
COLLECTION 

tO paper... AFTER 

THERMO
MECHANICAL 

AND RECYCLED 
PULP MIX 

COLLECTION 

CLEANING AND 
FINE SCREENING 

material 

( 6 ) In organising a short description of a process you will need to separate main points from sub-points. In 
· ......... · 

relation to the above diagram discuss these questions with another student. 

• What are the two different main processes represented in the diagram above I 

• Which st1:p links the two processes? 

• What is a logical point to begin the description of each process? 
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~ 

I 

al ~~ 
I 

J 

- ::J achieve good flow and a sense of development in writing process descriptions, it is important to think careful ly 
=.::lout and vary how you sequence information. 

Look at the following table and the jumbled student description of the paper production cycle below. 

Organise the sentences A-J into the correct sequence that describes the paper making process using the 
sequencing words in bold to guide you. Number them 1-10. 

sequential markers adjectives: initial I first I next I subsequent I last I final 
adverbs: initially I then I subsequently I n~xt I finally 
prepositional phrases After I During I Throughout I At the same time as/ 

In turn 

sequence marked in clauses After having been cleaned, . 
Having been cleaned, . 
Once this process has been completed, . 
Following the cleaning stage, 
. before it undergoes final inspection. 

[![] Following collection, the recycled 

newsprtnt goes through de-tnktng, cleantng 

and screentng processes 

~ The last step tn thts process tnvolves 

transferrtng the mtxture to a paper maklng 

machtne 

~ Thts recycled mtx can then be transferred 

to the paper maklng machtne 

~ To make paper from raw matertals, 

thtnntngs from ptne trees are initially 

placed tn a drum to remove the bark 

ITIJ whtch produces the final rolls of paper 

~ One use for rolls of paper ts the production 

of newspapers 

~ whtch - once they have been read - can 

in turn become the raw matertals tn a 

recycltng process 

~ These are then turned tnto wood chtps 

[I[] before the recycled pulp goes through a 

flnal thermomechantcal process 

[I[] whtch are subsequently reftned tn a 

thermomechantcal process 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Textual reference and ellipsis 

In writing texts we typically avoid clumsy repetition in two ways 

Reference 
This typically involves using determiners (this, such a, both, another, etc) or a pronoun (it, them, ours, etc) or a verb 
phrase (did, do, does, so, etc) to refer to something previously mentioned. 
e.g. Many people now prefer to shop online. These shoppers typically .. 

Most new phones have Internet capability as do many iPods nowadays. 

Ellipsis 
This involves leaving out parts of a sentence. Here the reader understands from the context the words that were not 
repeated. 
e.g. Some devices allow you to upload music but mine doesn't .. 

1 Look at the text and bar chart below about online grocery shopping . For examples in red, draw a line to 
what the word/phrase refers to in the text. For examples in green write in the margin the idea/words that 
are understood. 

ONLINE GROCERY SHOPPING 
We know from online grocery shopping research 
that 45% of UK adults now shop for 1) their 
groceries online at least occasionally. Interestingly, 
1 in 5 2) have tried shopping for groceries 
online in the past but no longer 3) do so now 
4) This is a significant proportion of UK grocery 
shoppers. While in 5) some cases 6) it may 
represent a change in circumstances, we suggest 
the majority of 7) these shoppers have ditched 
online grocery shopping in favour of bricks and 
mortar. Why have so many 8) returned to the 

supermarket? Well, if we consider the barriers to 
online grocery shopping among those 9) 
who don't shop online, we find that nearly two 
thirds 1 0) indicate a preference for going to 
the supermarket, while 46% 11) say they 
don't like the fact they can't see, touch or smell 
goods online. Perhaps of more interest than 
12) these figures though are the relatively high 
numbers 13) who do not want to pay for 
delivery (39%) and dislike the risk of substitutions 
(38%). 

% Penetration of online grocery shopping, by frequency 

40.0 

35 .0 

30.0 

25.0 

20.0 

15.0 

10.0 

5.0 

0.0 

35.6 

I have never 
shopped for 
my food and 
groceries 
on line. 

I have tried it 
in the past 
but I don't 
do it now. 

Base: UK adults who say they shop for food and grocery regularly, n=1562 

Occasionally 
but I also use 
the supermarket 
regularly. 

16.3 

Regularly but 
I still use the 
supermarket 
as well. 

2.1 

Exclusively- I 
do all my food 
and grocery 
shopping 
online. 
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•ro 

8: 

- Look at the text below comparing UK TV viewing habits to those of four other European countries . 

Complete each red space with a reference word or phrase from the box below. Some are used more than 

once. 

How does the UK match up in viewing ~abits? 
"- "France " 

Spa in 

- UK 
" - "GeYminiy" 

C. Sweden 

Live television Social media 
applications 

Live/streaming 
Internet video 

On-demand 
television 

Down loaded 
Internet video 

such each this these neither their the other its both so it here do 

The graph shows how people in five different 

European countries spent 1) 000000000000000 TV /media 

viewing time in terms of live TV, social media, 

Internet video streaming, on-demand TV and 

downloaded Internet video in 2010. 2) 000000000000000 

of 3) 000000000000000 countries show quite different 

patterns of viewing behaviour across the range 

of 4) 000000000000000 media. 

Live TV was the most popular form of 

v iewing in all counties except Sweden. 

5) ooOOOOOOOOOOOO' figures for social media applications 

and live video streaming were much higher. 

6) 000000000000000 suggests that live TV is becoming 

less relevant for 7) 000000000000000 population and is 

likely to become even more 8) 000000000000000 in the 

future. 

The French as a nation watched the most 

live TV. 9) 000000000000 is perhaps partly explained by 

the fact that they watched so little on-demand 

TV compared to 10) ooooooOOOOooOOO countries where 

presumably 11) 000000000000 0 is more widely available 

or is considered better value, or 12) 000000000000000. 

France and Germany were consistently 

behind all other countries in terms of 13) 0000000000 

use of all forms of Internet viewing media. One 

reason for 14) 0000000000 might be that it proved 

more difficult for viewers to find content that 

could be accessed in French or German or 

where 15) 00000000000000 could, that 16) oooooooooooooo· 

content was of a generally poorer quality than 

17) 00 00 00000000000 UK and Spanish counterparts 

were able to enjoy. 

Spain and the UK were consistently in the 

top two countries in most areas of viewing, 

although 18) OOOOoooooooooo. country could quite 

match the French in watching live TV. Viewers 

in 19) 000000000000000 countries access all forms of 

Internet viewing and watch more on-demand 

TV than 20) 0000000000000 other European counterparts 

21) 000000000000000 • The amount of content generated 

and the number of programmes produced in 

English and Spanish perhaps partly explain 

22) oo .. .. ......... findings. 

Overall, the extent to which Spanish and UK 

viewers engage more on average with all 

23) 00 00 00 00 00 00 forms of media is probably the most 

striking feature of 24) oo ........ oo ... survey. 
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(.~. ) Look at the bar chart and sentences below describing the information about how Australians accessed the 
Internet between 2001 and 2006. Organise this information into two distinct paragraphs, clearly linking 
ideas and avoiding any unnecessary repetition. 

Points of Internet access 2001 - 2006 

Home 

Work 

Local library 

Internet cafe 

Other 

10% 20% 30% 40% 

• 87% of Internet users accessed the Internet from 

home in 2006. 

• The figure for accessing the Internet at work 

increased by 8% from 2001 to 2006. 

• Figures for ac;cessing the Internet at places such 

as school, college, friends' houses and loca l 

libraries were roughly the same in 2006 as they 

were in 2001. 

• Accessing the Internet at home and accessing 

the Internet at work were by far the most 

common ways of accessing the Internet. 

50% 60% 70% 

.... Jun06 

lllllli J u n 04 

..i Jun01 

87 

% Internet users· aged 14 years+ 

80% 90% 100% 

• The previous growth in Internet cafes stalled 

from 2004 to 2006. 

• 38% of Internet users accessed the Internet from 

work in 2006. 

• The figure for accessing the Internet at home 

increased by 11% between 2001 and 2006. 

• The trends perhaps indicate that more people 

accessed the Internet at home and work rather 

than elsewhere. 

• Figures for accessing the Internet at school, 

co llege and local libraries declined marginally 

from 2004 to 2006. 
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the I tXAM FOCUS: IELTS Writing Paper Task 1 
l ,u Reporting on graphical data (describing charts and tables, 

process descriptions) 

1 Tips for IELTS 

On the next page there is a practice test for Writing Task 1. Here are some tips to help you do well in this 
task. Tick (.t) three things that you feel you need to think about/work on the most. Discuss your answers 
with another student. 

• ' /l ake sure that you have fam iliarised yourself with 
j ifferent types of charts and diagrams that you may 
" ave to describe: bar charts, line graphs, process 
Jiagrams, diagrams describing physical layouts, etc. 

• _ook at the visual information carefully before you 
s:art writing. With graphs, consider: 
• how the data is organised 
• what information is most important 
• what general trends they show. 

• i emember you only have about 20 minutes for this 
~ask and you are only expected to write about 150 
:.ords. 

• ~ se the four-point plan looked at in the skills section 
J ' th is unit to organise your Task 1 Writing. 

• - ne task does NOT requ ire you to speculate about 
:::auses behind the data - only to make comparisons 
:::etween different aspects of the data . 

• - 'li nk carefully about the time frame presented in 
~ raph s. Most graphs relate to past time (use simp le 
:::ast and past perfect forms) Some graphs also look 
:;: projected results (use future forms to describe 
~'lese) 

; or process descriptions, obv iously use present 
s '11ple forms if the processes are tak ing place now 
::assive forms are common in process descriptions. 

• :;emember you must: 
• keep to and answer the question 
• show good organisation and linking of ideas 
• make good use of vocabu lary 
• use a range of grammar structures accurately. 

-:.. ·::ill be assessed on these points. 

... ,... 
• After your Task 1 Writing homework is returned with 

feedback and correction, rewrite these pieces making 
necessary improvements. 

• Find, through sources such as the Internet, examples 
of short texts which describe tables/graphs/charts or 
processes and highl ight useful language. Excell ent 
sites for th is are www.stat istics .gov.uk and 
www.archive.dbcde.gov.au 

• Look for examples of ellipsis and reference in t hese 
texts . 

• Keep a record of useful language for expressing 
numer ical and statistical information, paying 
particular attention to prepositional phrases and 
adjectives and nouns for describing trends. 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

Task 1 

The diagram below shows the different stages in the manufacturing and use of steel. 

Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features and make comparisons 

where necessary. 

Write at least 150 words. 

STEEL LIFE CYCLE 

Raw material 
extraction 

Steel production 

J } Pl consumer 
scrap 

Post-consumer 
scrap 

/ 
Manufacturing 
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3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

Look at this student answer to the Task 1 question describing the life cycle of steel. 

The answer is well-organised and fluent, but is let down by inappropriate use of some vocabulary, 
sequencing and reference words. 

Discuss with another student how you might improve this piece of writing in terms of the words/phrases 
the teacher has highlighted. 

The diagram 1) tells the different 
stages involved in the production, use 
and recycling of steeL 

The raw materials needed to process 
steel are 2) at first mined and 
3) next transported to a steel 
production 4) place. Here steel is 
produced in the different shapes and 
sizes that are 5) after this needed in 
the 6) make of different products. 7) At 
the process of manufacturing goods, 
some steel obviously ends up as scrap 
or waste but can be immediately 
recycled in a new steel production 
process. 

Goods produced from steel such as 
vehicles and household items wear out 
at some point but 8) following they 
reach the end of their useful life, the 
steel components can be separated out 
and recycled. 9) That process of 
collecting post-consumer scrap steel is 
more complicated than pre-consumer 
scrap collection 1 0) but so scrap steel 
is just as valuable in the 11) next 
production of new steeL 

Overall, steel proves to be a valuable 
commodity that can be recycled at 
different 12) steps. 

.. 
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IELTS Paper focus: Speaking Test 

5 
Cultural 
identity 

Vocabulary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, collocations, 

word stress 

Skills focus: Extending responses, relating own views to 

others' views, sentence stress 

58 

Grammar focus: Comparative structures and phrases 

Exam focus: IELTS Speaking Test Part 3 

Answering more abstract questions/Discussion 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

1 Look at the factors in the diagram which influence someone's cultural identity. Match the words below to 
one of these factors and use each word to tell another student something about your cultural background. 

ancestor 
crops 

accent 
say1ng 

custom 
turning point 

conflict 
occas1on 

tradition 
conurbation 

reg1on 
script 

2 .· Look at the words which collocate with the words regional and national and describe an example of 
something in each category from your culture to another student. . 

regional/national 

figure 
costume 
symbol 
custom 
dish 
festival/holiday 
monument 
TV and radio 
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3 : Complete each question with the appropriate form of the word in bold in the sentence. Then discuss 
these questions with another student. 

Is there such a thing as nat ional character7 If so, 

what are the ma in national ....... ... .... ............... of 

people from your count ry? 

2 People from di ffere nt cultures do not always 

understand each other. Can you think of examples of 

cultural . . . . . . . . . . . . .? 

3 Does someone's upbringing influence the ir values? 

How has being ..... ..... . ....... 1n your area 

influenced you? 

4 People's cultural identity is often linked to a particular 
region. What's the region you ... .. .. ........ ... .... ...... with 

most? 

Word stress 

5 People often descri be themselves as being similar to 

another person in their family. Do you share any 

.. traits with other family members7 

6 Some people say education has the greatest influence 
on our cu ltural ident ity. How .. .. ....... ....... ... ..... . do you 
think your education has been? 

7 We live in a global age. Do ygu think ..... ...... .... . is 

changing people's cultural identity? 

8 There are a lot fewer communal fest ivities than there 

used to be. Are we losing our sense of .. . .. ? 

The stressed syllable in related words can vary. Look at these sets of words and decide which syllable is 
stressed in each one. 

nation I national nationality 

symbol symbolise symbolic 

person personal personality 

character characteristic characterisation 

monument monumenta l monumentally 

global 
I 

globalisation global ly 

commune I communal community 

politics I political poli t ician 

........ : '" . 

'J Now listen and see if you were correct. 

- Use a dictionary to check the word stress of the following related words. Extend this list, by finding seven 
more sets of words like this. 

influence - influential identify - ident ity - identification science - scientist - scientific 
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(§_) Look at the text below and complete each gap with the correct form of the word at the end of each line. 

Article 27 Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights, Paris 1948 

Everyone has the right to freely participate in the cultural life of the 

1) · · ··· · ···· · · · · · ··· · ····oo ···· · ·· oo··· · · ··oo , to enjoy the arts and to share in 
2) oo oo oooo oo oooo .. oooooooooooooooooooooo oo oo. advancement and its benefits. 

The right to take part in cultural life is respectful of cultural 

3) 00 000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000. and serves as a protection against social 

4) oo oooooooooo oo oooooooo oooooo. oooo oooo oo oooo • Culture must be understood broadly to 
mean the 5) ooooooOOOOOOOOooOOOOOOOOOOOOoooooooooooooo o way of living of a group of 
people, including their accumulated 6) oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo• and 
understandings, skills and values, and which is perceived by them to be 
unique and 7) 00000000 00 00000000000000 0000000000 00 0000000 • States have a 

8) 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00. to take all necessary measures to prevent 
the poor and other 9) oo oooooooooo oo oooooooo oooo ooooooooooooooooo groups from being 
socially excluded and to 10) 00 00 0000000000 OOooooooooooooOOOOooooo them to participate in 

the social, cultural and political life of their respective communities. 

( ] .) Look back at the text in Ex. 6 and discuss these questions with another student. 

COMMUNE 
SCIENCE 

DIVERSE 
EXCLUDE 
SHARE 
KNOW 

MEAN 
RESPONSffiLE 
MARGIN 
ABLE 

How much cu ltural diversity is there in your 

country7 

3 What measures are taken in your country to 

support the poor? 

2 Which groups are marginalised in your country? 4 Are any aspects of the cultural life of your 

community under threat? 
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SKILLS FOCUS: Extending responses, relating own views to others' views, 
sentence stress 

Strategies for giving extended responses 

The questions in Part 3 of the IELTS Speaking Test chal lenge cand idates to express points of view and elaborate on 

more abstract ideas. In answering such questions, it is probably best to avoid 'yes/no' responses where possible, as 
:hey tend to li mit the shape and scope of an answer. 

Consider, for example, w hich set of responses here give t he candidate a better opportunity to develop their answer . .. 
uestion: 

e.g. Is the Internet changing people's cultural identity ! 

~esponses Set A 

tes it is. 
• 'o, I don't think so. 

o, not really. 

Responses Set B 

In some ways, . 
it depends on the person. 
Probably, but not significantly though. 

1 Match each response A-Lto one of the questions 1-12. Some match more than once. 

In w hich areas of your country is the traditional w ay of life A it 's all t o do with marketing. 

most under threat? B it's not something 

2 How important is it to maintain local customs and traditions/ governments should w orry 

3 Does globalisation alw ays impact negatively on local cultures? about. 

4 What might some of the benefits be of being brought up in a 
C The best w ay probably is 

sma ll community? 
through different media. 

5 How should schoo ls make children aware of community 
D The real problem is in the 

countrysi de. 
issues? E In many w ays. 

6 To w hat extent do people lose a sense of community in big F Not necessarily. 
cities? G Different people appreciate 

7 Shou ld parents limit the time that children spend watching different things. 

TV? H it w ould depend w here it 

8 How did your upbringing differ from the upbringing of was. 

peop le in your parents' generat ion? I With the global crisis, all 

9 What, in your country, are parents' ma in concerns for the ir sorts of things. 

chi ldren in the future? J it certainl y helps. 

10 W hy do you think Hollywood film cul t ure is so popular7 
K it's pretty hard not to . 

L it's not something I'd do. 11 Is knowing more than one language important for the 

enjoyment of culture in your cou ntry? 

12 Which t ypes of film and music from your country are popu lar 

l_ abroad/ 
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( i .) Work in groups of three. One student asks one of the questions in Ex. 1. The second student gives an 
······ appropriate short response (above response or similar) and the third student continues (extends) the 

answer. 

3 Now look at each group of three questions in Ex. 1 and discuss in your groups of three what the common 
th read is between them and how they relate to the general theme of cultural identity. 

Relating your views to those of others 

Another way in which you can give fuller and more varied answers to quest ions like those on t he previous page is t~ 
mention/int roduce other people's perspectives as well as give your own views in your answers. 

(A_) Discuss with another student: whose perspective(s) is/are being introduced in each example in the box? 

Examples 

My parents would probably say ... 
The majority of tourists seem to want to .. 
People old enough to remember the pre-lnternet world .. 
There are many who feel .. 
I know it's fashionable to .. 

As with most people my age .. 
I suppose when I am older .. 
If you read the headlines I the tabloids .. 
I suppose the obvious answer is . 
it depends on who you ask . 

5 Now work with another student. Take it in turns to ask and answer the questions in Ex. 1 trying to think 

of diffe rent ways to begin your responses and mentioning 'other people's perspectives' . 

Sentence stress 

As a general rule, connected speech in Eng lish has st ress on the content words (such as a noun, verb or adjective) and 

NOT on the structural words (such as arti cles, auxi liaries, preposit ions) between them. Between the stresses in a 

sentence there are roughly equal intervals and this is what gives Eng lish its rhythm. 

e.g. I'm hoping it 'll change for the better 

(.§.) Look at t he soentences below and underline the syllables that are likely to be stressed. 

Mainta ining our culture should be a priority for 

t he government. 

2 it 's more difficult in today's world than in the 

past. 

3 My upbringing in a village has been a strong 

influence. 

4 People don 't seem to have a lot of time for 

the ir neighbours. 

5 Things such as the arts and films are important 

fo r a cou nt ry in preserving its identity. 

6 There's been a long history of tension between 

the different communit ies of my country. 

0 Listen and see if you were correct. Then listen to each sentence and repeat. 

------- -- --- ------------------------------~---
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Speakers can use emphatic stress i.e. give one element in the sentence extra stress to mark something as extraordinary. 
:!.g. compare it's a real problem with it's a real problem. 

7 • Practise saying the following to another student by stressing the words in bold in the sentences. 

• The initiative was a total failure. 

• The initiative was a total failure. 

• In cities, getting to know people can be especially 

hard. 

• In cities, getting to know people can be especially 

hard . 

• Speaking other languages is a definite advantage. 

• Speaking other languages is a definite advantage. 

0 Now listen and repeat. 

• Globalisation is a real threat. 

• Globalisation is a real threat 

• Seeing older parts of the city disappear is terribly 

upsetting . 

• Seeing older parts of the city d isappear is terribly 

upsetting. 

• Money for cultural projects is extremely tight. 

• Money for cultural projects is extremely tight 

.-ontrastive stress is used to highlight a particular word in contrast to another - either in relation to what you or 
_ other speaker has said. 

8 Decide which word or part of a word in the underlined sections of the sentences would be stressed. 

2 

3 

it's already reached the two million - no sorry .. . 

the three million mark. 

A: Are there many people from your country 

who choose to go abroad to study? 

B: There were ... a few y:ears ago ... but not so 

many nowadays. 

A: The city doesn't have much of a cultural past, 

does if/ 

B: True, but it does have a vibrant multi-cultural 

atmosphere today: 

':) Now listen and see if you were correct. 

4 A: Surely people don't still wear traditional 

costumes every day? 

B: They: do- even for work. 

5 A: In my country, the groom usually wears 

white. 

B: Don't y:ou mean the bride? 

6 A : Is punctuality important in your country7 

B: I'd say unpunctuality: is the norm. 

9 Write down several statements relating to the theme of culture, each containing an error of fact. 

e g. Paul M cC artney of the Rolling Stones is one of the greatest popular composers. 

The Pyramids in Rome are one of the wonders of the world. 

Read each statement to another student. They should respond to the errors in each statement using 

contrastive stress. 

5 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Comparative structures and phrases 

Comparison: Equivalence, sufficiency and preference 

We can make comparisons between things using a range of structures in Eng lish to talk about ideas such as 

equivalence (e.g. as ... as, the same ... ), sufficiency and excess (e.g. enough, too ... ) and preference and alternatives 

(e.g. rather than). This section covers a range of grammatical points relating to such structures. 

1 Complete each sentence with a word/phrase from the box. Some should be used more than once. 

• far even • just • exactly • nowhere near • a bit • by far • every bit • almost • much 

The remake and the original film are ............... . 7 City life is too hectic for me. I ..... . ..... prefer 

identical, except for one or two details. small rural communities. 

2 The site looks . . .... as it did eight hundred 8 The town is still a great place to go despi t e 

years ago. becoming ....... more touristy each year. 

3 lt was a great place to grow up but it is ........ .... .. .. . 9 People say the con flict is over but I feel it 's 

as nice now. . ................ as hostile as ever. 

4 Going to the cinema is more 10 They've done a few things to preserve the area 

expens1ve now so . . .......... . fewer people go. but ......... enough in my opinion. 

5 That's .. . ... the best place if you want to 11 In my country sports get . . .. too much 

experience authentic regional culture. money and the arts are neglected. 

6 The area produces a .... greater variety 12 Musicians were poorly paid before - now they 

of crops now. earn. .. less . 

("i ) Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first. 

They are practically the same. 

There's hardly . . ...................... them. 

2 I generally prefer the local theatre to the cinema. 

I'd much rather 

.... to the cinema any day. 

3 The political context is similar to the one in my 

country. 

The political context is almost . 

............ the one in my country . .. 
4 The pace of technological change makes it hard 

to keep up. 

Technology is changing almost 

........................ people to keep pace with. 

5 Life in rural areas has changed little from the past. 

Life in rural areas isn't 

.. it was in the past. 

6 it's time as opposed to money constraints that 

limit people's cultural lives. 

it's constraints of time more . . . . . . . . ........... . 

. . . . . . . . .. of money that limit our cultural lives. 

7 Given the choice, I'd prefer to eat local food 

rather than international cuisine. 

If there's a choice, I'd sooner ..... . 

. ...... international food. 

8 Families are really struggling to make ends meet. 

People are earning barely . 

. ...... their families to live on. 

9 The two problems are connected but were not 

caused by the same thing. 

The problems are connected but there are 

................... . ... caused them. 

10 I've got the same number of friends here as back 

home. 

I've got just as many friends here now 

.. I lived back home. 
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5 
3 : Discuss with another student the similarities and differences between each pair of things below. 

• lyrics ... in traditional songs/in modern songs 

• TV viewing/lnternet viewing 

• leading brands in your country/international brands 

• films made in your country/Hollywood films 

• ce lebrities today/celebrities in the past 

• holidaying ... in your country/abroad 

.. 

4 Complete each sentence below so that it is true about your country/culture. 

More people seem to be living their li ves 6 The more people can download, the 

through the Internet rather than ........... .. . 

7 In cities there are plenty of cultural events whereas 

2 Interest in traditional culture is nothing like 

3 The more outrageous reality TV gets, the . 8 just 
as they are in other countries 

4 Unlike in other countries, .... 9 Growing up I went through the usual fads like 

5 I would like to see more quality TV programmes 10 . ......... instead 

shown as opposed to ................ ... ............. . of eating together as a family. 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Speaking Test Part 3 
Answering more abstract questions/Discussion 

1 Tips for IELTS 

On the next page there is a practice test for Speaking Part 3. Here are some tips to help you do well in 
this paper. Tick(..') the tip(s) you feel you most need to work on to improve your speaking performance. 

• The questions in Part 3 are more abstract than in 
Part 1. If you do not understand a question, ask the 
examiner to repeat it 

• In Part 3, it is important that you keep going and 
develop your ideas. Do this in a variety of ways such as 
giving examples or comparing your views with those of 
others. 

• The examiner wil l respond to some of your answers to 
challenge or make you justify what you have said. 
Keep in mind what you have already said and develop 
it by giving explanations. 

• Remember that Part 3 questions aim to get you to talk 
about things in a more abstract way, so try in your 
answers to generalise (say what is typical in society) 
rather than personalise (say what is typically true of 
yourself). 

• In the IELTS Speaking Test you are assessed on 

Fluency and coherence: 
so speak at a natural speed and link your ideas wel l. 

Lexical resource: 
so use a good range of re levant vocabulary to discuss 
topics. 

Grammatical accuracy and range: 
so use a range of accurate language. 

Pronunciation: 
so be accurate with word stress, sentence stress, 
individual sounds and intonation. 

Further study 
• Find opportunities to listen to how people pu t 

forward and develop arguments e.g. through radio 
discussion podcasts. Good websites for downloading 
t hese are: 
www.guardian.eo.uk/podcasts 
www.bbc.co.uklpodcasts 

• Practise saying short stretches of language that you 
find difficult to pronounce with the correct stress and 
intonation. Record and listen to them. 

• Using a good range of vocabulary is important in 
doing well in the Speaking Test Keep a section in 
your vocabulary notebook for recording 'spoken ' 
discursive phrases e.g. in some ways, yes I it has 
nothing to do with . . Look back through this unit 
and highlight such phrases that you think might be 
useful. 

• Think about different ways in which you can explore 
the important IELTS top ic of cultural identit y and 
comparisons with other cultures. The website below 
is a good starting point for this: 
www.cu I tu re .gov. u k/publ ications/8382 .aspx 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

The examiner will begin Part 3 by making a link with Part 2 and moving on, for example: 

Now we've been talking about a particular cultural experience you enjoyed and I'd like to ask you some more 

general questions about this. 

The examiner will then ask questions on 2 or 3 sub-themes from around this general topic. 

Work with another student. Take turns being the examiner and the candidate with each set of questions. 

Let's first consider the traditional culture of a country .. . .. 
• To what extent is traditional culture dying out in your country! 

• Which organisations or groups do most to preserve traditional culture 7 

• What do you admire most about your grandparents ' generation! 

Let's move on to talk about the Internet and cultural life ... 

• How do you think the Internet has changed people's cultural lives? 

• Has the Internet made gomg to the cmema or l1ve performances less 1mportant1 

• Is the te levision becoming less re levant in people's lives? 

And let's move on now to consider national events and festivals ... 

I· Which events and festivals are most important in your national calendar! 

• Has the significance of any of these events changed in your opinion? 

• What do you think these events show about the national character of your country? 

3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

() Listen to this extract from Part 3 of a Speaking Test. The candidate is answering questions on the 
third set of questions above. 

In talking about the topic which of these things does the candidate do well. Put a tick (1"). 

give relevant answers to questions 

respond to examiner interjections 

ask for clarification 

give examples and explanations 

compare views with views of others 

refer to what was previously said 

2 Now look at the tapescript of the extract at the back of the book (pp. 162-163). Work with another 
student and tick (I) where you feel the candidate's performance was good or weak in the following areas: 

Good Weak 

• Using accurate and appropriate vocabulary 

• Communicating effectively using different structures 

• Making clear connections between ideas 

• Focusing a response in relat ion to the examiner's question 

• Using other people's perspectives 

• Giving an open response 

5 
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6 Getting trained 

68 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

1 a) What training do you need to help you 
advance in your job or studies? 

b) In the following list how would you rate 
your needs? Tick (I') the appropriate column 
and explain. 

Low Medium High Further details 

IT skills 

Communication 

skills 

Interpersonal 

skills 

Vocational 

skills 

Mathematical 

skills 

Management 

skills 

Organisational 

skills 

Language 

training ~ 

Study skills 

What other training would you be interested in? 

Compare and discuss your needs with classmates. 

IELTS Paper focus: Listening Paper 

Vocabulary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, collocations, 

compound words 

Skills focus: Predicting , listening for detail, sentence 

stress 

Grammar focus: Some signal words/phrases 

Exam focus: IELTS Listening Paper Section 3 

Sentence completion, matching, 

short-answer questions 

(2) a) 0 Listen to some extracts. Which term A-L 
related to training do they each describe? 
Put numbers 1-12 in the correct boxes. 

~ benefits 
[IIJ a refresher course 

~ apprenticeship 

[El] hands-on training 

CIIJ performance 

~ work experience 

@IJ team building 

[BIJ evaluation 

[I[] updating 

[I[] goals 

~ qualifications 

[ID effectiveness 

b) Choose six of these terms and use them to 
talk to a classmate about any future training 
you may get involved in. 

(3 ) The following sentences are about training. Fill in 
the gaps with one word to make a collocation. 

The course was so good - ........ .......... . . 

fantastic. 

2 The course gave us easy .... to computers. 

3 What a disaster- a complete waste of .. ... 

4 this course to improve 

your practical skills. 

5 The course didn't help me ....... .... .... ..... ..... . 

my goals- it was too abstract. 

6 Courses often start off by identifying participants' 

.............. so the trainers know what to 

teach them and at what level. 

7 The main aim of training is to help us deal 

. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. . .. .. .. . . ever-changing situations. 

8 Successful training can lead .... .. .. .......... .. . 

increased self-esteem and job opportunities. 

9 This course gave me an . 

focus on what I need. 

. ............ . ..... to 

10 The world doesn't stand ... .. ............... ...... .. so 

we need to constantly update our qualifications. 
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4 ; Match the words in A to the words in B to make compound words. There may be more than one answer 

for some words. 

well-
I 

A qualified 

2 web-
B developed 

3 I C quarters 
old- D rate 

4 head I E lasti ng 
5 out F based 
6 first- G standi ng 
7 long- H fashi oned 

Note down two more compounds for each word in A. Compare your words with classmates. 

:> Look at these quotes about training. Find some you agree or disagree with and discuss them with your 

classmates. 

"lt takes physical toughness to create 
mental toughness ." Ernie Kent, Coach of UO 

Men's Basketball Team 

2 

"There are no shortcuts to. any. pla.cJ .. ... · 
worth going." Beverly Si lls 

~~· 

· "you don't have confidence, you'll 
always find a way not to win." 

4 

Car/ Lewis 

"You only ever grow as a human being if 
you're outside your comfort zone." 

Percv cerutty 

p 
"Keep away from people who try to belittle 

:·our ambitions. Small people always do that , 
but the really great make you feel that you, 

b " too, can ecome great. 
Mark Twain 

7 

9 

6 

all, grow strong." . 
Winston Churchill 

"Solitary trees, if they. grow a. tJ.. .. . .• ••• 

~~- ··· 

r 
"Continuous effort- not strength or intelligence 

is the key to unlocking our potential." 
Liane Cardes 

8 
"Train, don't strain." 

Arthur Lydiard 

"Restlessness is discontent- and 
discontent is the first necessity of progress. 

Show me a thoroughly satisfied man -
and I will show you a failure ." 

Thomas Alva Edison 

6 
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SKILLS FOCUS: Predicting, listening for detail, sentence stress 

Preparing to listen - Predicting 

1 As we saw in Unit 2, before we listen to someone speak we often (unconsciously) form a general idea of 

what they will say and some of the words they might use. Complete the box by making predictions about 

a conversation based on the following introduction to it: 

You will hear a conversation between a student and his personal tutor about some choices the student 
wants to make. 

My predictions 

What about: ................. .. ........ .. ..... .. .. .... ... .. .. .. 

Possible words: 

0 Now listen to the conversation to check your predictions. 

(i f 0 When we listen we also predict words or sentence endings as we listen. Listen to these extracts from 

the same conversation and predict what follows each. 

1 I was wondering if you could ................... ... . 4 Hmm, I'm not so sure that's ... 

2 The problem is I don't know w hich one . 5 Some of the courses look real ly 

3 I'm a project manager so I need to deal with and 6 Will you be able to handle the .... .. 7 

manage .................................... .. 7 Not at al l. That's what we're here .... .. .. .. ........ . 

0 Listen to check your answers. 

Listening for detail 

t 3''J a) Sometimes when we listen, we listen for detailed understanding. This means that in certain parts or in all 

of the listening, we listen for the meaning of each and every word, the connections between words and 

the connections between sentences. This listening skill can be useful for all sections of the IELTS Listening 

Paper. Which of these might you listen to for detailed understanding. Put a tick (I') or a cross (X). 

·· .... · 

Someone giving you instructions on how 

to assemble a new piece of furniture, as 

you do it. 

2 A programme on the beliefs of a famous 

person you're really interested in and 

know ab'out 

3 A boring lecture. 

4 Your strict boss's advice on what you 

need to do this week. 

5 An airport announcement about 

smoking. 

6 Practical information about the starting 

time and place of a tour you're going on. 

b) Which of these questions is likely to require listening for detail? Put a tick (.I) or a cross (X) . 
,----------------------------------,----------------------------------, 

What is the conversation about/ 

2 What is the topic of their conversation 7 

3 How does the woman want the school 

to be changed? 

4 Why does the man believe it is best to 

keep the present system? 

5 How wi ll the changes affect the children 7 

6 What is the re lationship between the 

school's current problems and the 

proposed changes? 

7 What is the name of the school7 

- .--
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4 ; Discuss with classmates. 

• How is listening for detail different from 

listen ing for gist or for speci fi c information 7 

Think of both what you do and the kind of 

information you listen for. 

• Why might it be important t o listen for detail 

in the IELTS Listening Paper? 

• Do you find it is difficult to listen for detail! 

Why? How can you solve this? 

5 · 0 Use the skill of predicting and other listening 
skills to listen to the conversation again and 
answer these IELTS exam style tasks. 

Before listening to the recording, look through 
the questions and try to predict 

• what the answers might be 

• if you wi ll need to listen for specific information 

or detail. 

Questions 1-3 

Answer the questions. Write NO MORE THAN 
THREE WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each 
answer. 

What does the student want to dol 

2 What must the student be to take the courses? 

3 What should the student look for from a course? 

Questions 4-6 

Write the correct letter A-E next to questions 
4-6. 

A what it involves is unclear 

B it has an excellent timetable 

C it is up to date 

D it is disappointing 

E it creates a heavy workload 

What does the student or the tutor think about 
each of the following: 

4 the project management software cou rse 

5 a management course 

6 the Continuing Educat ion Office 

--· 

Questions 7-10 

Complete the sentences below. Write NO 
MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

7 The tutor wa rns the student to think about 

getting 

8 The tutor advises the student to find out about 

the overall ... 0 0 ..... ... .... ... . 

9 The tutor thinks t he Continuing Education 

Office might map out the student's possible .. 
10 The tutor recommends the student goes to the 

Continu ing Education Office . 

After listening tasks 

Sentence stress 

t6) a) 0 Listen to these extracts from the ·· ....... · 
conversation and underline the stressed 
words in each. 

I was wondering if you could help me ... 

2 Well, as you know, I'm on a part-time cou rse 

here for one year . 

3 The best thing to do is to try and identi fy your 

needs . 

4 What benefits wou ld you want from the course? 

5 I can't work out what programs it covers 

6 I was thinking of doing one of those . 

7 Hmm, I'm not so sure about that .. . 

8 Some of the courses look reall y interesting 

9 How can I find out about contact hours and 

deadlines and things? 

10 Explain to them what your plans are 0 

b) 0 Now listen again and look at the 
unstressed words. Circle the sounds 
pronounced as schwa Id/, the most common 
sound in English . 

What happens to the pronunciation of 
unstressed words? What kind of words are 
stressed? What kind of words are 
unstressed? 

c) 0 Listen again and repeat each sentence 
1-10, trying to imitate exactly the sounds as 
they are pronounced. 

6 
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( i .) a) 0 Read the tapescript for Ex. 1 at the back of the book and listen to the conversation at the same 

t ime. Notice how t he unstressed words get shortened and 'swallowed up'. 

b) Find at least 7 compound words in the tapescript. 

c) Underline any new words in the tapescript and put them in your vocabulary record . 

(8) Look at t hese train ing courses. Wh ich of them attracts you? Discuss your opinions with classmates. 

A LIFE DRAWING B Young Enterprise 
This is a great opportunit~ to imp.rove ~ou.r 
drawing skills and the techniques mvolved m 

portraiture. 

c Auto~notive Vehicle Se:rvice 
and Repai:r: IMI Level 1 

To provide an introduction and basic understand ing of 
vehrcle servrcrng and repair for new entrants to t he 
rndustry. The course has a high pract ical content and 
students are able to achieve other re levant qual ificat ions 
during the year. 

TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE: 
• Health and safety 
• Work ing with others 
• Removing and replacing components 
• Service and repa ir 
• Workshop service 
• Engineering workshop practice 

The ultimate enterprise experience- mentored by 

a Young Enterprise Business Adviser, students set 

up and run their own real company over a year. 

D 
Business and Administration 
An apprenticeship in Business and 
Administration is the perfect career start 
for anyone who wants to do office work in 
the public, private or voluntary sectors. The 
work would be as administrat ive assistant in 
any type of organisation, as a customer 
service adviser, database administrator, 
financial services admin istrator or arts and 
events administrator. 

E European Computer 

The idea l apprentice wil l be organised, have 
confident communication skil ls and enjoy 
working as part of a team. ca reer 
development could lead to a supervisory or 
management level. 

72 

Driving Licence 
······················· ~~d~·~ ~· 1 covers security for 

IT users. Module 2 takes you 

through IT funda mentals. The 

third module concentrates on 

Microsoft Word . The fourth of 

these ECDL modules covers 

Excel and spreadsheets. 

Module 5 introduces the 

database program, Access, 

while the sixth module covers 

Microsoft PowerPoint 

p resentation software. 

F 
SPANISH COURSES 

• Elementary 
• Intermediate 
• Advanced 

Practical skills and language 
for everyday living. 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Some signal words/phrases 

; Look at these words/phrases. Can you think what they might have in common? 

A By the way .. F Anyway ... K So. p In other words ... 
B Speaking of which ... G I mean .. . L Basica lly ... Q Well ... 
c That's to say H Look ... M Right ... 
D Kind of ... I Oh ... N You know ... 
E For a start . J Mind you. 0 As I was saying . 

These words and phrases are often used in spoken English to show how the speaker is organising w hat he/she is 

saying . They give important clues about t he meaning of what the speaker has said or is about to say. 

2 a) () Listen to these 10 extracts. Each one stops at a signal word. Say what kind of information you 
expect to follow next. 

1 

2 
3 ...... ... ...... .. . . 

4 .... .. ······ · 

5 ···· ········ ··· 
6 

7 ······· ········ ······· ····· ······ ···· ···· ··· ·············· ·· ··· ······· ···· 
8 ...... ... ..................... ..... .. ... ...... .............. ... .... . 

b) Match functions 1-9 to the remaining words/phrases from the box in Ex. 1. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

N.B. There may be more than one answer in some cases, and some of the words/phrases have more 
than one function . 

to show you are making t he f irst of several 

points 

to show you are recapping and starting 

again on the same subject 

to show you're conceding a point 

t o show you ' re going to paraphrase w hat 

you 've just said 

to show you need time to gather your 

thoughts before speaking 

6 

7 

8 

9 

to show you're going to talk about something 

unexpected that you 've just thought of 

t o show you and your listener understand 

w hat is being said 

to show you're about to clarify what you've 

JUSt said 

to show you 're about to summarise the most 

important aspect of someth ing 

6 
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(j .. Complete these extracts with the correct signal word. Some have more than one answer. 
'• ..... · 

I went there the day before yesterday, 

............ on Thursday. 

2 I tried out a new program yesterday-

, did you use that other one 7 

3 it's early, it's sunny, I'm full of energy, . 

. . . . . . , let's get going. 

4 I don't like to tell you this, but I think w hat you 

did might have been 

a bit careless. 

5 I didn't believe him because, 

he just didn't look serious. 

6 We've booked the taxi, packed our bags, checked 

our passports, ................ .. 

I think we're ready. 

7 He went jogging around 10 o'clock last night-

. ...... .. .. ... .. . . ............ , do you do any sport! 

8 lt was slow, repetitive, poorly delivered, boring; 

. ......... , I just didn't get 

anything out of it 

9 There 's just too much noise in here ...... 

. ......... , can you all please be a bit quieter? 

10 Where'smylaptop? ......................... .. 

I forgot- I locked it away last night 

if Work with a classmate to complete these dialogues in any suitable way. 

A I hate the course; it's so boring. 5 A I really must read those lecture notes. 

B Basically, .............. . ············· ············· B: Oh, by the way, . 

2 A That trainer is very interesting. 6 A: Did you turn off the computer? 

B Yes, but mind you, B: Yes, I did. Speaking of which, .................... 

3 A I'd love to go but I don't get my grant till 7 A: I JUSt want to finish the course and go on 

next week. holiday. 

B In other words, ... ················ ···· ···· ········· ···· ··· B: So do I. Anyway, ................... 

4 A: Sorry, I interrupted you. 8 A: That course is a bit demanding, isn't it7 

B: Yes, as I was saying, .............. . B: Well, ............ . ............ 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Listening Paper Section 3 
Sentence completion, matching, short-answer questions 

1 Tips for IElTS 

Read the tips and complete the blanks, then tick (I') the tips that are most important for you. 

~ =-

• In Section 3 you always hear a conversation between 
1) ....................... or more people. 

• The conversation always takes place in an educational 
or 2) .. . ............ ..... setting. 

• The sect ion contains 3) ........ ............... questions 
• You will hear this section once on ly. This is true of 

all the IELTS Listening Paper. 
• As in the other sections of the IELTS Listening Paper, 

you will hear a 4) ..... . ...... ...... of accents, 
inclu ding British, Australian, New Zealand and 
American. 

• In this sect ion as in the others, underline key 
5) . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . in the questions, and predict 
what the text might be about, what words might 
be used, and what listening 6) ......................... you 
might need to use. 

Sentence completion 
In this kind of task, you read a set of sentences 
summarising key information from all the listening 
text or f ro m one part of it. You then ha ve to 
complete a 7) .......................... .. in the sentences 
using exact words from the listening text 
Make sure you never write more than the required 
nu mber of words. Contracted words are 
8) .... . ....... tested. Hyphenated words count 
as one word. 

• Check your spelling. it must be 9) ...................... . 
• You may need to use information from the whole 

text or from just one part of it 

Matching 
• In this kind of task you need to match items to 

options. 
• Make sure you write the correct letter against the 

correct 10). .. .... number on your answer 
sheet 

Short-answer questions 
See Unit 2. 

_,. 
.. 

• To get some more ideas about the top ic 'Training ', 
do an Intern et search for 'Training ' and read a 
vari ety of different kinds of texts about it e.g. 
articles, brochures. 

• Collect new vocabulary from your reading on the 
topic: topic-related words, collocations, compounds. 

• Add any new words to your vocabu la ry record. 
• To listen to some very serious conversations, go to 

www.conversations.berkeley.edu 
• To listen to some radio phone-in conversations, also 

on serious subjects go to 
www. bbc.co. u k/podcasts/series/whys 

• Read tapescripts of IELTS Listening Papers (ask your 
teacher for some) Mark where you think the main 
stresses will go. Mark the words you think will not 
be stressed. Then listen to the recordings to check 
your predictions Practise saying the transcripts out 
loud, by yourself or with a study buddy. 

• Go to your vocabu lary record and test yourself to 
see what words you remember. 

6 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

0 SECTION 3 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the sentences below. 
Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

The tutor and trainee discuss how to manage 

the trainee's 

2 The trainee explains why she is . 

. . . .. . .. .. .. . . ............... all she has to do. 

Questions 5-7 

3 The t ra inee describes how she needs to .. 

.... her 4th assignment 

4 The trainee gives her opinion for the .... 

.... behind 

what they must do for assignment 4. 

What does the tutor or the student say about each of these? Write the correct letter A-E next to 
questions 5-7. 

5 producing the graph 

6 doing the experiment 

7 the presentation 

Questions 8-10 

A A decision must be made about this very 

quickly. 

B lt is similar to something else. 

C lt requires careful concentration. 

D lt shou ld be easy. 

E lt is very interesting. 

Answer these questions. Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

8 What, according to the tutor, do the experiment 

and presentation have in common I 

9 According to the tutor w hat is the most 

important thing for the experiment to bel . 

10 What will be negatively affected by doing the 

experiment and presentation late? .. 
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3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

1 ·; Complete this chart about the Practice Test you have just done. 

2 

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 

Task type 

... 
Listening for detail required? (Yes/No) 

Useful new vocabulary for my vocabulary note 

book 
- ---- ---- --- --------------- - --

a) Look at these answers to the Practice Test. They all contain mistakes. Find and correct them. 

w ork load 6 A,D 

2 very worried about 7 Letter B 

3 carry out her 8 same 

4 reeson 9 achieve 

5 10 her w ork skedu le 

b) Look at the wrong answers in Ex. 2a and complete this list of what NOT to do when answering IELTS 
Listening questions. 

When answering IELTS Listening questions 

DON'T 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

6 
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7 
Effective 
communication 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

IEL'fS Paper tocus: 

Vocabulary focus: 

Skills focus: 

Grammar focus: 

Exam focus: 

Kead1ng t-'aper \ 

Topic-related vocabulary, collocations and I 
chunks, prefixes and suffixes, academic 

vocabulary 

Reading for detail 

Complex sentences 

IELTS Reading Paper Passage 2 

Matching information, summary/flow

chart completion, identifying information, 

identifying writer's claims 

1 ; Look at these pictures, and use them to brainstorm vocabulary (compounds, collocations or single words) 
related to achieving effective communication. 

8 

Compare your list with a classmate's. 

t2 ) On the lists below tick (.1') the points that you most need to work on to become a better communicator. 

,. 
... .. 

• 

Explain your responses to a classmate. 

List A 

1 Practise making your voice stronger. 

2 Speak at a speed that is easy for your 

listener to understand. 

3 Make your voice sound lively and 

interesting. 

4 Say each word and sound clearly. 

5 Speak l~ ud enough but not too loud . 

6 Make sure your pronunciation is correct. 

7 Use words accurately and appropriately. 

8 Look at each member of your audience . 

9 Use your hands to make gestures. 

Make your message 1 00% clear and 10 
unambiguous. 

ListB 

Try to imagine you are the 
listener - put yourself in their shoes. 
Why should they listen to you? 

2 If you want to be a good speaker, 
then make sure you're a good 
listener. 

3 Get to the point - be specific and 
explicit. 

4 The most important person in the 
room is your audience - get to 
know them and customise what you 
want to say . 

5 You need to mean what you say -
be sincere and speak from your 
heart. 
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A 

3) a) Look at the vocabulary in the extracts below about different aspects of effective communication . Put 

the vocabulary in bold into the right box. 

N.B. Some vocabulary may go in more than one box. 

Children's language skills have worsened 
because parents no longer talk to them, the head 
of the government's agency to combat illiteracy 
said today. 

In the 19th century, when the written letter first 
became widely used, the delight it afforded came in 
overcoming physical separation. But people 
discovered that letters offered something else too: the 
written word could allow a person to express 
themselves candidly in ways that were not possible 
face to face. People discovered that they could 
articulate themselves with more finesse with the 
written word. 
In short, distance became a pretext to communicate 
in a special kind of way. 

Vhen speaking to each other, bilingual people can 
quickly switch between two languages, usually 
choosing the word or phrase from the language that 
oest expresses their thoughts. But bilinguals rarely 
slip into a second language when speaking to 
::>eople who only speak one language. 
The important thing that we have found is that 

::>oth languages are open for bilinguals. In other 
.vords, there are alternatives available in both 
anguages," said Kroll. "Even though language 

:::hoices may be on the tip of their tongue, 
::> ilinguals rarely make a wrong choice." 

Topic-related Collocations or longer 

vocabulary chunks* 

D 

E 

TurkleJs thesis is simple: technology is threatening 
to dominate our lives and make us less human. 
Under the illusion of allowing us to communicate 
betterJ it is actually isolating us from real human 
interactions in a cyber-reality that is a poor 
imitation of the real world. .. 

In a paper presented to a gathering of Nobel prize 
winners recently, three influential economists claim 
their work demonstrates the Internet is actually 
making us more socially active. They reject the 
claim that the Internet isolates people socially and 
erodes the traditional foundations of society. "There 
are no indications whatsoever that the Internet 
makes people lonely," Bauernschuster, one of the 
researchers, said. He explained that their study 
revealed that a broadband connection at home 
positively influences the social activities of adults 
as well as children . 

F Direct communication can quickly lead to bonding and 
trust. People are more likely to reveal what they are 
thinking when they actually speak to another person. 
Most are wary of committing themselves in writing. 
The great tragedy, of course, is that the phone was 
invented before the computer. If it had been the other 
way around, Internet forums would now be buzzing 
with the exciting news: "Have you heard (type, type, 
type)? There is this amazing new gadget (type, type). 
Now you can talk directly with people (type, type, 
type). And they can, like, hear your voice. Without all 
this flipping typing." 

Words with prefixes Academic 

or suffixes vocabulary 

~ ;:roups or strings of words that are regularly and often found together 

7 
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b) Where is the main stress on the single words in bold from the extracts? Find at least two examples for 
each column below. 

Say the words out loud to a classmate and ask them to give you feedback on your pronunciation of 
the stressed and unstressed syllables. 

c) What is your opinion of the main point made in each of the extracts in Ex. 3a? Make notes on your 
opinions, and then discuss them with classmates. 

/ Lj: ) Complete this advice about giving presentations with one of these words: 

eye(s) heart ear(s) 

Try and maintain .............. ... contact 

with your audience at all times. 

2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ gestures may help animate 

your delivery, but can be distracting too. 

3 Position equipment so that you don 't have to 

turn your ............................ on your audience. 

4 Webinars are a good alternative to .......... .. . . 

-to- ............. .. .. .. semmars. 

5 Techniques like asking for a show of 

help get aud iences involved. 

6 Learning a presentation by ............... .... .. . . 

doesn't necessarily help. 

face hand(s) back mouth 

7 When giving PowerPoint presentations try not 

to just .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . the words on the slides. 

8 If you just list points w hen you speak, w hat you 

say will go in one .. and out the other. 

9 ..................... -outs can be useful but remember 

the audience needs an opportunity to rea d 

them. 

10 When presenting keep your .... . ..... an d 

............... open so that you can interact 

with the audience. IE
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SKILLS FOCUS: Reading for detail 

Preparing to read 

You will read an article entitled Clever Monkeys (Monkeys and Language). Complete the box with your 
predictions. 

My predictions 

Probable topic: 

Possible words: .. .... ..... ..... ...... .... ... ..... ..... ..... . 
... 

Compare your answers with a classmate's. 

Reading for detail 

2 How well do you understand the term Reading for Detail? Mark these statements T (true) or F (false) to 
find out. 

When you read for detail/detailed understanding you: 

just look for one or two words, which 

are often names or dates. 

2 need to read the whole passage very 

carefully. 

3 must understand every word in the 

passage . 

4 are looking for overall meaning. 

5 are trying to find out everything about 

a particular point. 

6 will need to understand the grammar 

of a sentence or sentences. 

7 may need to understand the meaning 

created by all the words in a sentence, 

and maybe in surrounding sentences. 

8 can just read the whole text superficially. 

9 may need to understand implied 

information. 

10 may need to understand the opinion, 

attitude or tone of the w riter. 

3 Look at these questions. Which kind of reading are they likely to require- skimming, reading for specific 
information or reading for detail? Mark each sentenceS (skimming), RSI (reading for specific information) 
or RD (reading for detail). 

What do birds use their songs to 5 How many researchers are mentioned 

communicate about! .... .... in the passage/ 

2 How do the researchers believe this 6 What is the main topic of the passage! 

pattern is learnt? .... .... 7 What are the names of the kinds of 

3 Which animals make use of their communication the birds use7 

colouring to communicate! ..... 8 What does the author suggest is the 

4 Who first wrote about this type of reason for this development! 

communication/ 
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A We all know the expression monkey see, monkey 
do. But should the saying really go monkey hear, 
monkey do? Recent studies are finding that the 
language abilities of some monkeys are more 
sophisticated than previously believed. Much more 
sophisticated. 

B Monkeys live together in social groups. All members 
contribute by helping to defend food sources, raise 
young, and w atch for predators. But it is impossible 
t o live in a social group without some form of 
communica t ion . Group members need ways to 
influence and inform each other. This is what drives 
language. Monkeys have evolved many w ays of 
communicat ing, incl uding visual cues, auditory calls, 
and even some olfactory signals. Some of their 
visual signals are quite beautiful, like the long, curled 
tongue of the emperor tamarin, signaling to her 
mate when she wants to offload her babies. 

C But visual signals only work if they can be seen. In 
the dense forest and underbrush, where most 
primates live, auditory cues are a much more 
powerful tool. Calls and vocalizations can also be 
modified in pitch, loudness, and duration, which 
means a vast array of messages can be transmitted. 
Alarm calls, territorial calls, food calls, personal 
identification calls, dominance calls - these are the 
basic messages that primates need to successfully 
live in groups. But some developed more complex 
and specialized forms of auditory communication . 
Some developed language. 

D No animals have all the aspects of human language, 
but several species have some. Diana monkeys are 
some of the most clever monkeys when it comes to 
language. They combine calls to make sentence-like 
messages. This requires grammar. The meaning of 
t he ' sen tence' depends on what sounds are 
included and in what order. Added sounds convey 
more informa t ion, like 'maybe', or 'not urgent'. 
Each predator has an assigned call. The eagle call 
differs from the jaguar call, meaning Diana monkey 
language in c ludes semantics: signals convey 
meaning and refer to features in the real world. And 
what's more impressive is that the Diana monkeys 
can understand other species of monkeys. Putty-

nosed guenons also combine calls, and th eir 
messages can be understood by the Diana monkeys. 

E A remarkable example of multilingual primates is 
seen in the TV programme Clever Monkeys, with 
eight different monkey species living together and 
listening to each other. With eight times as many 
eyes on the lookout, it's much harder for predators 
to go unnoticed. Each of the eight species has at 
least 15 distinct calls - that's 120 different sounds 
to remember. There aren't many humans that speak 
eight different languages. 

F One of the most interesting aspects of human 
language is the ability to deceive. Some primates are 
capable of displacement, or the use of language to 
refer to things that are not present. Monkeys use 
both spatial displacement, referring to objects that 
are not present in that space, and tempo ra l 
displacement, referring to objects that are not 
present at that time. The white-faced capuchin in 
Clever Monkeys that uses displacement to deceive 
his troop had to think abstractly about invisib le 
objects. And he had to predict how others wou ld 
respond. lt takes impressive intelligence to tell a 
monkey lie. 

G it also takes impressive intelligence to live in ve ry 
large groups of up to 800 individuals like t he 
geladas of Ethiopia. Within the larger band, gelada 
males are chosen by females, and they live with in 
harems of females. But staying on top of the social 
order takes a lot of manoeuvring. Most importantly, 
being a dominant gelada requires a high level of 
social intelligence and an ability to use visual and 
auditory signals to communicate. Geladas have over 
thirty distinct vocalizations. These vocalizations ca n 
indicate social status, identity, alarm, friendliness, or 
submission. Grooming strengthens bonds between 
group members and brings overall stability to the 
family unit, but geladas spend most of their day 
shuffling from spot to spot, picking grass with thei r 
thumbs and index fingers . With little time to groom, 
'chatting' has become a substitute way to relieve 
tension. This is perhaps what our ance sto rs 
resembled, learning language as they moved across 
the plains. 
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Reading practice 

4) Use the most appropriate reading skills to 
complete these IELTS reading comprehension 
tasks . 

Questions 1-5 

The reading passage has seven paragraphs, 
A-G. Which paragraphs contain the following 
information? 

Write the correct letter, A-G. 

a categorisation of the functions that 

primates' auditory signals fulfil 

2 an explanation of how a series of calls 

operates 

3 a reference to a well-known saying 

4 how language is used to get rid of 

stress 

5 the basic function of language 

Questions 6-9 

Do the following statements agree with the 
information given in the reading passage? 
Write: 

TRUE 

FALSE 

NOT GIVEN 

if the statement agrees with 
the information 
if the statement contradicts the 
information 
if there is no information on 
this 

6 The main function of language is to 

persuade and give information. 

7 Some monkeys have signals for different 

animals. 

8 The greater the number of multilingual 

monkeys the richer the communication . 

9 All monkeys use language to communicate 

about things they can't see near them. 

I 

Questions 10-13 

Complete the summary. Choose NO MORE 
THAN TWO WORDS from the passage for each 
answer. 

When gelada monkeys live in large groups, the 

males are invited to become part of groups 

made up of 1 0) ............................. . .... One 

I important function of commu ll'ication within 

these groups is to enable particular monkeys to 

become dominant 11) ............................ . 

of the group. As the geladas move around a lot 

in the open, 12) ..... .. ....................... . 

cannot form a large part of their lives, so they 

have substituted this form of social bonding 

with 13) ......... ... ......... . ...... ........ .. . . 

After reading tasks 

(·s: Go through the text and underline new 
..... vocabulary as follows: 

• 1 0 words with prefixes or suffixes 

• 10 collocations or chunks 

• 10 topic-re lated vocabulary items 

• any other key vocabulary you don't 

understand 

Compare your vocabulary with classmates, and 
check its meaning, and then write it in your 
vocabulary record. 
N.B. Try to find different vocabulary from the 

words you looked at in the Vocabulary 
Focus. 

6 : Discuss in class. 
·· .. 

• Was there any information in the passage which 

you found surprising? 

• How is human communication richer or more 

useful than monkey communication! 

• What is the point of finding out how monkeys 

communicate? Should research money be spent on 

this kind of thing! 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Complex sentences 

Working out who does what and what belongs with what in complex sentences is difficult. We'll look here at some 
strategies t hat are useful for doing this. 

1 a) Look at these sentences based on the topic of the passage in the Skills Focus. Find the main clause, then 
mark the subject * (S), the main verb(s) (V), and the object of the main verb * (0), where there is one. 

Monkeys use both spatial displacement, referring 6 Female gelada monkeys, after their group has 

to objects that are not present in that space, and reached a certain size, choose males to join t he 

temporal displacement, referring to objects that group. 

are not present at that time. 7 Diana monkeys, which seem to use a kin d oc 
2 In the dense forest and underbrush, where most grammar to piece their signals together, also 

primates live, auditory cues provide a powerful have different calls to refer to different anima ls . 

communication tool. 

3 Groom ing strengthens bonds between group 

members and faci litates family stability. 

4 Studies have shown several groups of monkeys 

use a range of means of communication. 

5 The lon g curled tongue, consi dered quite 

beautiful by the researcher, aided the monkey in 

its communication. 

* Subject- the agent or 'do-er' of an action, event 

or situation 

8 The writer, who had spent a long time studying 

monkeys in the wild, claimed many of them hao 

well developed systems of communication. 

9 Unlike those of humans, monkeys' vocal chords, 

needed to produce speech, are relative ly 

undeveloped. 

10 Several kinds of monkeys the researcher observed 

used a range of means of communication. 

* Object - the person, animal or thing affected by 

the action of the verb 

b) Now use the sentences in Ex. 1 a to work out if these statements about English sentences are correct. 
Mark them T (true) or F (false) . 

You always find subjects at the beginning 

of English sentences. 

2 Subjects and their verbs are never next to 

one another in English sentences. 

3 All verbs have an object in Engl ish. 

4 Objects are usually next to their verb 

in English. 

( 2 :: What makes the sentences in Ex. 1 a grammatically difficult to understand? Match the numbers of the 
sentences in Ex. 1 to the reasons A-E- there are multiple answers. 

A The subjeCt is not at the beginning 

of the sentence. 

B A clause separates the subject and 

the main verb. 

C That!WholvVhere/Which has been 

left out after the main verb. 

D The subject is separated from the main 

verb by a reduced relative clause.* 

E The past participle is easily confused 

with a past tense. 

* A reduced relative clause is a clause in which the relative pronoun and the auxiliary, if there is one, is left out. 
e.g. The woman (who was) talking on TV last night is my aunt. 
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3 Look at these correct sentences in which that has been left out or which contain a reduced relative 
clause. Insert that or the missing part of the relative clause. Does this make them easier to understand? 

The researcher claimed she understood what they 

were saying. 

2 The presenter I heard yesterday was extremely dull. 

3 The monkey trained to talk in that experiment is 

now very old. 

4 The slides the student was using to give his talk 

were very well designed. 

5 The student who stated he was bilingual turned 

out to speak 5 languages. 

6 The people interviewed came from lots of 

different places round the world. 

7 That joke about peop le using emails to 

communicate with someone at the next desk is 

really funny 

8 He found out children starting school couldn't 

communicate as well as they used to. 

9 Two monkeys discovered using sign language 

with their babies have been filmed . .. 
10 Many of the Face book users surveyed reported 

various interesting opinions. 

4 Decide where the clauses in brackets could be inserted into these sentences. 

N.B. Some can go in more than one place. 

The children became bilingual. (after being 

exposed to two languages) 

2 The users said they used social networking sites 

to chat and upload photos. (contacted by the 

researcher) 

3 If writing letters becomes a thing of the past, we 

w ill replace it with other means of communication. 

(as seems likely) 

4 The private ly funded project based in the 

Amazon lasted several years. (which looked 

into animal communication) 

5 They discovered bilingual parents did not affect 

children's linguistic development. (bringing 

children up hearing two languages) 

6 The course on communication has been 

cancelled. (the student would like to enrol for) 

5 Discuss in class. 

How can understanding complex sentences 

help you in the IELTS exam? 

What could you do outside class to help you 

understand complex sentences even better? 

7 Several people agreed that letters were great to 

receive but time-consuming to write. (asked by 

the researchers for their opinions on the 

value of writing personal letters) 

8 The consultant noted that staff were rarely 

given commun ication skills training. (hired to 

analyse the company's communication 

problems) 

9 A competition entrant was told by the judges 

that his invention didn't work. (who announced 

he had invented a successor to Facebook) 

10 A girl I know is now regretting what she did. 

(who showed her parents how to open their 

own t=acebook page) 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Reading Paper Passage 2 
Matching information, summary/flow-chart completion, 
identifying information, identifying writer's claims 

1 Tips for IELTS 

Read the tips and tick(,/) the tips that are most important for you. 

Matching information 
See Unit 3 for tips. 

Summary and flow-chart completion 
• You will be given a summary of a section of the text. You 

need to complete it with information drawn only from the 
text. 

• The summary will usually be of only one part of the passage 
rather than the whole. The answers will not necessarily occur 
in the same order as in the text, and will usually come from 
one section rather than the entire text. 

• Remember - you must write no more than the number of 
words stated in the instructions. 

• Make sure your answer is a good grammatical fit with the 
blank e.g. is a noun or a verb needed7 

• Remember - words in the summary or flow-chart may be 
paraphrases of words in the text. 

• You cannot change in any way words you take from the text 
they must fit exactly as they are. You also need to take words 
that are together in the text i.e. you can't take one word from 
one line, the next word from another line, etc. 

Identifying information 
• You need to wri te TRUE, FALSE or NOT GIVEN in the boxes 

on your answer sheet. 
• What is the difference between FALSE an d NOT GIVEN'~ 

FALSE means that the passage sta tes the opposite of the 
statement in question; NOT GIVEN means that the statement 
is neither confirmed nor contradicted by the information in the 
passage. 

Identifying writer's claims 
• You need to write YES, NO or NOT GIVEN in the boxes on 

your answer sheet. 
• Wha t is t he difference between NO and NOT GIVEN'~ 

NO means that the views or claims of the writer openly 
disagree with the statement - i.e. the writer somewhere 
expresses a view or makes a claim which is opposite to the one 
given in the question; NOT GIVEN means that the view or 
claim is neither confirmed nor contradicted. 

• Base all your answers purely on the text, not on any 
knowledge you have of the topic. 

• To be able to cope with the readi ng 
passages in IELTS in the time allowed 
you need to become a fluent reader -
this can only be achieved throug h 
reading frequently. 

• Read as much as you can - practice 
makes perfect! 

• To practise reading for detail, rea d 
books, magazines, newspapers , 
website texts . 

• Read things you're interested in 
including texts about topics of a 
'serious nature'. Reading about 'serious 
topics' will help you develop you r 
ideas - this is useful not only for the 
Reading Paper but also for the Writing 
and Speaking Papers. 

• To read up on aspects of the topic of 
Effective Communication just type 
Effective Communication into a search 
engine. Try to read things on different 
aspects of the topic. 

• As always, use your reading to collect 
new vocabulary to add to your 
vocabulary record. 

• Go to your vocabulary record and write 
20 words on slips of paper. On 20 
other slips of paper write the mean ing 
of each word. Tomorrow, try to match 
the words to their meanings. 

• As you read, look at some of the 
complex sentences in the texts and try 
and break down their structure by 
finding the subject and the main verb, 
and identifying main and subordinate 
clauses. 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

·are better than one 
Antonella Sorace explains how bilingualism might affect children and answers 

some questions about living and speaking with two languages. 

Research on bilingual language and cognition shows that the 
-~ma n brain is perfectly capable of dealing with two or more 
:1guages simultaneously from birth. In many parts of the world 
;'Jvving up multilingual is the norm: if children hear enough of both 
:-:guages and have enough motivation and fun, they will pick them 
_: What many people don't know is that the experience of dealing 

_.._ two languages seems to give bilingual children some general 
::;Jn itive advantages in other domains. These advantages are 
::1icularly evident in tasks that involve cognitive flexibility and the 
:::1trol of attention: bilingual children seem to be better at selectively 
::_:-, ng attention, at inhibiting irrelevant information, and at switching 
':-=-.veen alternative solutions to a problem. In contrast, such children 
::: not seem to have an advantage over monolinguals with respect to 
-_,ctions that depend on the way knowledge is represented. For 
= Jmple, they don't seem to be any better at encoding problems, 
::::ressing relevant knowledge, or drawing logical inferences. 

What is the link between enhanced cognitive control and 
: 1gualism? Bilingual speakers must develop a powerful mechanism 
-: • keeping the two languages separate, so that fluency in one 
:"guage can be achieved without intrusions from the unwanted 
:-guage. Therefore, the bilingual child's constant experience of 
-:.ing two languages available and inhibiting one when the other is 
::-voted enhances their ability to multitask in other domains. There is 
-Jre good news for bilingual children: it's been suggested that some 
: - ·hese cogn itive advantages are maintained in old age. If these 
=suits are confirmed by future research, it will be possible to conclude 
-::~ bil ingualism provides a defence against the decline of general 
:'xessing functions that is a feature of normal cognitive aging. 

A further spin-off of bilingualism is higher awareness of language 
:-d greater ability to think about it and talk about it. Bilingual children 
-.:;,e a greater ability to focus on the form of language, abstracting 
: .oy from meaning. Parents of bilingual children often report that their 
:- idren engage in 'language play' that may take the form of 'funny 
:::::cents' or impossible literal translations between one language and 
:-other. Many parents also report that bilingual children have more 
:·ecocious reading skills, and this has recently been confirmed 
=·oerimenta lly. Bilingual children recognise symbolic letter-sound 
:::rrespondences earlier than monolingual children, although this does 
---a ppear to be related to greater awareness of the sounds 
-emselves and it is also a function of the specific languages acquired 
:s .vei l as of the level of proficiency attained. 

Because of their experience of selecting languages according to 
-e perceived linguistic competence of the person they are addressing, 
: ,ngua l children have also been said to have an enhanced 
:Nareness of the other'. This often goes under the heading of 'Theory 
:' 'v1ind', which is a term used to describe the ability to understand 

other people's mental states, and more specifically that other people 
may have beliefs, desires and intentions differ€nt from one's own. The 
cognitive abilities involved in Theory of Mind normally emerge around 
the age of 4 years in monolingual children; they are permanently 
impaired in autistic children. lt has been reported that bilingual children 
develop Theory of Mind, on average, a year earlier than monolingual 
ch ildren. lt is remarkable that the experience of dealing with two 
languages may have such extensive repercussions in so many 
apparently unrelated domains of cognitive development. 

C) Do bilingual children confuse their languages? A hopelessly mixed 
language is the thing that many parents in bilingual families typically 
fear, but recent research has completely discredited this idea. First, 
using new techniques for studying whether babies can tell the 
difference between one outside stimulus and another researchers have 
learned that monolingual babies' perceptual abilities are remarkably 
fine-tuned very early on : they know a lot about what their language 
sounds like long before they start producing their first words, and even 
at the age of a few months will notice when someone who was 
speaking English switches to speaking, say, Japanese. This makes it 
very implausible that bilingual children do not realize that they are 
hearing two languages. Second, research on 'code-switching' -
swapping back and forth between languages - shows that bilingual 
children, like bilingual adults, often switch from one language to 
another in order to achieve particular communicative effects. For 
example, even if they are talking in Language A they may switch to 
Language B to report something that somebody said, if the speech they 
are reporting was originally in Language B. Or they may switch 
because of the topic they are talking about, or simply to play games 
with their languages. Naturally, this kind of code-switching takes place 
most often when talking to other bilingual children. Moreover, code
switching is not random but generally obeys a remarkably strict 
grammar. For example, a Spanish-English bilingual child is much more 
likely to say la house' than 'The casa ' (Spanish article+ English noun, 
rather than English article + Spanish noun), apparently favouring the 
combination that is more informative in terms of grammatical features 
like gender and number. Far from producing random mixings due to 
confusion, in other words, bilingual children know when and how it is 
appropriate to mix their languages. There is also plenty of evidence that 
the grammatical rules of each of the languages are kept separate most 
of the time in the course of development. 
4j While bilingual children usually are 'late talkers' who start speaking 
later than monolingual children, there is little evidence that bilingual 
languages affect each other - they neither speed up nor delay normal 
acquisition processes. Instead, children's development in each of the 
two languages follows the same milestones as in monolingual 
children. 
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You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13. 

Questions 1-4 

The reading passage has six paragraphs, A-F. Which paragraph contains the following information? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, on your answer sheet. 

information about bilingual chi ldren 's 

sensitivity to their audience 

2 a summary of the benefits of being 

bilingual 

Questions 5-8 

3 mention of the rate of language acquisition 

by bilingual children 

4 evidence that bilingua l chi ldren are able 

to distinguish between their languages 

Complete the flow-chart below. Choose NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS from the passage for each 
answer. 

Write your answers on your answer sheet. 

Cognitive control and bilingualism 

/ 
5 prevent ................................... ... the 

other language into children's speech 

6 increased .. to do 

several things at the same time 

Questions 9-13 

Do the following statements agree with the views of the writer? 

In boxes 9-13 on your answer sheet write: 

YES 

NO 

NOT GIVEN 

if the writer's views agree with the statement 

if the writer's views contradict the statement 

if there is no information on this 

7 promote increased attention to 

the 

8 may preserve cognitive abilities 

9 Bilingualism does not improve 

all cognitive functions. 
12 Bilingualism has surprisingly wide-ranging 

positive effects. 
10 Bilingual children are more challenged 

by learning to read than monolingual 

children. 

11 Bilingual children are particularly good 

at understanding complex language. 

13 Bilingual parents often enjoy playing 

language games w ith their children. 
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3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

1·:, Complete this chart about the Practice Test you have just done. 

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 

Task type 

! 
! 

Reading skills required ... 

Which tasks took a long time to do? Why? 

How could you do each task more quickly? 

Useful new vocabulary for my vocabulary 

note book 
---------~ 

2 a) Look at these answers to the Practice Test. They all contain mistakes. Find and correct them. 

paragraph D 6 enhanced ability 11 NG 

2 the first paragraph 7 the form of language 12 the writer agrees 

3 maybe F 8 decline in old age 13 don't know 

4 9 correct 

5 intrusion from 10 false 

b) Look at the wrong answers in Ex. 2a and complete this list of what NOT to do when answering IELTS 
Reading questions. 

When answering IELTS Reading questions 

DON'T 

i • 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

i • 
I 
• 
• 
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IELTS Paper focus: Writing Paper 

8 
Environmental 
health 

Vocabulary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, collocations, 

easily confused words/spelling 

Skills focus: Analysing a question, essay structure, 

main and supporting ideas 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

Grammar focus: Clauses of concession/purpose/result, 

using effective punctuation 

Exam focus: IELTS Writing Paper Task 2 

Writing a discursive essay 

t f \ Use the correct form of the words below to complete the gaps in the diagram. 

safe exclude diverse house recycle conserve poor protect 

( HERITAGE ) 

( RECREATION) 
y 

90 

CRIME AND 
3)5 

6) p y 

AND SOCIAL 
7)E 

y 

( 5)R 

(2 \ Using the information in Ex. 1, list what you think are the top five priorities for the environment in your 
country. Justify your list to another student. 

() .> Match each of the prefixes and adjectives to at least two of the words in the list. 

bio- carbon renewable 

1 ... . waste 
2 . ........ ....... ... .... ..... .... .... ........ . .... consumption 
3 ... . energy 
4 . fuels 
5 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .... diversity 
6 . crowding 

toxic over- eco-

... emissions 7 

8 ..... ... .... ... ... resources 
9 .. ..... .... ...... ..... .. ......... . . 

10 
11 ... .... .. .. ...... ........ . 

.. pollutants 
. .. tourism 
... trading 
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. 4 \ Put the words you made in Ex. 3 into the diagram below according to what you feel. You may feel some 
are both. 

part of problem part of solution 

.. 
both 

5 ) Look at the beginnings of the words below and decide whether they end in -ible or -able. Then, place 
them in the correct box. 

poss- comprehens- biodegrad-
access- sustain- fashion-
afford- flex- return-

-ible 

res pons-
suit-
profit-

exhaust-
VIS-

renew-

-able 

feas
revers
desir-

compat
reus-

6 ) Discuss with another student which negative prefix is used with the words in Ex. 5 to make the adjective 

with the opposite meaning. 

un- In- non- 1 r- 1m-

7 ' Look at these different images highlighting environmental concerns. Using some of the words in Exs. 5 
and 6, discuss with another student how they relate to the global environmental debate. 
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SKILLS FOCUS: Analysing a question, essay structure, main and supporting ideas 

Analysing a question 

1 Look at this IELTS Writing Task 2 essay question. 

The world needs to become less dependent on fossil fuels and exploit renewable energy resources. 
Governments around the world have been too slow to respond to this urgent challenge. 

To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge and 

experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

If you analyse the question, you will see that there are 3 parts: 

- a statement (of opinion/fact) 

- an invitation to discuss t his statement in a certain way 

- an instruction about supporting this discussion with explanations and evidence. 

Discuss w ith another student which part is which . 

(2' :·: Analyse the different parts of the question above with another student and decide if the following 

statements are T (true) or F (false). 

The statement is essentially about the 

issue of meeting energy needs. 

2 T~ere are four elements in th is 

statement t o respond t o. 

3 You need to either agree or disagree 

with the statement . 

4 You are expected to argue both for and 

against w hat governments have done. 

5 Developing your arguments is important. 

6 Mentioning the situation in your country 

is not relevant. 

. 3 , Discuss with another student which of the following points/data would be most relevant in answering 

the question in Ex. 1. 

the need to recyc le plastic shopping bags 

2 the fa ilure of international summits on climate 

chang e • 

3 esti mates of how long oil resources w ill last 

4 w hat your friends say about the energy issue 

So, in analysing the question you need to 

- identify the main issue the statement is addressing . 

5 recent developments in t idal and solar energy 

6 investment in research 

7 schemes to plant more trees 

8 the price of oi l and gas 

- identify the different points you need to address in the statement. 
- decide what your position is and how to present it. 
- decide on evidence and examples to support the points you want to make. 
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Essay Structure 

Writing your essay in a clear sequence of coherently developed paragraphs is important When planning your essay, 
prepare a plan made up of the following three sections: 

Opening section 
- a paragraph that clearly states the topic or your opinion and gives a little background/history while expressing the 

seriousness of the situation/issues in the statement 

Main section 
- two or three paragraphs setting out your position .. 
- each paragraph presents a separate point with supporting evidence 
- another paragraph on consequences and related issues 

Closing section 
- a concluding paragraph highlighting main points/lessons to be drawn and possibly speculating about the future. 

4 ) Using a five-paragraph model, note down points in this plan that you would want to mention in each 
paragraph in answering the question in Ex. 1. 

Opening paragraph 

Main paragraph 1 (point 1) 

Main paragraph 2 (point 2) 

Main paragraph 3 
(e.g. consequences of points 1 and 2 or issues related to points 1 and 2) 

Closing paragraph ~~ - ~~ 

\ 

-~ ~ 

5 \ Now compare your notes with those of another student. 
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Main and supporting ideas 

To develop paragraphs we usually think about expanding a main idea with supporting ideas. Think about expanding 
ideas in a number of ways: writing about causes, effects and consequences or providing explanations, examples and 

evidence to support your main idea. 

····., 
6 \ Look at the table below and write a main paragraph for the essay in Ex. 1 using at least one prompt from 

each column. Write a complete, well-rounded paragraph. 

Main ideas Language for developing ideas Supporting ideas 

Shameful lack of government cause and effect the rapid increase in demand for 

investment in research. ... leads/has led to ... energy from developing countries 

... can impact on . 

As a direct result, now seeing some large-scale solar 

economies. and tidal projects 

Renewable energy is a explanation renewable resources help countries 

security as well as an This is obvious if you become more self-sufficient 

environmental issue. consider . . 

What this means in reality oil and motor industries dictating 

is . the research agenda 

Thus, today ... 

The situation is/has been dramatic changes in the price of oil 

made worse. - human inventiveness will win 

Fossil fuel resources are evidence through 

rapidly being depleted. One/Another example of 

this is . defence budgets compared to 

Approximately/Only around environmental research budgets 

10%. 

it is estimated that . obtaining oil and gas from the 

You on ly have to look . earth becoming more difficult 

slow progress with battery-operated .. cars 

7 Now write the essay in Ex. 1. 

I 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Clauses of concession/purpose/result, using effective 
punctuation 

1 J Complete the missing half of each sentence in 
the language box so the sentences reflect your 
thoughts and concerns about the environment. 

CONCESSION 

1 Even though the benefits of renewable 

energy sources are obvious, 

2 ....... ....... ....... ........ ..... .. and yet 
forests are still being destroyed. 

3 ........................... . .......... -though 
nowhere near enough . 

4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . but targets 

have nevertheless consistently slipped. 

5 ..................... .................... no matter 
how green they claim to be . 

6 .... ....... ... ............ ....... ... . ...... however 
much it costs. 

7 .. ..... . . even if the 

results have been disappointing so far. 

8 ..... . ............................ ...... whatever 
the difficulties in the short term. 

PURPOSE 

9 For real progress to happen, 

10 ...... ...... . ........ . .............. in order 
to get businesses to listen. 

11 so that 
we can maintain bio-diversity. 

12 .............................. ... . ............. so as 
not to further harm the environment 

RESULT 

13 A further consequence of our throw-

away lifestyle is that ..... . 

14 .......................... ................... ..... and 

thus reduce home energy consumption. 

15 .......... ........... ....... .... .... . ............ as 
a direct result of climate change. 

16 ..... ............. .... ... ,thereby 
making electric cars more practical. 

( 2 ) Complete the second sentence so that it has 
the same meaning as the first using expressions 
from Ex. 1. 

We need to convert to renewable energy 

whatever the cost 

We have to implement renewable energy 

strategies no .... .. . 

2 Promoting eco-tourism in certain areas might be 

a way of preserving endangered habitats. 

Eco-tourism can be encouraged so . 

3 We are seeing more variation in seasonal 

weather as a result of global warming. 

The earth is warming, thereby .. .. 

4 Governments have to offer subsidies so that 

companies invest in renewable energy . 

Governments need to offer subsidies in order 

to . 

5 Supermarkets must stop wrapping everything in 

plastic and thus reduce packaging waste. 

Supermarkets could stop wrapping everything in 

plastic, thereby ... .......... ... ....... . 

6 We live in a digital information age and yet we 

are still consuming energy getting to work. 

We use large amounts of energy getting to 

work even .... 

7 Whatever the harm to t he en vironment, it 

seems we persist with the same consumption 

habits. 

We seem reluct ant t o change consumption 

habits no matter . 

8 Though only so far on a small scale, there has 

been great progress in solar projects in recent 

years . 

Wind and solar projects are still only small-scale. 

Nevertheless . 

95 
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(3 \ Link the two parts of the sentence, clearly expressing the idea in brackets at the end. 

The situation is bad I there are some signs of 

hope (concession) 

2 Governments need to act I decrease our 

dependency on oil (purpose) 

3 Oil prices have soared I the situation more urgent 

(result) 

4 Further investment is needed I explore 

alternative solar technologies (purpose) 

5 Adults have made the mess I their children clean 

up (concession) 

Using effective punctuation 

( { ) Match each punctuation mark A-1 to its name 1-9. 

6 People need to see the results of recycling 

become discouraged (purpose) 

7 Some countries have pledged to impleme n 

change I only a few have undertaken large sca le 

renewable projects (concession) 

8 Some companies have lost clients I poo r 

environmental record (result) 

9 Electric cars have been talked about for decades I 

little progress. (concession) 

10 Every means of saving energy is important I 

small it may seem (concession) 

( 5) Read each set of statements about the punctuation marks and decide which statement in each set is false. 
Discuss your answers with another student. 

Apostrophe 
We use 's with singular nouns to indicate 

possession ... 

We uses' with plural nouns/words ending 

ins to indicate possession. 

We use 's in the possessive pronoun it's. 
We use the apostrophe in contractions of 

words like don'Vit's, etc. 

Inverted commas 

Comma 
We use commas to separate different things we list. 

We always use commas before relative pronouns e.g . who, that 
which, etc. 
We use commas to separate sentence adverbs e.g. words like 

however, surprisingly, etc from the rest of the sentence. 

We use a comma after a subordinate clause if it is at the 

beginning of a sentence. 

Single inverted commas are used to indicate we do not know if we are using a word correctly. 

Single or double inverted commas are used to show we are quoting someone's words . 

Single inverted commas are used when we are talking about a word in a sentence. 

Single inverted commas are used when we use a word in an unusual way. 
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6 Match the punctuation marks to the purposes they serve. 

commas 
2 inverted commas 
3 colons 
4 semi-colons 

5 dashes 
6 exclamation marks 

A 

B 
c 
D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

..J 

can introduce an explanation 

can separate afterthoughts from main ideas 

can be used to highlight a word being discussed 

can separate words like 'however' from the rest of a sentence 

can separate an opening subordinate clause from a main one 

can separate two linked ideas that could be separate sentences 

can emphasise a writer's feelings 

can introduce a list 
.. 

7 Look at the following sentences about environmental problems. Discuss with another student the 

purpose of the punctuation marks in bold in each sentence. 

The problems of pollution, deforestation and 6 Poverty and greed, the results of modern 

managing waste are low government priorities. economic policy, are the twin causes of 

2 The truth is simple: economic needs are put environmental destruction. 

before environmental ones every time. 7 Our parents' generation has known about 

3 Coastal areas should - or rather must - make climate change for twenty years and done 

use of tidal energy. nothing. it's shameful! 

4 Some foods given green labels have been 8 We need to be careful when using the term 

produced in an eco-friendly way; others have 'blame'. 

not. 9 Nuclear power has never had the pub li c's 

5 Rainforests must be preserved at all costs: they trust- nor is it ever likely to. 

act as the lungs of the earth. 10 If humanity has a future, logic says it has to be 

a renewable one. 

8 Look at the beginning of this student essay. There is no punctuation . Work with another student to 

punctuate it correctly. 

countries both economically developed and less developed ones face many 

environmental challenges today if however we had to single out just one 

problem to focus on it would have to be the biggest the worlds dependence 

on oil we desperately need to invest in finding alternatives to oil failure to do 

so risks catastrophe the worlds shrinking resources of oil something oil 

producers choose to ignore and its fluctuating price threaten economic 

stability finding cheap and environmentally friendly alternatives must become 

a priority so that we can break our reliance on fossil fuels long term research 

and investment in every sector transport housing and energy is critical 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Writing Paper Task 2 
Writing a discursive essay 

1 Tips for IELTS 

On the next page there is a practice test for Writing Task 2. Here are some tips to help you do well in this 
task. Tick (.t) the two tips in each box that you think would most help you to improve your writing 
performance. 

• Focus on the three elements in the question and 
highlight the key words. Address the different parts 
of the statement in your answer. 

• Try to avoid repeating the language in the question 
word for word in your answer. 

• Think about using your time effectively. Make sure 
you have read the question and make a very brief 
plan of your answer (5 minutes maximum) Also 
leave you rself time at the end to check your writing . 
You are advised to spend 40 minutes on this task. 

• lt is important that you write at least the minimum 
number of words required. Candidates who do not 
w rite the minimum number of words will lose 
marks. There is no maximum. 

• Ensure that your paragraphs are balanced . Develop 
the points you introduce by giving examples and 
providing evidence of what you say. 

• In checking through your work at the end, pay 
attention to spelling and punctuation, as these can 
be corrected quickly. 

• In Task 2 of the Writing Paper remember that you 
wi ll be assessed on: 
- response to the task 
- coherence 'and cohesion 
- lexical resource 
- grammatical range and accuracy. 
Think about these things in every essay you write 
between now and the exam. 

• Look through the different discursive texts in t his 
book and think about how paragraphs are 
developed. Highlight main points and supporting 
ideas in each one. 

• Read a range of discursive writing in newspapers, 
magazines and online. Highl ight language that you 
think could help you develop arguments in you r 
own writing. 

• Work to improve the discursive pieces of writ ing 
that have been assessed by your teacher. Thin k 
about the different types of change you can make 
to express ideas more clearly and fluently. 

• You can collect ideas and read discursive articles 
relating to global and social issues on various UN 
websites e.g. www.un org/en/development and 
www.un.org/en/sustainability , and in the editorial 
sections of online newspapers such as the Guardian 
www.guardian.co.uk, the Times wwwthetimes.co.uk 
and the Australian www.theaustralian .com.au 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Climate change is the most urgent global issue. lt needs a global response with all countries 
working together and towards common goals to tackle it. 

To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge and 

experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

Look at the opening and closing paragraphs of this student answer to the above question. In what ways 

could they be improved . Discuss this with another student. 
Think about the IELTS writing assessment criteria when discussing. 

Climate change is the most 
urgent global issue - the defining 
issue of our recent vears. Efforts 
bV governments at summits for 
this problem are important but 
we should not ignore individual 

people and companies too. 
Evervbodv can make a 

contribution bV changing their 
life and work habits. 

considering all the arguments, 
there must be international 

targets even though individual 
governments should put good 

environmental polices in 
practice in their countries. 

Though this is a global 
problem, citizens and 

companies evervwhere are 
vital to saving our planet. 
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9 
Across the 
generations 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

IELTS Paper focus: Speaking Test 
Vocabulary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, collocations, 

compound stress 
Skills focus: Elaborating, narrating events, justifying 

answers 
Grammar focus: Cleft structures, introductory 'it ' and 'there ' 

Exam focus: IELTS Speaking Test Parts 1, 2 and 3 
Personal information questions, lon g 
turn, discussion 

1 a) Mark on each scale below where you (me) your parents (p) and your grandparents (gp) are. 

....... 
use of social media very little - -- a lot 

foCI>, 
~ -2 taking exercise very little ---- a lot 

3 online shopping very little 
lililllllll - a lot 

4 reading newspapers not so much a lot 

• = ... .. ~ ,..,.. 
5 saving money very little - .... 

a lot 

A ~--6 dieting rarely - - a lot 

~ p;t-lh 
7 socialising with friends very little - - - a lot 

~· 8 creatures of habit not so much - totally 

~' ;l'i\'~ #it'-' 
9 politically engaged less - lliiillilll 

more 

b) Which three of the following phrases best sum up each generation? Discuss with another student. 

move with the times wary of change carefree fixed routine 
twenty-four-seven financial ly responsible very principled techno-savvy 
sure of themselves plan ahead work -oriented hard to please 
resou rcefu I well-informed diet -conscious tough-skinned 

2 Discuss with another student which term is the odd-one-out in relation to each question. 

Which word is not used with the suffix -hood? 

adult - parent- youth -child 

2 Which word does not fit in the gap: in his/her 

.............. twenties/forties/ 

mid- - late- early- end 

3 Which word is not used with the suffix -age? 

middle- young -old -teen 

4 Which word does not describe a person? 

ageing -greying - fattening - balding 

5 Which word does not form a compound with 
the word agel 

school - retirement - middle- infant 

6 Which word is the odd-one-out when used with 
the suffix -ish 7 

old -fifty - child -young 

7 Which word is different to the others when 

used with the suffix - er/rl 

pension -teenage -widow- care 

8 Which word is not used with the suffix -ly? 

friend - parent- mother- neighbour 

9 Which of these relations would you not use the 

suffix -in-law with 7 

father- sister- daughter- cousin 

10 Justify to another student how one of the 

following can in some way be considered the 

odd-one-out in relation to the other three: 

single parent - step-parent - foster parent -

grandparent 
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3 Complete each gap in these questions about age with a preposition . 

. what age do people retire in 

your country! 

2 Do you think being able to travel is important 

for people . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... all ages/ 

3 Is there an occasion you remember vividl y 

your childhood! 

4 Are people ... ... .... . ..... their sixties more or 

less active today! 

5 What are some of the problems people face 

........................ young adults today! 

6 What can society do to help care for people 

. their old age7 

7 Should children learn a second language ......... .. ...... . 

an early age 1 

8 What are some of the problems associated with 

living ...................... an old age7 

9 Are people more productive earlier or later 

10 

............ their careers !\. 

which point in you r life is it best 

to start a family? 

4 Match a word on the left to one on the right to make a collocation about issues at different stages in life. 
Explain to another student what each new phrase means. 

~ 

peer 
A expectations 

2 mid-life B pension 
3 generation c retirement 
4 turning D upbringing 
5 career E pressure 

6 parental F teens 

G crisis 7 early 
H gap 8 strict I path 

9 state J point 
10 terrible 

..) 

5 Discuss in pairs which of these things you would say are true for the Millennia! generation. 

• Typing is preferred to writing by hand. 

• Staying connected is essential. 

• There is zero tolerance for delays. 

• Celebrity culture is less important 

• They are more environmentally aware. 

• Living is about living on-the-go. 

• Multi-tasking is a way of life. 

• They expect to pay for most things. 

Generation X born 1964 - 1980 

Generation Y born 1980 - 1995 

Millennials born 1995 -

6 Look at these compound words from this vocabulary section. Decide which part of the word has the main 
stress. 

mid-forties 

on-the-go 

middle-aged 

multi-tasking 

grown-up 

new-born 

·:;) Now listen and see if you were right. 

mid-life 

work-oriented 

twenty-four-seven 

diet -conscious 

J 
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SKillS FOCUS: Elaborating, narrating events, justifying answers 

Elaborating 

Elaborat ing on answers means giving further detai l e.g. background detail or further explanation, or comment 
e.g. talking about causes and effects of what you are discussing. 

1 a) Look at the language box for typical examples of language used to elaborate. 

Giving Further Detail Talking about Cause and Effect 

• ... but this is only true . (qualifying) • ... and it's one reason why . 

• . . . things are chang ing though . (qua lifying) • . .. because of the . 

• ... what usually happens is . (explanation) • . .. if we're not careful we'll end up . 

• ... this can be a problem -especially . (explanation) • . .. it can get so bad that ... 

• ... I mean if we. (clarifying) • . .. getting worse due to . 

• ... so you could say . (clarifying) • . .. it's had such a big impact on/that ... 

• ... I suppose it depends on .. (speculating) 

• ... I think we're going to ... (speculating) 

b) Look at these questions relating to the themes of different generations and family life that you might 
be asked about in Part 1 of the Speaking Test. Think about how you might answer. 

Neighbours Mobile Phones 

• How well do you get on with your neighbours7 • Do you prefer to text or phone your friends? 

• Have you known your neighbours for a long • Apart from making calls, what else do you do 
time? with your mobile7 

• Would you prefer to have older or younger • In your country are mobile phones more or less 
people as neighbours7 important for older people 7 

Household Routines Relatives 

• Who usually takes out the rubb ish in your home7 • Do you have a large or small extended family7 

• How often does everyon e in your home eat • Which member of your family are you most like7 
together7 • Do older members of your family enjoy the sa me 

• In wh ich part of the home do different members or different things as you? 
of your fami ly spend more time? 

(:i) Work in groups of three. Take turns. The first person asks a question; the second person answers (quite 
briefly), the th ird person in the group continues (elaborates on) the answer as if they are the second 
person . 

Use the language in the box in Ex. 1 to help you elaborate on what you say. 
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Narrating events 

3 i a) Read these short extracts from a radio interview with JK Rowling, the author of 
the Harry Potter books and films which appeal to people of all ages. 

Imagine she has been asked this IELTS Part 2 Speaking question: 

I'd like you to describe the characters in your books. 

You should say: 

- how you thought of the main character 

- where the names of the characters come from 

- which character you were most like as a child 

and explain how the main plot came to you. 

1) The funny thing is that Harry came into my head 
almost completely formed - I saw him very, very 
clearly; I could see this skinny little boy with black 
hair, this weird scar on his forehead, I knew instantly 
that he was a wizard, but he didn't know that yet. 
2) And then I began to work out his background. That 
was - that was the basic idea. 

I'm big on names - 3) I like names, generally. You 
have to be really careful giving me your name if it's an 
unusual one, because you will turn up in book six . 
Enn - I collect some and some of them are invented; 
Voldemort is an invented name, Malfoy is an invented 
name, Quidditch is invented, erm - but I also collect 
them, from all kinds of places: 4) maps, street names, 
people I meet, old books, old saints, erm - Mrs 
:.J"orris, people will have recognised, comes from Jane 
Austen. Erm - Dumbledore is an old English word 
meaning bumblebee. Because Albus Dumbledore is 
very fond of music, I always imagined him as sort of 
humming to himself a lot. 

Yeah - w-well- ... none of the characters in the books 
are directly taken from life. Real people did inspire a 
few of them, 5) but of course once they are on the 
page they become something completely different. 
But, yeah, Hermione is a caricature of what I was 
when I was 11 - 6) a real exaggeration, I wasn't that 
clever - and I hope I wasn't that annoying, because I 
would have deserved strangling; sometimes she is an 
incredible know-it-all. 

7) As for the plots, well, 8) as I said before- Harry's 
a boy who is a magician, but doesn't yet know, so I'm 
thinking 'how can he not know?' So I - you know -
worked backwards from that point and 9) it was 
almost like the story was already there waiting for me 
to find it and - erm - 10) it seemed to me the most 
watertight explanation for him not knowing that he 
was a wizard was that his parents had been a witch 
and wizard who had died- and that he'd been raised 
by Muggles- non-magic people .. . 

b) Look at the phrases in bold. Discuss with another student what JK Rowling is doing in each, while 
telling her narrative. Match each phrase (1-1 0) to one of the following: 

~ emphasising a point 

~ chang ing subject 

~ introducing the next action/step 

~ introducing author perspective 

~ referring back to a previous point 

[![] reiterating a point 

[iD describing a feeling 

~ grabbing the listener's attention 

QIJ pointing out something obvious 

[JJJ listing examples 
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........ 

\.A ) Now tell another student about an old family photograph that is important to you. 

You should say 

• who/what is in the photograph 
• when/why it was taken 
• where the photograph currently is 

and explain why it's special to you. 

Use this template to help structure your talk- trying to keep a balance between description/detail and 
comment. 

The strange/remarkable thing about the photo . 

it's a real ... 

it basically shows . 

it's a bit like . 

As for when it was taken, ... 

it's currently .. . which seems to me . 

Of course ........... , but .. . 

As I said before, ... 

I 
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Justifying answers 

In order to give ful ler answers to the 'point of view' type of questions, in Part 3 of the IELTS Speaking Test, try to 
ensure t hat your answers involve these three elements: 

- response to question: 
- expansion phase: 
- rounding-off comment: 

short answer/statement of view 
definition/explanation/justification/detail of/point of view/issue 
final evaluation 

Useful language 

Expansion Rounding-off 

• I think it's basically a case of . • ... .. .. ... ... .... .... .... .... ..... ..... ......... ....... .. .... ... - it 's only fair. 

• lt has a lot to do with . • ..... . .. . . . .. . .. .. .... .. ... ... ............... -there's no alternative. 

• The way I see it . • .. . .. .. .... . . - t hings have to change. 

• For me, it's all about . • .... . ................ -it's a step in the right direction at least 
• What people need to do is . • .... . ... - it's one of the nicest things about our culture. 
• The vast majority of/Only a small minority. • ...... .. ......... -so I'd say it hasn't had much impact here. 

• There's been a lot of talk about . • .. ........................... -no one seems to care that much. 
• What seems to be happening is . • ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... ... -it's future generations that will suffer. 

5 ·. Discuss these statements with another student using the prompts, and phrases from the Useful language 
box above where possible. 

• Older people sometimes feel isolated in cities. (elaborate by defining the issue) 

• Every generation has benefited from the development of the Internet (detail/give examples) 

• Older people should live with younger family members when they can't take care of themselves. 

(justify why/why not) 

• There are some downsides to the rapid development of social media for the younger generation. (explain) 

• Young people expect too much these days. (elaborate by defining the issue) 

• Governments must wake up to the fact we're living much longer. (justify why) 

6 ) Take turns with another student. Practise answering these questions using all 3 elements mentioned 
above to justify your answer. 

If people are living much longer, should people 

expect to retire at a much older age? 

2 How can families benefit from having older 

family members live w ith them? 

3 How will your working life be different from 

that of previous generations? 

4 Do you think moving abroad will be more or 

less common for people of your generation? 

5 What's the biggest difference the Internet has 

made in people 's li ves '~ 

6 Is it always harder for older people to adapt to 

change'~ 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Cleft structures, introductory 'it' and 'there' 

Cleft sentences 

Sometimes to help the flow of information or to highlight or focus on different parts of a sentence, speakers use cleft 

sentences. 

e.g. it's the variety of things to do that's amazing. 
What is amazing is the variety of things to do. 
The thing that 's amazing is the variety of things to do. 

A cleft sentence is a complex sentence with a main clause w ith 'to be' and a dependent clause. 

e.g. it's the variety of things to do that's amazing. 
main clause dependent clause 

lt has a meaning that could also be expressed by a simple sentence. 

e.g. The variety of things to do is amazing. 

BUT using a cleft structure brings one element in the sentence into focus (variety in the example above) which will be 

reflected in pronunciation. 

e. g. it 's the variety of things to do that's amazing. 

Note in cleft structures we can have different tenses in each clause. 

e.g. What annoys me most is what he did next. 

'lt' introducing subject clauses 

lt is not common - especially in spoken English - to begin sentences with a 'that' clause or an infinitive clause. In the 

examples below, even though the 'that' clause and infinitive clause are the subject of the sentence, it sounds odd or 
much too formal to begin w ith them. 

e.g. That I got in surprised me. 
That the government res1gned came as a shock. 
To waste your time is easy. 
Not to think about someone's age is hard for employers. 

lt is much more common (natural-sounding) to begin such sentences with 'it'. 
e.g. it surprised me (that) I got in. 

it's hard for employers not to think about someone's age. 

Introductory 'it' phrases are also used with some gerund structures. 
e.g. it 's no fun bejng alone. 

it's no use pretending everything can stay the same. 

'lt' introducing object clauses 

'lt' introducing a 'that' or infinitive object clause is common after certain verbs e.g. make, find, think, leave, owe. 
e.g. The government is finding it hard to get the message across. 

Parents have to make it clear to children that they need to avoid certain sites. 
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1 ) Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first. 

Old people need to have a sense of purpose. 

What.................. .. . . ................... . 

. of purpose. 

2 Voters w ill now have to decide in a referendum. 

The government is leaving 

.... ........ in a referendum. 

3 The lack of job prospects is w hat worries me 

most. 

What I find 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . prospects. 

4 Just how much money was wasted was shocking. 

lt came as ..... . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . was wasted. 

5 Making ends meet is far from easy for a lot of 

pensioners. 

A lot of pensioners find 

meet. 

6 The feeling of isolation in large cities affects a 

lot of old people. 

The thing . 

. ....................... isolated. 

7 I want to make a success of studying abroad for 

my parents . 

it's . 

.......... bf studying abroad. 

8 Trying to keep kids away from computers makes 

no sense. 

it's . 

. kids away from computers. 

9 The government was right to resign, according 

to most people. 

Most people think 

. the government resigned. 

10 it 's difficult for older generations to return 

home after living away so long. 

Having lived away so long makes 

return home. 

2 ; Give complete answers to these questions. Begin in the way suggested. 

Is there anything that concerns you about the 

idea of old age? 

What 

2 Are teenagers or young people really good at 

multi-tasking? 

it's 

3 What do you admire about your grandparents' 

generation? 

The thing 

4 Do you have any regrets about the time you 

spent at school? 

What 

5 In your country, do young people learn to cook 

from their parents? 

What seems 

6 Is life for women in your country very different 

today compared to previous generations? 

The thing that has ............. . 

7 How positive are you about the prospects for 

your country/ 

it's no use 

8 Are there professions that were popular in your 

parents ' generation that are less so today I 

it's certainly not worth 

9 
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Introductory 'There' 

We use there is/are to introduce 'new' subjects into a conversation. The form is also commonly used with modal verbs 
and one or two verbs other than 'to be' e.g. seem, need, tend. 
e.g. There's a lot of congestion during rush hour. 

There needs to be an election soon. 
There seems to be a problem 

The form is also used in the structure : there + be + noun phrase + infinitive 
e.g. There is still a lot of work to do. 

There aren't many places for young people to go in the evenings. 

And also in a number of phrases involving the negative no. 
e.g. There's no sense in continuing with the policy. 

There's no point in making an application now. 

·••• 3 0'1 Complete each sentence with the correct verb form . 

There are still people 

even today. (starve) 

2 There's no need .................. .. . 

to study any more. (go) 

...... . abroad 

3 There .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. some 

improvement in the job situation lately. (seem/be) 

4 What's the chance of there .............. ......... . 

an increase in the pension age? (be) 

5 So you think there's no use in 

your parents! (ask) 

6 There .. ..... .. ... . . ................. a better policy 

for caring for pre-school children. (have got/be) 

7 There . .. . .. ................ serious problems 

with ageing populations in the future. (be) 

8 As the economy's improved, there 

a steady increase in previous generations of 

migrant workers returning from overseas. (be) 

9 There ............................. a huge 

gap between you and your eldest sister. (must/be) 

10 The government doesn't want there 

..... .. .. .. .... .. .. . .. ........ a public enquiry. (be) 

(:4) Choose a noun from the box that best completes each sentence. 

way 

time 
reason 
need 

point 
harm 

chance 
matter 

it 's definitely ..... for some new faces. 

2 There 's no .... ... ... .. ..... of the economy 

recovenng soon. 

3 There's nCJ ..................... . that politicians from 

my grandfather's era can change things. 

4 it's no ................ .. try ing to re ly on fam ily 

contacts any more. 

5 There's some ................ ..... in what they're 

say1ng 

6 it's a ..................... that so many old people 

end up in care homes. 

7 There's no ................. to eat out as both my 

parents are cooks. 

shame 
use 

8 it's a bit of a 

mystery 
sense 

worry 

................. why it's become so 

popular with young people. 

9 There's no ............ in reforming the 

pension system -we need to reinvent it. 

10 There's no ... . ... in trying, but I don't 

expect to get a place. 

11 it's a big ...................... for people of my 

parents' age. 

12 There's just the small ..................... of passing 

the test now. 

13 There's no ................ . .... to think things will be 

different there. 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Speaking Test Parts 1, 2 and 3 
Personal information questions, long turn, discussion 

1 Tips for IELTS 

On the next page there is a Speaking Practice Test. Here are some tips to help you do well in each part of 
this paper. Tick (I') three things that you think could most improve your performance and tell another 
student why . 

• :>ART 1 
• You are in a kind of interview situation in this part 

of the test. Give relevant detail and background 
information about yourself. 

• Avoid answers which are too direct, e.g. yes/no, to 
give yourself more room to vary what you say. 

• Try to elaborate on your answers in different ways 
e. g. explaining reasons, talking about effects or 
speculating about future developments. 

0 ART 2 
• Use the full time you are given to make notes. 
• Go back to the question prompts if you run out of 

th ings to say. 
• Mix narrative with detailed description and comment 

in your talk. 

:>ART 3 
• Tal k about views and experiences from different 

perspectives e.g. your own, your parents' or your 
grandparents' perspective. 

• Try to give plenty of support and justification for the 
answers you give. 

• Expect the examiner to ask you some detailed 
fo llow-up questions. 

.. 

• Practise saying words that you find difficult to 
pronounce Use online pronunciation resources to 
help you e.g. www howjsay.com 

• Remember in Part 1 you will be asked either about 
your home/home town or your work/studies. Learn 
vocabulary relevant to your own situation for 
talking about these topics. 

• Find opportunities to listen to people doing the 
kinds of things you have to do in the test: 
- answering questions about themselves 
- describing/narrating experiences 
- discussing issues. 
Podcasts of different radio shows are very useful for 
this e.g. www britishcouncil.org/learnenglish 
podcasts 

• Using vocabulary well is important for success in the 
Speaking Test. As you revise words and phrases, try 
and imagine how you might use them in response 
to more personal questions (Part 1) and more 
abstract questions (Part 3). Organise your 
vocabulary notebooks to reflect this. 

• Record yourself doing the different parts of the test. 
As you listen back, think about where you could 
add detail or extend or develop what you say 
differently. Think about how fluent and coherent 
you are, how good your pronunciation is and the 
range of vocabulary and grammar you use. 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

Part 1 

An examiner will ask you a range of questions relating to three everyday topics. The first of these topics 

will either be about your home/home town or your work/studies. The other two topics will be selected 
from a range of conversational themes such as weekends, computers, food, travel, etc. This part of the 
test will last 4-5 minutes. 

Work with another student. Take it in turns to ask each other 3 or 4 questions on three of the different 
topics below. 

Home Computers 

• What sort of area do you live in? • What do you mainly use a computer for7 

• Have you always lived in the same place/ • Is t here something you would like to learn to do 

• W hat household chores do you disli ke doing on the computer! 
most? • Do older members of your fam ily reg ular ly use 

• In which room do people in your home spend computers? 
most time together? • Is there anything that annoys you abo ut 

computers? 

Food Weekends 

• Do you eat a lot of fast food! • What do you typically do at weekends? 
• What is you r favourite meal of the day? • What is your favourite part of the weekend! 

• Is the traditional diet in you r country healt hy? • Is shopping an important part of your weekend! 

• Is t here something members of your family eat • Is there somew here you like t o tra ve l to at 

but you don 't? weekends! 

Part 2 

In Part 2 of the Speaking Test you are given a task card . You are also given a pencil and some paper to 

make notes on if you wish and are allowed one minute to do this. You then have to speak about the topic 
on your card for about 2 minutes. 

Work with another student. Each should make notes on and talk for two minutes about one of the topics 
below. 

TASK 1 

I'd like you to t alk about a thing that has been in your family for a long 

time . 

You should say 

- what it is and where it comes from 
- your earliest memory of it 

- the condition it's in today 

an d explain w hy your family has kept it 
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TASK 2 

I'd like you to describe a special family occasion that you attended. 

You should say: 

- when and where it took place 

- who else attended 

- what you liked most about it 

and say what the occasion meant to different members of your family. 

Part 3 

The examiner will begin by making a link with Part 2 and moving on. 

._ 

'Now we've been talking about a family event that you attended and I'd like to ask you some 
more general questions about this.' 

The examiner will then ask questions on 2 or 3 sub-themes related to this general topic. This part of the 
test will last about 4 minutes. 

Work with another student. Take turns being the examiner and the candidate with each set of questions. 

Let's first consider family life in general ... 

• Is it common to visit relatives in your country? (Why7!Why not?) 
• What is a good age for children to leave home7 (Why7) 
• How has family life changed in the last 20 years in your country? 

Let's move on to talk about differences between generations ... 

• What advantages do you have compared to the previous generation in your family? 
• What do older people in your country usually say they miss about the past? 
• How will the fact that people are living longer change society7 

3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

In Part 3 of the test the examiner will make the interaction more like a discussion by asking follow-up 

questions in response to what you say. 

0 Listen to this recorded extract from the test with the 'family life in general' set of questions above. 
Note down the follow-up questions the examiner asks and then discuss with another student why the 

examiner asks each of these follow-up questions. 

2 Now work with another student. Take turns to act as examiner and candidate for the set of questions: 

'differences between generations'. As the examiner make sure you ask follow-up questions. 
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IELTS Paper focus: Listening Paper 

10 The Internet 
Vocabulary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, collocations, 

compound words 

Skills focus: Predicting, listening for main ideas, word st re 

112 

Grammar focus: 

Exam focus: 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

1 What do you do on the Internet? Tick (.t) or cross (X) and add details. 

Details 

play games 

2 chat 

3 check/look up facts 

4 do research 

5 read e-books 

6 go on social 

networking sites 

7 upload things 

8 log on to things 

9 bookmark sites 

10 do online shopp ing 

11 dow nload th ings 

12 listen to thi ngs 

13 em ai l 

14 blog 

15 other 

Share your details with a classmate. 

Fun with words 

Signal words for showing attitude and direct c. 
IELTS Listening Paper Section 4 

Form/Note/Table/Flow-chart/ 

Summary completion 

Here are some abbreviations often used in blogs, emails, texts, etc on the Internet. Do you know what 

they mean? Discuss, then check with your teacher . 
.. 

b4 k n 

bf gf soz 

fnx w/e abt 
w/o ur 

18r 2mrw 
m8 

rmo lol tmi 
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2 ) Put the vocabulary into the right box in the diagram. 

hacking to surf pod casts a seam a cyber-bully 
to google spa m web 2.0 online community apps 
tweeting to browse v1ruses to post phishing 
the cloud wireless/VViFi digital abuse file sharing citizen journalism 
digital divide broad band cyber-cafe friending 

THE INTERNET 

WAYS OF ACCESSING 

Add any words of your own to each box, then compare your words with a classmate's, adding any 
additional ones to your boxes. 

3 Go through the words in Exs.1 and 2 and write down the compounds and collocations. 

~,.~ -~. -~ 

4 , a) 0 Listen to the definitions of some of the vocabulary covered in Exs. 1 and 2. Write the correct word 
next to each number. 

1 

2 

3 ...... .... .. .. ..... ......... .. ..... .. ....... .. ......... . 

4 

5 
6 ......... .. .. ..... .. ....... .. .... .. .. . 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

12 

13 

b) Look at the words again and choose five of them which relate to some personal experience you have 
had. Share your experiences with classmates. 

10 
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SKILLS FOCUS: Predicting, listening for main ideas, word stress 

Preparing to listen - Predicting 

1 As we have seen, before we listen to someone speak we often (unconsciously) form a general idea of wha: 
they will say and some of the words they might use. Complete the box by making predictions about a ta l 
based on this introduction to it. 

You will hear a speaker talking about the effects of reading on paper and online. 

My predictions 

What about: . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . .... .. ...... ......... ........ ......... . ...... ......... ......... . ...... ...... ... . ....... ...... ... .. . 

Possible words: 

0 Now listen to the talk to check your predictions. 

(.i ) When we listen we also predict how each sentence might end. Read the following extracts from the tal k. 
·· Predict how each one ends and complete the blank spaces. 

There have been various studies that show that 

the two experiences are not the same, produce 

different .... .. ..... .......... ....... ................. ....... .. . 

2 Each have their own advantages and ..... .... .. .. .. . 

3 Some adults or older people, for example, may 

complain about reading on-screen and say they 

prefer .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. . .......... . 

0 Listen to check your answers. 

Listening for main ideas 

4 As we know, practice 

5 Online, w hat matters is speed and efficiency -

getting w hat w e want as quickly .. .... .. 

6 There are other advantages too, which I'll 

7 But, as you can 

('3'.) a) Sometimes when we listen, we listen for main ideas, i.e. for the main points that a speaker is making . 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

This listening skill is useful for all sections of the IELTS Listening Paper. In which of these might you 
listen for main ideas? Put a tick (I') or a cross (X). 

a railway announcement 6 chatting w ith a friend 

different items of news on the radio/TV 7 directions on how to get somew here 

a love song 8 an advertisement 

a lecture 9 a sports commentary 

a w elcome speech 10 a group presentation 

b) Which of these questions is likely to require listening for main ideas? Put a tick (I') or a cross (X). 

1 What is the conversation about? 6 How did the noise affect the life 

2 Who arrived early! of the people in the tow n? 

3 How many reasons does the speaker 7 What kind of ideas did the singer 

explain? support! 

4 What were the general causes of the 8 Do the speakers agree or disagree 

problem? w ith one another? 

5 When did the king die7 
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4! Discuss with classmates: 

• How is listening for main ideas different from 

listening for gist, specific information or detail? 

Think of both what you do and the kind of 

information you listen for. 

• Why might it be important to listen for main 

ideas in the IELTS Listening paper7 

• Do you find it is difficult to listen for main 

ideas7 Why? How can you solve this? 

listening practice 

S) 0 Use different listening skills to listen to the talk again and answer these IELTS exam style tasks: 

Before listening to the recording, look through the questions and try to predict: 

• what the answer might be. 

• the most useful listening skill (s) to use. 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the summary. Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD for each answer . 

lt is difficult to 1) .... ...... .. . reading online and on paper. Results depend partly on what 

2) ....... ...... ... . of people you investigate, and also on w hat 3) ..... .... .... .... . people use to 

read online. 

Some of the disadvantages reported for on line reading are that we read at a 4) .... ..... .. ..... .... ...... . . 

pace and also that it stops us reading 5) .............. .. ..... ....... . 

Questions 6-8 

Complete the flow-chart below. Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer. 

The F-shaped pattern of on line reading 

Open the web-page 

• Read from left to right 

t 
6) .... .................... .............. ... .... ... ..... .. . .... ... . .... .. ....... ........ ... ... the middle and bottom of t he text. 

t 
The reader gets 7) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ... ..... .. ...... ..... .. ........ .. . 

t . 
The reader may have little 8) ..... ...... ................ ......... ........ ..... ..... ..... ...... .. .. ..... .. .... of the page. 

Questions 9-10 

Complete the notes. Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

Advantages of on line reading 

• getting good at 9) ... ..... ... .... ... .... . 

• We 1 0) ... ..... ................ . ... ............ to an extensive number of texts from different places and people 

• getting to know the opinions of both experts and ordinary people 

10 
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After listening tasks - Word stress 

( 6 i a) 0 Look at these words from the talk. Underline where you think the main stress is on each word . 
Then, listen to check your answers. 

1 effect 5 perfectly 9 superficially 13 well-researched 

2 experience 6 device 10 efficiency 14 definitely 

3 to produce 7 reported 11 absorbing 

4 advantage 8 important ly 12 ordinary 

b) 0 Now listen again and look at the unstressed syllables. Circle the sounds pronounced as schwa /;;/, 
the most common sound in English. Why might the unstressed syllables be difficult to hear or 

understand? 

c) 0 Listen again and repeat each word, trying to imitate exactly the sounds as they are pronounced. 

( j a) 0 Read the tapescript at the back of the book (p . 165) and listen to the talk at the same time. Notice 
the word stress. 

b) In the tapescript f ind at least 8 new items of vocabulary (single words, compounds or collocations) 
related to the Internet. 

c) Underline any new words in the tapescript and put them in your vocabulary record. 

8 .' Note down your answers to these questions: 

• Which do you prefer - reading on line or on paper7 

• Which do you th ink promotes bet ter read ing? W hy' 

Discuss with classmates: Online reading is making us worse readers. 
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~GRAMMAR FOCUS: Signal words for showing attitude and direction 

1 ; a) 0 Listen to the speakers using some of the words/phrases in the table below. What would you say is 
the general function of these words? 

admittedly 
frankly 
on top of that 
what's more 

to tell you the truth 
lastly 
if you ask me 
actually 

b) Put the signal words in Ex. 1 a into the correct circle below. 

essentially 
to start off 
doubtless 
going back to 

finally 
ideally 
to sum up 

2 What attitude do these signal words/phrases show? Match the words/phrases 1-9 with an attitude A-G. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Some attitudes may be used more than once. 

,. ------

frankly 

essentially 

actua lly 

admitted ly 

doubtless 

..----. 

to be honest (with you) 

putt ing it mildly 

if you ask me 

to tell you the truth ~ 

A I must accept it even if I don't want to 

B what I'm about to say/have just said is 100% true even if it is 

a bit awkward for you to hear 

C mainly, basical ly 

D saying it politely, understating myself 

E very probably 

F really, in fact 

G what I'm about to say/have just said is an admission or a 

confession 

10 
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( 3 ) What other words or expressions do you know that have the same meaning as the following words/ 
.. .. . · phrases? Write them in the blanks. 

1 Firstly ... .. ..... .... . 

2 Finally .... ............. .... ... .. ... .. .. . 

3 To start off 

4 To sum up 

5 What's more 

6 Going back to 

7 On top of that 

8 Moreover 

(.4) Complete the speaker's words with the correct signal word. Use words/phrases from Exs. 1-3. 

I'm coming to the end now , so 

I'll say my main points again . 

2 I don't think that's quite right. .. .. ... .. .. . . . .. . . , 

I think he arrived much earlier than 6 o'clock. 

3 Yes, you're right, but ..... .................. .......... . 

what I was saying before, let 's decide now. 

4 . . , I didn't do a bril liant 

bit of work - I w as too tired. 

5 He's fr iend ly, always smiling, helpful, polite- ... 

.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. , he 's a people-oriented person. 

6 .. . , I'd love to take a year off for a 

holiday, but I know that's never going to happen. 

7 I'll lend him some money. 

he's got none left, as it's the end of the momr 

8 They all say how excellent the service is, but .. 

.......... , my impression is quite the opposite 

9 I've got so much work to do - an essay, a pract ice: 

a group presentation and .... ........................ . 

an exam next week. 

10 No, I really don't agree. . ........... .... . 

you've got to think about the expense . The~ 

there are other things to consider . 

5 Get into discussion groups of 3 or 4. Each person should then take 5 slips of paper and write a different 
signal word on each slip. Don't show your slips to your classmates. 

Now, discuss one or more of these topics. As you discuss, try to use your signal words. Turn them face 
down as you do. The first person to use all 
their signal words is the winner. 

• Cyber-bullying isn't really a problem ... it's 

something the media exaggerate. 

• The Internet has made us lazy. 

• You can't exist in the modern world without 

using the Internet 

• Governments should put computers in the 

streets of every town for free use by the public 

/ 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Listening Paper Section 4 
Form/Note/Table/Fiow-chart/Su m m a ry corn pletion 

1 Tips for IELTS 

Read the tips and complete the blanks. Then tick (.1) the tips that are most important for you. 

--
• In Section 4 you hear a monologue on an academic 

subject 
• The section contains ten questions. 
• You only hear the recording once. 
• Read the questions carefu lly. Use them to predict 

content and vocabulary, and to try to work out what 
kind of listening skill you will need to use. 

-orm/Note/Table/Fiow-chart/Su mmary completion 
• These tasks may require you to listen for specific 

information, for main ideas or sometimes for detail. 
You then need to put the information into gaps in 
one of these kinds of text 

• Make sure you keep to the word limit stated in the 
instructions. These may vary from task to task. 

• Contracted words are not tested. Hyphenated words 
count as one word. 

• Listen out for signal words - these will help you see 
where you are and what is coming. 

• Make sure your answer fits grammatically and that 
your spelling is correct 

• Don't complete the answer from your knowledge of 
the world. Listen for what the text says - it may be 
something different 

• There are two kinds of summary tasks - sometimes 
you need to complete the task with the correct 
words from the recording. Other times you need to 
select the right word from a list you are given. Make 
sure you read the instructions carefully so that you 
do the right thing . 

.. 
• There are several Internet sites which list terms 

related to the Internet. Some of them are a bit 
technical but not all. Go to them to check that you 
know all the words. 

• Find notices, leaflets, etc., related to use of the 
Internet in your college/place of study/work. Find the 
words related to the Internet that they contain. 

• Read magazines on using the Internet They needn't 
be too technical. 

• Put all new words you find into your vocabu lary 
record. 

• Go through your vocabulary record and mark the 
main stress on each word. If you're not sure, check it 
in a dictionary. Say the words out loud to yourself or 
a friend, or record yourself saying them. 

• This site www.ted.com/ta lks contains lots and lots of 
talks on all kinds of subjects. Listen in to some that 
interest you. Identify the main ideas the speaker is 
talking about 

10 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

0 SECTION 4 

Questions 1-3 

Complete the notes below. 

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

The first appearance of the Internet 

• First message sent on following date: 1) .. .. .. ....... .. .. ....... .. .. .... .... .. .... ..... ... . ..... . 1969 

• Distance message sent: 2) . ...................... .... . 

• First message said: 3) . .. .. . .... .. .. . 

Questions 4-7 

Complete the table below. 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Dates Events Figures 

1995 4) .... ... .. ....... ...... .. .. .. ... . .. was launched 16 mil lion people onl ine 

2001 5) . . .. ....... ... ...... .. ....... ... ..... . ... started 

2009 6) .. .... ... . ... . . ... on line users 

1993 
7) Tim Berners-Lee created 

Questions 8-11 

Complete the summary below using words from the box. 

prep~ red preceded showed developed changed shared led to 

The dotcom boom and bust 8) ................... . the development of Web 2.0, the platform which 

9) ............. ....... .............. the Web's abil ity to allow for 'generativity' . With generativity, people have 

1 0) .. .. . .. . . .. ... things such as videos with other users, and can make use of Facebook and 

Tw itte r. All these developments will have 11) . ........... ....... .... ....... us for as yet unknown further 

Internet developments. 
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3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

1! Complete this chart about the Practice Test you have just done. 

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 

Task type 

.. 
Listening skill required 

Useful new vocabulary for my vocabulary 

note book 

2) a) Look at these answers to the Practice Test. They all contain mistakes. Find and correct them. 

October the twenty ninth, 1969 7 

2 several hundred miles away 8 preceeded 

3 command LOGIN 9 showed or revealed 

4 we had Amazon 10 shared things 

5 Wiki 11 prepared for 

6 1 point 7 bi llion 

b) Look at the wrong answers in Ex. 2a and complete this list of what NOT to do when answering IELTS 

Listening questions. 

When answering IELTS Listening questions 

DON'T 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

10 
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IELTS Paper focus: Reading Paper 

11 The media 
Vocabulary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, collocations 

and chunks, word-building 

Skills focus: Reading for main ideas 

122 

Grammar focus: Complex noun groups 

Exam focus: IEL TS Reading Paper Passage 3 

Matching headings, matching sentence 

endings, diagram label completion 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

1 Look at these images and in two minutes, label them with words related to The Media . 

(1 . . . . . . . ) (2 . .. .. .. .. ..... ) (3 . . ) ( 4 ..... ) (5 ........ .. .. ..... ) ---------- ---------- ---------- 6 

(9 ................. ) (10 .... . .. ) (11 ............. ) (12 ..... .......... ) 
~------~ ---------- (13 .............. ) 

Compare your words with a classmate's. Then check how many of your words, if any, are in the extracts in 
Ex. 3 below. 

2 What media do you associate these words/phrases with? Complete the boxes with words from the list. 
N.B. They may go in more than one. 

podcast e-reader link serialisation clip column editorial senes reception on the go subscription 

TV Radio Internet Print 

3 a) Read the extracts and the definitions 1-15. Which words in bold do they match? Write the correct 
words in the blanks. Then find the five words that weren't defined and decide on their meaning. 

• • • • • • • • • 0 • • • what important news does when 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a programme reporting o n 

.. it first goes public something factual 

2 writing news reports for publication 11 a group of things that are 

or broadcasting connected together 

3 . . . . . . . . . . . . spread widely 12 .. . . ....... . . . ... someone who decides what to put 

4 ........ . . .. public relations in a publication 

5 .. ...... ... ...... to express an idea 13 a collection of printed materials 

6 ways of looking at things, views containing academic articles on the 

7 people who buy things for their same subject 

own use 14 • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • broadcasting or sending out 

8 having an effect on, influencing 15 ····· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · the means used to deliver messages 

9 ·· · · · · ·· · · ··· · ·· · ··· printed materials to a large number of the public 
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G The mission of our journal is to make available to the 
public articles from a wide variety of perspectives and 
investigate current issues in mass communication. 

11 

Mass communication refers to the process of 
transferring or transmitting a message to a large group 
of people. Typically, this requires the use of some form 
of the media, including newspapers, television, and the 
Internet The term mass communication was coined in 
the 1920s, with the advent of nationwide radio 
networks, newspapers, and magazines which were 
circulated among the masses. 

The whole idea behind citizen journalism is that 
anyone can be a journalist - it doesn't have to be 
left to the professionals. The ability to blog allows 
access to a medium that was traditionally dominated 
by big business and the elite few. Slogging's low 
barrier to entry, meaning that anyone can start a blog 
in a matter of minutes without cost, is appealing. 
Blogging gives the amateur a chance to voice his or 
her opinions, ideas, and thoughts without an editor. 

G The Medta Sodety ts untque tn brtngtng together 
people who work tn all parts of the medta - radto, 
televtston, newspapers, magaztnes, new medta, 
academta, medta law, PR and tndependent medta 
compantes. We're at the very heart of what's 
happentng tn the medta. And we've got somethtng to 
offer to everyone who has a connectton wtth the 
world of journalism. 

If the news business can't get young people 
interested in its products, where are new readers 

going to come from? Only a model that includes 
inter-personal, social publishing can excite the next 
generation of news consumers. But print should 

play an important role too. 

0 Citizen journalism is making an impact on the 
publishing industry. It is the latest most talked about 
news media change to hit the editors' desks . Some 
editors love it, some hate it but all admit it is here to 
stay. Why is that? Citizen journalism has proven itself 
to be an effective pmt of news reporting and an asset 
to journalists and editors. When news breaks not 
everyone that should be there, is there. Television and 
the Internet need to get involved immediately. Local 
citizens with camera equipment or mobile phones 
catch the action when it is happening and within 
minutes the pictures or documentary or live 
broadcast can be shown to the world. 

b) Find in the extracts at least 10 other words/phrases related to The Media. 

c) Go through the extracts again to find words to complete these collocations and chunks . 

1 mass . 

2 play a(an) ......... .. .. .. ... ... ....... . 

3 make a(n) 

4 .. .. .. .... .. ... .. action 

5 . ... ........ .. .. .. . media 

6 ............. .. ..... .. ... jou rnalism 

7 news ....... ..... .. .. . ............ .. 

8 live ......... ... ...... .. .... .... .... . . 

9 the elite ....... .. .. . 

10 
11 

. .. ...... .... breaks 

involved 

4) Use prefixes or suffixes to make as many nouns, verbs or adjectives as possible with these words in your 

notebook. 

communication 

transmit 

circulate 

journalism 

publish 

consumer 

editor 

reporting 

broadcast 

connection 

5 ) Get into groups to talk with classmates about one or more of the following . Choose your topic(s) together 

then spend some time thinking about and/or jotting down some ideas before you start talking. Every time 
a speaker uses one of the words in the exercises above they gain a point. The person with the most points 

at the end is the winner! 

The print/broadcast media in your country Your favourite medium 

Your experiences of or views on citizen journalism Your predictions for the print media in 20 years' time 

6') Record new vocabulary in your vocabulary record. 
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SKILLS FOCUS: Reading for main ideas 

Reading for main ideas 

1 How well do you understand Reading for Main Ideas? Mark these statements T (true) or F (false) to find 
out. 

When you read a text for main ideas you: 

read for the general meaning of the 

w hole passage. 

2 concentrate on the main point of each 

paragraph. 

3 look for the writer's main opinions. 

4 need to find the topic sentence in each 

paragraph. 

5 need to read al l the sentences in each 

paragraph in great detail. 

6 only pay attention to important facts. 

7 try to distinguish what is central from 

what is additional in the text. 

8 read with a clear object ive/purpose 

in mind. 

(?:') Match points 1-8 to the reading skills A-D they refer to. 

Skimming r Scanning 

m You just focus on finding the number or name 

you need. ru You read a sentence or sentences carefully to 

extract meaning from all of it. 

[I[] You operate at the level of identifying the general 

meaning/function of paragraphs. 

[iiJ You ignore most of the text. 

Preparing to read 

-
·~ Reading for I 

~ 

Reading for detailed 

understanding main ideas 

~ You glance superficially over the whole text to 

get its general meaning. 

~ You focus especially on topic sentences. 

[2:[J You need to understand the relationship 

between each word or sentence and its 

surround ing words or sentences. 

[!0 Key words guide your read ing . 

(~ _:) You will read an article entitled Mass Media: past and present in Ex. 4 below. 

Complete the box with your predictions. 

My predictions 

What the text is about: 

Possible words: 

Compare your answers with a classmate's. 

Reading practice 

(4') Look at these paragraph summaries of the text on the next page. Which paragraphs in the text do they match? ·· .... 

m The advent of world-wide, live reporting 

IT:D How a range of inventions affected the mass 

media 

[I[] How new media follow old ownership patterns 

[iiJ The technology most responsib le for making 

newspapers a huge mass medium 
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Mass Media: 
past and present 

A Mass media are means of communication that are used to 
reach the general public for the purpose of creati ng 
audiences for information, artistic expression, and other 
kinds of messages. 

B Mass media are essentially an industrial-era phenomenon. 
The growth of the first commercial printing industry during 
the early 18th century, which sprang up around London's 
Grub Street, is often cited as a beginning for mass media 
because of the recognisable economic system that was put 
into place. lt was there that publishing found its early 
commercial applications, as hand-operated printing presses 
were used to produce and reproduce thousands of copies of 
inexpensive literary products, including novels and 
magazines, which were sold for profit to a growing audience 
of rudimentary readers. 

C A string of communication technologies were introduced 
during the 19th century, all of which accelerated the 
development of the mass media. The invention of the 
steam-powered printing press, coupled with increasing 
literacy rates, gave rise to mass circulation of newspapers 
and magazines, as well as to the mass production of books, 
including paperbacks. Photography was invented in the 
1820s, and methods for reproducing photographs in the 
print media were improved throughout the century, making 
such media ever more attractive to consumers. In addition, 
the development of still photography led to the invention of 
the motion picture, an entirely new means of 
communication that showed great potential for mass
media application. 

D The telegraph, invented in the 1830s and in practical use by 
the late 1840s, was perhaps the single most important 
invention in the history of mass communication. lt 
revolutionised existing media by supplying newspapers and 
magazines with a continuous stream of news dispatches 
from the region, the nation, and eventually the world. 
Bolstered by the resources of the telegraphic wire services, 
newspapers and magazines achieved circulations 
numbering in the millions. Thus print became the first of 
the modern mass media. 

E During the 1950s, broadcast television emerged as the 
centre of the mass media. Containing news, drama, cinema, 
music, and at least some content from all other mass media 
in a single, convenient home appliance, television's 
overwhelming functionality was soon dictating 
supplementary roles to other components of the mass 
media. Radio began to produce specialised programming, 
mostly music, for smaller target audiences as television 
absorbed general-interest entertainment, such as drama, 
comedy, and variety, which had been among radio's most 

11 
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popular attractions. Newspaper circulation had started 
to decline in the 1930s as radio journalism proved itself 
both faster and more popular. With the spread of 
television, the number of dai ly newspapers and general
interest magazines dropped as well. In the face of 
television's at-home convenience, motion-picture 
attendance declined too. 

F Evolving technologies continue to drive the 
development of the mass media. Instantaneous 
communication, a process that originated with the 
telegraph, reached a milestone with the successful 
launchings of communications satellites into low Earth 
orbit. The first of these, Telstar 1 (1962) orbited the 
Earth at a speed faster than the Earth revolves, allowing 
for "windows" of time when video and audio 
transmissions could be made within a shifting orbital 
footprint. Today, with dozens of high-capacity 
communications satellites in synchronous orbit, a 
reporter may attach a camera or microphone to a 
laptop computer and report live, via satellite, from 
virtually any place in the world to the studio of a mass
media company, which in turn can offer that live 
transmission to much of the world. 

G The 1990s were marked by an explosive growth in 
on line services for people who use computers, as well as 
public access to the Internet. At first it was hoped by 
cri tics that the Internet might offer an alternative or 
even a counterforce to mass-media influence over 
public taste and public opinion with such interpersonal 
applications as e-maiL newsgroups, bulletin boards, and 
chat rooms. By the turn of the 21st century, however, 
the familiar model of mass-media development had 
reasserted itself over the new domain. Mass-media 
companies had become the dominant servers, 
extending their familiar brand names to this newest 
source of information and entertainment. 
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(S.) Now look at these incomplete paragraph summaries and read the text in Ex. 4 again to fill in the missing 
.... words for the remaining paragraphs. 

1 A definition of . .. . ..... . .............. ... .... .......... ... . 3 TV's effect on .. .. .. ..... .. . .... .. .. ... .. .. ........ .. .. .. . 

2 How newspapers and magazines .. 

(..§ .) When you read for main ideas you focus most on the topic sentence in each paragraph . This is because the 

topic sentence contains the main idea of a paragraph. 

Look at this paragraph from the article on Mass Media. Match the labels to the different parts of the paragraph. 

[I[] A string of communication technologies were introduced 

during the 19th century, all of which accelerated the development 

of the mass media. ru The invention of the steam-powered 

printing press, coupled with increasing literacy rates, gave rise to 

mass circulation of newspapers and magazines, as well as to the 

mass production of books, including paperbacks. QIJ 
Photography was invented in the 1820s, and methods for 

reproducing photographs in the print media were improved 

throughout the century, making such media ever more attractive 

to consumers.~ In addition , the development of still 

photography led to the invention of the motion picture, an entirely 

new means of communication that showed great potential for 

mass-media application. 

A Example of the point made ir 

the topic sentence 

B Further information about ar 

exa mple 

C Topic sentence 

D Exa mple of the point made ir 

the topic sentence 

Now look at paragraphs B, D and F of the text in Ex. 4 to spot the topic sentence, examples and 

additional information . 

(f:) Use the most appropriate reading skills to complete these IELTS reading comprehension tasks for the text 

in Ex. 4. 

Questions 1-4 
The passage has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for sections C-F from the list of headings below. 

List of Headings 

What happened with the advent of TV 

ii The importance of photography as a mass medium 

iii The unchanging role of new inventions in creating mass media 

iv What 'mass media' means 

v Why the mass media are run by big business 

vi When and w hy the mass media first developed 

vii The ro le of the printing press in the production of print 

materials 

viii The main driving force behind the development of newspapers 

as a mass medium 

Section C 

2 Section D 

3 Section E 

4 Section F 
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Questions 5-7 

Complete each sentence with the correct ending A-J from the box below. 
N.B. You may use any letter more than once. 

According to the passage 

5 Print materials 

6 Radio 

7 Satellites 

Questions 8-10 

A never helped to create a large audience. 

B provided the first examples of mass media. 

C gradually became a medium for select audiences. 

D lessened the importance of cinema. 

E depended on live reporting. 

F enabled the development of mass-media (iOmpanies. 

G created the need for more advanced technology. 

H facilitated the growth of instant news. 

prevented people from becoming critical consumers. 

helped to educate people. 

Label the diagram below. Choose NO MORE THAN THREE 
WORDS from the passage for each answer. 

Reporters . 

.... ..... news live. 

10 Studios provide 

for their audiences. 

Information is communicated . 

to a studio. 
After reading tasks 

s··, Go through the text and underline new vocabulary as follows: 

• 1 0 words with prefixes or suffixes • 1 0 topic-related vocabulary items 

• 10 co llocations or chunks • any other key vocabulary you don't understand 

Compare your vocabulary with classmates, and check its meaning, then write it in your vocabulary record. 
N.B. Try to find different vocabulary from the words you looked at in the Vocabulary Focus. 

9 ·; Discuss in class: 

How much do you think the mass media influence your life/ Give examples. 

Are the mass media a good influence on people? 

What do you think is the most important kind of mass media these days? Why? 

11 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Complex noun groups 

1 Sometimes it is hard to work out what the subject and object are in a sentence. Find the nouns that are 
the subject and the object of the main verb in each of these sentences. 

1 Children li ke ice-cream. 

2 Many children like chocolate ice-cream. 

3 Many young children like chocolate ice-cream 

mixed with van illa ice-cream. 

4 Many young children who use up lots of energy 

running around li ke chocolate ice-cream mixed 

w ith home-made vanilla ice-cream. 

5 Many young pre-school age chi ldren who usE 

up lots of energy running around like choco laF 

ice-cream mixed with home-made va nill a ice

cream for supper. 

What is happening to the subject and object nouns in these sentences? Why is it useful to be able to 
identify them easily? The words that affect these nouns are called modifiers*. Can you explain why? 

*A modifier gives extra information about the noun. 

(i ') a) Complete the first three columns in this table by putting the parts of the sentences into the correct 
column. 

1 My three computers broke dow n. 

2 Several people believed him. 

3 These complicated sentences are tiring. 

4 Technolog y-driven mass media have always 

been popular. 

5 The belief that the sun revolved around the 

earth became old-fashioned. 

Modifying words before 

the main noun 

Main Noun 

(subject or object) 

6 He recognised the problem in the calculation . 

7 He understood the problem troubling his son. 

8 They knew the book mentioned by the speaker. 

9 She deleted the picture w hich was confus ing 

everyone. 

10 They completed the assignment in just a few days. 

Modifying words after 

the main noun 

Type of modifying 

words 

b) Can you work out what kinds of words can modify the subject or the object? Read the sentences in 
Ex. 2a again to see, and then put the correct term below into the 4th column above. 

other nouns 
relative clauses 
numbers 

articles 
reduced relative clauses 
conj unctions/li n kers 

this/that/these/those 
adjectives 
adverbs/adverbial phrases 

other determiners 
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3 ) In pairs, put each of these post-modifiers into a sentence. 

a shirt with green sleeves 7 all people concerned 

2 the person who posted the blog 8 a computer the size of a thumbnail 

3 the way back home 9 the committee members present 

4 senders wishing to remain anonymous 10 his surprise decision to play again 

5 a cupboard full of books and magazines 11 the journalist we wanted to employ 

6 the film Titanic 12 the security vehicle ahead 

4) Go back to the passage in Skills Focus and find in it at least 5 examples of noun subjects or objects that have 
been modified. Find different kinds of modification in each case. Compare your examples with classmates. 

Si Look at the words/phrases in the box. Where in these sentences could you insert them? 

• word-processed • which were previously always delayed • on the Web • created by ordinary people 
• the • amazingly interesting • that are revolutionary • this century's • appealing to a wide audience 

Newspapers became more popular at that time. 4 Technological inventions created the mass media. 

2 News reports went live at that moment. 5 People often don't accept new ideas. 

3 Blogs help people to express their opinions. 

6) See how long you can make these sentences by inserting modifiers before or after the subject or object. 

The story was hard to bel ieve. 

2 They proved that the theory was wrong. 

3 The fact is that the data show an unusual 

pattern. 

Compare your sentences with a classmate. 

7 ) Discuss in class: 

4 Publishing depended on the printing press. 

5 TV reduced the importance of radio . 

6 Satellites changed reporting. 

7 Newspapers may soon disappear. 

• How can understanding noun modification help you in the IELTS exam7 

• What could you do outside class to help you understand noun modification even better7 

11 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Reading Paper Passage 3 
Matching headings, matching sentence endings, diagram label 
completion 

1 Tips for IELTS 

Read the tips and tick (I') the tips that are most important for you. 

Matching headings 
• In this task you need to match pa ragraph headings 

to paragraphs in the text. 
• You may only need to do this for some of the 

paragraphs, not all, so read the instructions carefully. 
• This task requires you to read for main ideas as the 

headings focus on the main idea of each paragraph, 
not on details, so always look for and underline the 
topic sentence in each paragraph. 

• The heading wil l be a pa raphrase of the topic 
sentence. 

• The topic sentence is often the first sentence in a 
paragraph, sometimes the last sentence and very 
occasionally a middle sentence. 

Matching sentence endings 
• In this task you must match the beginnings and 

endings of sentences so that they correspond to 
in formation given in the passage. 

• Base your answers on information in the passage 
NOT on your general knowledge. 

• The information you need for the answers wil l be in 
the passage in the same order as the questions. 

• Don't base your answers on word spots. They are 
very unlikely to lead you to the correct answer. 

• The information in the passage is very likely to be a 
paraphrase or summary of the answer option. 

• Find the paragraphs which contain information 
about each question, and then find the words which 
are an EXACT paraphrase of the words in the answer 
options. -. 

Diagram label completion 
• In this task you need to complete labels on a 

diagram with words taken from the passage. 
• The task instructions tell you the maximum number 

of words to use. Don't go beyond this, and don't 
change the words from the passage in any way. 

• Make sure your answers are a good grammatical fit. 
If they aren't, then they are wrong. 

• You ' ll probably find the words you need in just one 
part of the text but they won't necessarily occur ir 
the same order as in the passage. 

• The information often focuses on the locat ion or 
position of things mentioned in the passage, so loo 
for language giving this kind of information . 

• it's useful to scan the passage for key words in t he 
labels, then carefully read round those words to see 
if the required information is there. Remember you 
may find the key words in several places, but t he 
missing information wil l only be in one of th ose 
places. 

• Read and listen to articles, programmes, etc., about 
the Media. Use them to think about and develop 
your ideas on this topic, and also to note down new 
vocabulary. 

• Practise and get used to reading for main ideas. 
Whenever you read, try to spot the topic sentence in 
each paragraph. 

• Get used to understanding diagrams. Look them up I 
on the Internet or in books and work out how they 
present information . 

• When you read, look out for groups of words acting 
together as noun phrases. Try to work out which 
word is the main noun . 

• Read, read, read - this is our message once again . 
The more you read, the better you will get at it and 
the more vocabulary you will come to understand. 

• Go through your vocabulary record and tick any 
word that could be related to the Media. 

• Write out each media-related word on a seoarate 
card/post-it. Put the cards on your bedroom wall 
and/or make up stories using these words. 
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11 
2 IELTS Practice Test 

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13. 

The invention of the 

.\ Like any other invention, the printing press came along and 
had an impact when the right conditions existed at the 
right time and place. In this case, that was Europe in the 
mid 1400s. Like many or most inventions, the printing 
press was not the result of just one man's ingenious insight 
into all the problems involved in creating the printing 
press. Rather, printing was a combination of several 
different inventions and innovations: block printing, rag 
paper, oil based ink, interchangeable metal type, and the 
squeeze press. 
If one process started the chain reaction of events that led 
to the invention of the printing press, it was the rise of 
towns in Western Europe that sparked trade with the world 
beyond all the way to China. That trade exposed Europeans 
to three things important for the invention of the printing 
press: rag paper, block printing, and, oddly enough, the 
Black Death. 

~ For centuries the Chinese had been making rag paper, 
which was made from a pulp of water and discarded rags 
that was then pressed into sheets of paper. When the Arabs 
met the Chinese at the battle of the Talas River in 751 A.D., 
they captured several people skilled in making such paper. 
The technology spread gradually across the Muslim world, 
up through Spain and into Western Europe by the late 
1200s. The squeeze press used in pressing the pulp into 
sheets of paper would also lend itself to pressing print 
evenly onto paper. 
The Black Death, which itself spread to Western Europe 
thanks to expanded trade routes, also greatly catalysed the 
invention of the printing press. First of all, the survivors of 
the Black Death inherited the property of those who did not 
survive, so that even peasants found themselves a good 
deal richer. Since the textile industry was the most 
developed industry in Western Europe at that time, people 
spent their new money largely on new clothes. However, 
clothes wear out, leaving rags. As a result, fourteenth 
century Europe had plenty of rags to make into rag paper, 
which was much cheaper than the parchment (sheepskin) 
and vellum (calfskin) used to make books until then. 

- But the Black Death had also killed off many of the monks 
who copied the books, since the crowded conditions in the 
monasteries had contributed to an unusually high mortality 
rate. One result of this was that the cost of copying books 
rose drastically while the cost of paper was dropping. Many 
people considered this unacceptable and looked for a 
better way to copy books. Thus the Black Death rag paper 
combined to create both lots of cheap paper plus an 
incentive for the invention of the printing press. 

~ 

F Block printing, carved on porcelarn, had existed for 
centuries before making its way to Europe. Some 
experiments with interchangeable copper type had been 
carried out in Korea . However, Chinese printing did not 
advance beyond that, possibly because the Chinese writing 
system used thousands of characters. For centuries after 
its introduction into Europe, block printing still found little 
use. What people needed was a movable type made of a 
durable material such as metal. And here again, the revival 
of towns and trade played a major role, since it stimulated 
a mining boom, especially in Germany, along with better 
techniques for working metals, including soft metals such 
as gold and copper. It was a goldsmith from Mainz, 
Germany, Johannes Gutenberg, who created a durable and 
interchangeable metal type that allowed him to print many 
different pages, using the same letters over and over again 
in different combinations. It was also Gutenberg who 
combined all these disparate elements of movable type, 
rag paper, the squeeze press, and oil based inks to invent 
the first printing press in 1451. 

G The printing press had dramatic effects on European 
civilisation . Its immediate effect was that it spread 
information quickly and accurately. This helped create a 
wider literate reading public. However, its importance lay 
not just in how it spread information and opinions, but also 
in what sorts of information and opinions it was spreading. 

H More and more books of a secular nature were printed, 
with especially profound results in science. Scientists 
working on the same problem in different parts of Europe 
especially benefited, since they could print the results of 
their work and share it accurately with a large number of 
other scientists. They in turn could take that accurately 
reproduced information, work with it and advance 
knowledge and understanding further. Importantly, the 
printing press also took book copying out of the hands of 
the Church and made it much harder for the Church to 
control or censor what was being written. 
Some people go as far as to say that the printing press is 
the most important invention between the invention of 
writing itself and the computer. Although it is impossible to 
justify that statement to everyone's satisfaction, one can 
safely say that the printing press has been one of the most 
powerful inventions of the modern era. It has advanced 
and spread knowledge and moulded public opinion in a 
way that nothing before the advent of television and radio 
in the twentieth century could rival. 
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Questions 1-6 

The passage has nine sections, A-1. Choose the correct heading for sections B-G from the list of headings 

below. Write the correct number, i-x, in boxes 1-6 on your answer sheet. 

List of Headings 

A motivation for developing the printing press 

ii Large numbers of deaths throughout society 

iii The reason for an abundance of source material 

iv The influence of China 

1 

2 

Section B 

Section C 

v How the quality and quantity of information ava ilable changed 

vi Why people learnt to read 

3 
4 

Section D 

Section E 

vii The new technology travels 5 Section F 

viii How trade encouraged invention 6 Section G 

ix The disadvantages of different type faces 

x Putting it all together 

Questions 7-9 

Complete each sentence with the correct ending A-J from the box below. Write the correct letters in 

boxes 7-9 on your answer sheet. 

According to the passage 

7 The Black Death 

8 The Chinese 

9 The print ing press 

Questions 10-13 

A contributed to the cheap price of copying texts. 

B resulted in the sharing of housing . 

C destroyed the ruling classes. 

D may not have required movable type. 

E appeared first in Asia. 

F inspired many new inventions. 

G made everyone curious about read ing. 

H expanded rapidly in many countries at the same time. 

brought about the use of metals in printing. 

made it easier to access a wider range of opinions. 

Label the diagram below. Choose NO MORE THAN ONE WORD from the passage for each answer. Write 

your answers in boxes 10-13 on your answer sheet. 

THE MAKING OF RAG PAPER 

Rag paper- produced from the 
10) .... .. ..... ... ..................... of rags 

• helped to squash the pulp into 
12) ... .................. .. .......... ... ... ' 

• enabled the production of 

13) .... ................... ... printed paper. 
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3 Th inking about the IELTS Pract ice Test 

1 ) Complete this chart about the Practice Test you have just done. 

Task type 

Reading skills required 

Useful new vocabulary for my vocabulary 

notebook 

Task 1 Task 2 

2 ) a) Look at these answers to the Practice Test. They all contain mistakes. Find and correct them. 

Task 3 

B viii 8 may not have required movable type 

2 Section vii 9 Letter J 

3 The reason for an abundance of source material 10 the pulp 

4 One 11 squeaze 

5 vii and ix 12 sheets of paper 

6 ? 13 even 

7 A maybe 

b) Look at the wrong answers in Ex. 2a and complete this list of what NOT to do when answering IELTS 

Reading questions. 

When answering IELTS Reading questions 

DON'T 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

11 
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12 Society and 
care 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

1 Complete the gaps with a word from the box. 
Then discuss with another student whether 
these forms of social care/provision would be 
available to people in your country if they 
needed them. 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

• aid • grant • counselling • compensation 
• provision • check-ups • benefit • leave 

• prescriptions • pay • places 

free dental 
pre-school nursery 
marnage 
matern ity 
redundancy 
unemployment 
legal 
victim 
university 
state pension 
free medical 

IELTS Paper focus: Writing Paper 

Vocabulary focus: Topic-related vocabulary, collocations, 

lexical linking in discursive writing 

Skills focus: Comparing and contrasting data, 

paragraphing 

Grammar focus: Transitive/Intransitive verbs, using nouns 

to refer back 

Exam focus: IELTS Writing Paper Tasks 1 & 2 

Report on graphical data, discursive essay 

( 2 ) Mark the word in each of the collocations in 
Ex. 1 that you think carries the main stress. 

0 Now listen and see if you were right. 

(j ··-,; Complete each gap in the diagram on the next 
page about social wellbeing with a word from 
the box below. 

• expectancy • casualties • earnings • attainment 
• incomes • quality • inequality • affordability 

• content • turnout • participation 
• representation • absence • victimisation 
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4) Look at the diagram. Discuss with another student what you think the data shows about social wellbeing 
in New Zealand. Tell each other what you think happened to make each purple indicator move the way it 
did. 

Is social wellbeing improving? 

'f"'v ~" 
~v ~«; 
~0~ 
~ s-<f 

c:,l>-~~"'i'{ 

1 . . 

Road 

2. 

Criminal 

<t . . 
~ ~ Dnnk1ng water 

~;f 14 . 

He41..r}f 

Life 

3 . 

Suicide 
Smoking 

4 .. 

Early 
childhood 
education 

.. 

~J 
iij'C 
""'~ 
':'>..11: 

Adult 
participation in 
sport and active 

leisure 

~ 
~ 
~ 

School leavers ~ 
, -..1:>.. 

ffs 
-.~$ 1 ;:,

0 
13 . . . 

u- 1 on television 

Local 

with higher 
qualifications 

Adult 
educational 

5. 

-12 .......... ... of ' ~ ~ I • Participation 
m tert1ary 
education 

(") 

< 
? 
~ 

corruption 

Voter 

11 . 0 
-o 
0 s. 10. 

...-! 

~ of women in 
<"~ parliament 

'Q 
:s-.-1\ 

dl 
Household 
crowding 

Housing 

9 .. Population 
with low 

8. 

Income 

7. 

Market 
income per 

person 

!:eo N\NG 
'IVOIVJIC STANDARD OF L 

... 2001-2003 - 1995 - 1997 

Unemployment 

Employment 

Real average 
hourly 

6. 

~ 
~0 
~ 

q,~ 

~ 

~ 
0 
(/1 

~ 
r 
r 
(/1 
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(··5 :: Organisations such as the United Nations often refer to MEDCs and LEDCs (More/Less Economically 
Developed Countries). Below are some key indicators in determining this. Complete each indicator with a 
word from the box. 

..... 

access 
rates 

product 
ownership 

growth 
agriculture 

mortality 
rural 

density 
doctor 

1 population .... ....... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ...... .... ......... .... ..... . 6 population . . . rates 

........... to clean water 2 car 7 % popu lation with 

3 literacy ................ ....... .... .. .... .... .... .. .. 8 % people living in ... ... ...... .... ................. areas 

4 number of people per .......... .. ...... .... ........... . 9 gross national 

5 number of people working in ........ .. ........ .. .. 10 infant 

( .. §.) Discuss with another student which three indicators you think give the clearest indication of whether a 
country is more or less developed. 

,.c 
...... ~ .... ~ 

= ~ ~ .s QJ •• 

Alco~ol Jobs ~ 
~ ~ Envtronment university 

Money if F 11 Sports 
Hygiene CL) Phone ~ The tre 

Transportation cu E fO .., '"t:J 'OS Happiness 

Fast food g·.: C U ~C = ·~ School 
~ ~u ar QJ ~ 

~ Video ·;:::: c55 
.g ~ --
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: i ) In the text below, the gaps in a particular colour refer back to the word first highlighted in that colour in 
the text. Find a suitable word/phrase from the box to complete each gap. 

VOICeS 

research 

work 

indicators 

wellbeing 

v1ews 

child 

children's 

government agencies 

measurement 

concept 

factors 

recognition 

There is growing interest in the idea of wellbeing and ways of measuring it. In particular, there is 

1) ................... of the need to explore what the 2) ................... means for different social groups and 

how to reflect this in wellbeing 3) ................... , especially amongst children and young people. 

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) committed governments across the world to 

develop 4) ................... to monitor improveMel :s in 5) ................... wellbeing. The charter requires 

6) ................... to make it a priority when considering this area "to act in 7) ................... best interests 

and to take their views into account". 

Within the UK, this 8) .................. has been considerably advanced by the Children's Society and the 

Social Policy Research Institute at York University. Yet, there remains agreement that substantially 

more 9) ................. .. is required to capture the 10) ................... of young people in discussions about 

what 11) ................... means to them, and their 12) ................... on which 13) ................... measure it 

most effectively. 

9 

12 
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SKILLS FOCUS: Comparing and contrasting data, paragraphing 

Comparing and contrasting data 

1 

A 

8 

c 

D 

Interpreting "Social wellbeing in New Zealand relative to Australia" 2004- 2006 

~~ot-~E.SS 
~~c 

cP~ 
\'r-'-' 

c,OG Trust in others 

Internet access 

Road casualties 
(deaths) 

Indigenous 
language 
speakers 

("') Perceived 
$ corruption 
r 
)> 
z 
0 Representation 
-a of women in 
0 parliament s 
(l 

"?--a Voter turnout 

~ 
~ 

Population 
with low 
incomes 

~C! Income 
01-. inequality 

0 
~C' Market income 

~1: per person 

:.q1to 
~qli>o 

O~: 
l.JviNG 

Life expectancy 
(male) 

life expectancy 
(female) 

Suicide (male) 

Unemployment 

Satisfaction Employment 
with work-life 

balance 

Suicide 
(female) 

Cigarette 
smoking 

Obesity 

Educational 
attainment 

adu lt population 
(upper secondary) j 
Educational 

-.1 

~ 

"' attainment 
adu lt 

population 
(tertiary) 

~ 

Participation 
in tertiary 
education 

"< 
If 
~ 
~ 

~0 
~ 

- New Zealand 

- Australia 

In order to give a reader a clear picture/overview of the data represented in the above diagram, you would 

probably have to do 4 things. Fill in the gaps 1-6 with one of the following words: key, trend, outline 
features, points, overview. 

1) . ...... . .. ...... what the diagram shows indicating how to read the comparisons the illustration 
describes. 

Describe the main 2) ....................... about possibly drawing comparisons between areas that are 
the first significant data 3) ....................... significantly higher in Australia compared to New Zealand. 

Describe the main points about the second possibly drawing comparisons between areas that are 
significant data trend in the data. significantly higher in New Zealand compared to Austra lia. 

Give a brief 4) ........ .... . .. .. . of 5) ......... . . .. . .. . .... highlighting the most significant comparisons to be made . 
trend 6) ... ........ .. .... . . in the data 

Every stage above, as you can see, involves comparison so it is important that you can compare points in 

the data flexibly and succinctly. 
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(i ) Look at this outline of what the diagram shows. lt is too long. Can you rewrite it to make it shorter and 

clearer? 

The diagram compares different social wellbeing indicators e.g. such as paid work, 
health, economic standard of living etc., as well as things such as cultural identity in 
two countries which are New Zealand and Australia between the years of 2004 and 
2006. Indicators where the red line extends beyond the blue circle are areas in which 
New Zealand outperformed Australia; indicators where the red lines fall within the 
blue circle are areas where Australia outperformed New Zealand. So it is clear that 
some things improved in New Zealand compared to Australia and some things 
improved in Australia compared to New Zealand. 

(3') Look at these notes for a paragraph detailing where Australia outperformed New Zealand. Referring to 
·· .. ..... the information in the diagram, use the notes to write a coherent paragraph. Use the comparative 

language in brackets to help you link the ideas. 

- health (except for .. .l 
road safety L. tool 

- certain areas of the economy (Similarlyl 

4) Now write the paragraph detailing areas in which New Zealand outperformed Australia. Use these 
..... · pointers to help you. 

- Are there certain areas w here New Zea land is ahead in every/nearly every category7 

- Are there areas where there is more of a 'mixed picture'7 

Think about how some of the following comparative language might help you structure your paragraph. 

• compared to Australia • clearer signs of progress • generally improved levels of ... 

• outperforming Australia in ... but not in ... 

5) Now write the final paragraph. Think about how these words might help you give a concise overall 

summary of the main trends: 

• in some .. in others . • ... performing better ... • Overall, . • .. mixed picture ... • ... whereas . 

12 
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Paragraphing 

A key featu re of a good performance in IELTS Task 2 essay answers is t he writing of well -stru ctured paragraphs. 

(G) a) 
·· ........ · Look at this extract from a short essay on the role of grandparents in the family from which the 

opening and closing sentences of the paragraphs have been removed . Then discuss with another student 

which sentences 1-10 have more of an opening quality (0) and which ones more of a closing (C) quality. 

.,. ~ Strong connections among the generation s 

surround your child with the security of belonging to an 

extended family. These, however, may not always be 

,... easy or straightforward to achieve. [!ill Obviously, 

how your family defin es the grandparent role will 

depend on your particular circumstances. 

,.. 
,.. [£[] Some older people can hardly wait to have 

g randchildren . They ge nuine ly look forward to 

spe nding time with little one s again. You m ay 

welcome their willingness to babysit or even provide 

child care while you study or work. On the other 

hand , if you find they a re a little too eager to 

participate, you may have to make your limits clear. 

Other elders feel that the child-rearing period of their 

,.., -
life is over and now it's your turn. ~ 

a . a 1$@$ 

In an in f o rmati on age yo u have end les s 

connectivity options. 

2 Many of today's grandparents don't f it the 

stereotype of grey-haired stay-at -homes w ith 

nothing to do but babysit their grandchi ldren. 

3 Open communication is t he key to w orking out 

t hese differences. 

4 W hen you respect yo ur parents' limits, th e 

grandparent-grandchi ld connect ion can grow 

without resentment. 

5 Grandparents vary in how involved they want 

to become. 

[!I] They may still be in the workforce or they 

may be active retirees with busy lives of their own . 

Health concerns could al so restrict the time and 

energy that older people want to spend with young 

children. rn 
ru If you live far from your parents, it can be a 

real challenge to bui ld ties between them and your 

children . There are , however, numerous ways of 

keeping a long-distance relationship healthy such as 

exchanging photos, taping or videoing family events 

or the telling of stories. [!!I] 

rn Having a child can bring you closer; you now 

share the experience of being a parent. On the other 

hand, if you have very different views about how to 

bring up children , thi s could give rise to serious 

frictions between you and your parents. ~ 

21 ~:a ;: 

6 Obviously, how your fami ly defines the 

grandparent role w ill depend on your particu la r 

circumstances . 

7 The mome nt you become a parent , yo u 

automat ica ll y gi ve your ow n pa rents a new 

posi tion: you make them grandparents. 

8 Make the most of w hatever they are prepared 

to offer because this may change over t ime. 

9 The qua lity of your children's relationship with 

your parents w ill depend great ly on your own 

relationship w ith them. 

10 Distance can also be a problem. 

b) Now match sentences 1-10 to the gaps in the text A-J in Ex. 6a. Think about a) the theme/flow of each 

paragraph and b) the overall flow of the text. 
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Functions of sentences in paragraphs 

Opening sentences • are often topic sentences stat ing what the paragraph topic is 
e.g. Grandparents vary in how involved they want to become. 

• sometimes also link the topic of a paragraph to the previous one 
e.g. Distance can also be a problem. 

Development sentences develop aspects of the topic sentences 
• by offering explanations 

e.g. Having a child can bring you closer, you now share the experience of being 
a parent. 

• by giving examples 
e.g. There are, however, numerous ways of keeping a long-distance relationship 

healthy such as exchanging photos, taping or videoing family events or the 
telling of stories. 

• by presenting evidence or different perspectives 
e.g. You may welcome their willingness to babysit or even provide child care while 

you study or work. On the other hand, . 

Closing sentences • have a summative quality summarising the content of the previous lines 
e.g. In an information age you have endless connectivity options. 

• or a more evaluative quality, highlighting the main lesson of previous lines 
e.g. Make the most of whatever they are prepared to offer because this may 

change over time. 

7 } Read the table above and put in order these jumbled sentences A-F from the final paragraph of the essay 
in Ex. 6a. Think about the role of each sentence in the paragraph. 

~ If one parent is absent, a grandparent 

can also provide a missing gender role 

model. 

[![] There are benefits all round as you too -

the parent in the middle - will gain from 

supporting and encouraging these 

enriching intergenerational connections. rn When the relationship is positive, 

children benefit from w idening the circle 

of caring adults who will continue to be 

present in their lives. 

In developing paragraphs in your essays: 

• develop a clear topic idea 

@I] Older people also gain from getting t o 

know their grandchildren. 

[![] Contact w ith grandparents exposes them 

to different environments and to points 

of view based on a long experience of 

life. 

[£I] They build links forward to the fut ure 

and continue contributing to their famil y. 

• give evidence, examples and explanations to support your idea 

• close by making a simple summative or evaluative statement related to the previous lines. 
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GRAMMAR FOCUS: Transitive and intransitive verbs, using nouns to refer back 

Transitive and intransitive verbs 

1 Look at this bar chart and text on the differences in recent EU government age-related expenditure and 
expenditure predicted by 2060. Underline the correct transitive or intransitive verb form in each sentence. 

Age-related expenditure in EU27 (% of GDP) 
(%of GDP) 

30 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

+2.4 

+1.5 

Pensions Health care 

+ 1.1 

Long-term 
care 

2007 

Expenditure on pensions is predicted to rise/raise 

by 2.4% by 2060. 

2 Money spent on education will have fallen/ 

reduced slight ly by 2060. 

3 Spend ing on long-term care w ill cl imb/reach 

twice its cu rrent level . 

4 Unemp loymen t bene f it is an are a whe re 

spending w il l cut/come down. 

5 The issue of govern ments need ing to raise/go 

up the pension age is li kely to recur/repeat 

again and again 

+4.6 

-0.2 

Education Unemployment Total 
benefits 

- 2060 

6 The table appears/shows overall age-related 

expenditure going up by 4.6% . 

7 There is no sign that health care spending wi ll 

peak/bring down soon . 

8 An ageing popu lation means governments wi ll 

have to decrease/decline the overa ll proportion 

of money spent on young people. 
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2 ) Complete each box with all the verbs from Ex. 1 which can fit grammatically and make sense in the 
sentences. 

Transitive verbs 

bring down 

e.g. The government is planning to bring down its expenditure targets. 

Intransitive verbs 

peak 

e.g. Levels of government debt will peak. 

Transitive verbs can have objects. 
e.g. The government raised taxes. 

(su bject) (transitive verb) (object) 

Intransitive verbs cannot have an object 
e.g. Taxes will rise. 

(subject ) (intransitive verb) 

lt is possible to make a transitive sentence passive. 
e g Taxes were raised by the government. 

(subject) (passive verb) (agent) 

lt is not possible to do this with an intransitive sentence. 
e g Taxes will be risen. X 

.. 

However, indicating who the 'agent' is in such processes is often done by using 'let' or 'make' structures. 
e g The government plan to let prices rise. 

(intrl nsitive verb) 

Tax rises will make inflation climb. 
i 

(intransitive verb) 

Jt,~ ~__, 
f,~f ...... 7\? \ 

~\ \ 
a ' ::;, 
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(.3 ) Look at the line graph and complete the statements below by choosing an appropriate verb from the 

words in bold . Decide whether you need a transitive or intransitive verb in each case . 

144 

Age of Marriage, USA 

Age 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 
1900 1920 1940 

- Men 

The average age of marriage for women in the 

US arrived/reached its lowest po int in 1960. 

2 The ave rage age of marr iage for me n and 

women looked set t o raise/rise beyond 2000. 

3 The average age of marriage for US men 

remained/maintained stable between 1950 

and 1970. 

4 Over thex:entury the gap between US male and 

female marrying ages cut down/narrowed. 

5 The Second World War obviously made the age 

of marriage for men fall/lower dramatically. 

6 lt appears/shows from the graph that women 

ma rry on average at younger ages than men. 

7 The average age of marriage for US men 

brought down/went down at a reasonably 

steady rate in the first half of the century. 

8 The trend of marrying at later ages began/was 

started around 1970. 

1960 

- Women 

Ill 

1980 2000 
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4) Now look at the line graph below showing trends in private sector saving in Japan. Make statements 
about the data shown using the following verbs. 

peaked declined reached dropped started to climb 

Private Sector Saving Rates (Percent of GDP) 

% ofGDP 

40 

35 

30 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 
Year '80 '82 '84 '86 '88 

Using nouns to refer back 

'90 '92 '94 '96 '98 '00 

Household Saving 
Corporate Saving 
Aggregate Private Saving 

'02 '04 

reduced 

' 

'06 '08 

Lexica l reference cha ins can be used to link ideas within and across sentences. Using a reference word+ noun to re fer 
back to a previous idea is very common in discursive writing. 

e g There is growing interest in the idea of wellbeing and ways of measuring it. In particular, there is recognition of 
the need to explore what this concept means for different social groups 

I ' reference word + noun 

e g If you have very different views about how to bring up children, this could give rise to serious frictions between 
you and your parents. Open communication is the key to working out these differences. 

/ ' reference word + noun 
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(S ) Look at these extracts from articles on social care issues and complete each gap with a word from the bo 
·· ... ...... below. Highlighted words will help you with your choices. 

actions 
behaviour 

phenomenon 
harassment 

field increase 
th ings criteria 

people 
experience 

form 
trend 

reforms 
term 

sector 

A home provides roots, identity, a sense of belonging and a place of emotional wellbeing . 

Homelessness is about the loss of all of these 1) . . .. .. .. . ....... . . . . . ...... .. ........ . The 

2) ..... .... .... ... .. ...... ... ......... . is isolating and destructive and homeless people are some of the 

most vulnerable and socially excluded in our society. 

After years of declining, 201 0 marked the turning point in this 3) ...... .... ... .. ...... ... ..... .... ... . when 

all forms of homelessness began to rise. it is also likely that this 4) ......... .. ... ...... ................. in 

numbers will continue, as the delayed effects of the economic downturn, changes to housing 

benefits and other 5) ..... .... ... ... ..... .... ...... ....... all start to have impact. 

Cyber-bullying is when one person or a group of 
people try to threaten or embarrass someone else 
using a mobile phone or the Internet. This 
6) .............................. is just as harmful as bullying 
in the real world . lf you see it happening, report it. 
Don't ignore this sort of 7) .. ... ..................... . . 
Those who take part in such on line 
8) ......................... often use a group of friends to 
target their victims. They can ask others to add a 
comment to a photo on a blog, or forward 
something embarrassing onto another group of 
friends. Sometimes, these 9) .... .. .... .................... .. .. 
don 't even realise they're actually bullying 
someone but such 1 0) ...... .. .. .. ..... ... ............... can 
be seen as criminal. 

G 
If you feel passionately about a particular injustice, 
or the environment, or people with certain 

disabilities, then maybe charity work is for you. But 
perhaps before we consider job opportunities in this 

11) .... .. .. .. ......... ... ... we need to define what 
'a charity' is. The 12) .............. ...... ..... refers to 

companies who work on a voluntary or not-for

profit basis. Organisations in this 

13) .. ........ ....... ... .. ... are independent of 
government or business and work for the public 
benefit with no distribution of profit. 

Slightly different to the above 14) .......... .. .... ..... . . 

are those on which the new phenomenon of social 
enterprises such as CafeDirect, the Grameen Bank 

and Jamie Oliver's Fifteen are based. In this 

15) ........... ... .... of organisation entrepreneurial 
principles are used to manage ventures to enable 

and promote social change. 
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EXAM FOCUS: IELTS Writing Paper Tasks 1 & 2 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Report on graphical data (describing charts and tables, describing 
layout diagrams), discursive essays 

1 Tips for IELTS 

On the next page there is a practice test for Writing Tasks 1 & 2. Here are some tips to help you do well in 
this paper. Tick (I') the tip in each column that relates to the area you need to work on the most. Discuss 
your answers with another student. 

Remember there is a minimum word limit for each 
task [Task 1 (150 words), Task 2 (250 words)] Do 
not write less than this as you will lose marks. 
Keep roughly to the advised t iming for each part of 
the Paper [Task 1 (20 minutes), Task 2 (40 minutes)] . 
This is important as Task 2 counts for more marks. 
Remember for Task 1 that the task does not ask 
you to specu late about what in the 'real world ' 
caused the results in the graph. You on ly have to 
describe the main trends in the data. 
In Task 2 remember to respond to each part of the 
statement and organise your answer into well 
linked and well developed paragraphs. 
Remember you are marked in both tasks of the 
paper on: 

answering the question 
- the organisation of your answer 
- your range and accuracy of vocabulary 

your range and accuracy of grammar. 
Think about these as you plan your writing . 

,.,. 
• 

• 

• 

Look back at pieces of writing you have done over 
the course. Take time to redo or rewr ite t hese, 
paying particular attention to the areas in need of 
improvement most consistently highlighted by your 
teacher. 
In Task 1 you need language to describe numerical 
and statistical data, trends, changes and processes. 
Look out for texts where such language is used and 
highl ight any usefu l language. Good websites fo r 
finding such texts are 
www.statistics.gov.uk 
www.archive.dbcde.gov.au. 
In Task 2 the language you need is more discursive, 
impersonal language for talking about issues. Look 
out for texts, e.g. in more serious newspaper articles 
where such language is used, and highlight any 
useful language. A good website for find ing such 
texts is: 
www.onlinenewspapers.com. 
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2 IELTS Practice Test 

Task 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

The line graph below gives information about average household size and number of households in 
Australia between 1911 and 2006. 

Average household size and number of households, 1911 -2006 

5 8 

7 

4 6 

5 

3 4 

3 

2 2 

1 

0 
1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020 

Average household size 
Number of households (in millions) 

(/) 

s::::: 
0 

·e 
s::::: 

(/) 

"C 
0 
J: 
Cl) 
(/) 
:I 
0 
J: -0 ... 
Cl) 
.c 
E 
:I 
z 

Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features and making comparisons where 
relevant. 

Write about 150 words. 
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Task 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic. 

People today are living to a much older age. Governments need to address this cnc 2"' ;=; 
urgently reconsidering issues of work, recreation and care with regard to older peoD = 

To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowleagE a~: 

experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

3 Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

Look at these extracts from students' answers to each of the above tasks. Discuss with another student 
which part of the answer you think they came from and what you think the students discussed in the 

other parts of their answer. 

The line indicating the 
number of households in Australia, 

in contrast, moves steadily in the 
opposite direction. Over the ninety-five 

year period covered by the graph the 
number of households roughly doubles 
every thirty years, increasing from 1 000 to 
2000 between 1911 and 1950, 2000 to 

4000 between 7950 and 1975 and 
4000 to 8000 between 1975 and 

2006. 

Are the extracts: 

The problems associated with 

ageing populations are not going to go 

away and as individuals or as families, 

we cannot just look to the government to 

provide everything for older family 

members. The government should provide 

a policy framework but families will also 

have to plan too for this provision 

both financially and in terms of 

care for the elderly. 

• relevant7 • accurate in their use of vocabu lary and grammar? 

• well-organised7 • wide-ranging in their use of vocabulary and grammar7 
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Language Appendix 

Types of clause 

Infinitive & -ing clauses 

• it must be nice to travel so much. 

• To represent my country at the event was a great honour 

• it's a shame/pity for him to have to retake the exam. 

• For her not to get the ;ob after all the interviews was a 
disappointment. 

• For there to be real progress, the government must invest 

in research. 

• I can't decide whether to stay or not. 

• Finding/Identifying alternative sources of energy must be 
our priority 

• Not/Without thinking of the future consequences, many 
people took out huge home loans. 

• I find texting takes a lot of time. 

• My first task is going to be finding a place to live. 

• I am busy writing job applications at the moment. 

• The government has to be blamed for allowing people to 
get into so much debt. 

• My current ;ob, working as a sales assistant, is easy but 
poorly paid 

Relative clauses 

Identifying 
• She's someone who looks after our children sometimes. 

• The book (which/ that) !lent you wasn't mine. 

• Nothing (that) the government has tried has made a 
difference. 

• The colleagu es with whom he was supposed to go 

dropped out. 

• She's someone whose advice I respect. 

• He needs a project on which to focus his energies. 

Non-identifying 
• Unemployment, which unexpectedly fell last year, is still 

much higher in rural areas. 

• My two best frien ds, who are both in the army, are 
encouraging me to join. 

• In my year there were forty engineering graduates, most of 
whom got jobs straightaway 

• Going abroad to university, where there'// be fewer family 
distractions, will be good 

• The government lost the election, which surprised many 
people. 

Introductory and cleft constructions 

lt 

• it is too early to say whether the initiative has made : 

difference. 

• it looks/seems/feels as though things are changing. 

• it is criminal that hunger still exists in many countries. 

• it 's not worth arguing about who is to blame. 
• Schools must make it clear that such behavio ur -

criminal. 
• Many are finding it hard to accept that the age of pier~ 

is over 

There 
• There is unlikely to be a change in policy soon. 

• There's no point/use/sense in tackling one probler

without addressing the other 

• There seem/appear to be several reasons for optimism. 

Cleft constructions 

• What/The thing (that) most people cannot accept is th: 

cut in their pensions. 

• it is young people that are hardest hit. 
• What appeals to me most is the prospect of an academiC 

career 

Clauses of concession 

Co-ordinate 
• it is a well-known fact that smoking IS harmful to one's 

health but/and yet, large numbers of young people take 

up smoking every year 

Sub-ordinate 
• Although/Even though/In spite of the fact that/Despite 

the fact that/While smoking is known to be harmful to 

one's health, large numbers of young people still take up 

smoking every year. 

• Difficult though it is, some people will have to lose their jobs. 

• Though difficult, some cuts will have to be made. 

• No matter what they seem to do/No matter howl 

However hard they try, they can't seem to win public 

trust. 

Sentence Adverbs 
• it is a well-known fact that smoking is harmful to one 's 

health, even so/still/nonetheless/however/nevertheless, 

large numbers of young people still take up smoking every 

year. 

• The lack of progress is perhaps not surprising though. 

• The results, however, were worse than expected 

Prepositions 
• In spite of/Despite her health problems, she still made a 

success of the job. 
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Clauses of reason 

• The man was convicted yesterday because/owing to the 

fact that/due to the fact that/on the grounds 

that/since/as there was a substantial body of evidence 

linking him to the crime. 

• Because of/Owing to the success of the London Olympics, 

the number of cities seeking to host future games increased. 

• Ser<>onal rainfall has become far more unpredictable; for 

this reason, local authorities urgently need to review their 

water policies. 

• In view of the fact that/Seeing that there were no ;obs, I 

accepted a place on the course. 

• Governments will need to reconsider, now that their 

austerity policies have failed. 

Clauses of result 

• Sales were terrible and debt was growing; thus/ therefore/ 

so/consequently/as a result/as a consequence, many 

small firms had to close. 

Clauses of purpose 

• As the economy slowed, the company decided to close one 

of the factories so that profits would be maintained. 

• The company decided to close one of the factories so as 

to/in order to maintain profits. 

• They purchased the land with the purpose/intention of 

developing a wildlife reserve. 

Language Appendix 

Clauses of condition 

• The policy will work provided (that)lproviding (that)/as long 

as it is communicated effectively to the general public 

• Modern economies are doomed unless they start turning 

towards renewable resources. 

• The government needs to support such schemes otherwise/ 

or (else) they have li t tle chance of success. 

Clauses of possible consequence 

• The price of petrol is due to increase again, in which case, 

I will probably start using public transport more. 

• I should get paid today, if so, I'll pay for the tickets in cash, 

if not/otherwise, I'll use my credit card. 

Comparative clauses 

• The new virus is just/every bit/not/nowhere near as deadly 

• At weekends you can earn twice/three times as much as 

on weekdays. 

• it's nothing like/not the same as it used to be. 

• I have a lot/much/slightly less free-time than before. 

• it's getting harder and harder/more and more difficult to 

pay monthly bills. 

• The sooner you book, the cheaper the tickets. 

• The government should act now rather than wait/instead 

of waiting until after the election . 

• In the UK, people often leave home at 18, whereas in my 

country it's much later 
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Language Appendix 

Discursive functions 

In my opinion/view/To my mind// am convinced thatllt strikes me thatllt seems to rr~ 

stating personal opinion that/ As far as I am concerned, developing countries have to develop systems that he:: 

them to become more self-reliant. 

listing points 
Firstly/First of all/ In the first place/Secondly/Thirdly/Finally/To start/begin with, we ha.= 

to address the underlying causes of poverty before we develop an appropriate policy 

What is more/ Furthermore/Apart from this/ In addition (to this)! Moreover/ Besides 

(this)/. .. not to mention the fact that technological change has made a major impact o-
communication, which will greatly influence the way we interact with each other 

adding points Not only has technological change made a major impact on communication, but it v. 

also greatly influence the way we interact with each other 
Technological change is both having a major impact on communication and is somethin; 

that will influence the way we interact with each other 

referring to sources According to recent data, the effects of global warming will intensify over the next ten years. 

emphasising a point 
Indeed/Naturally/ Clearly/ Obviously/Of course/Needless to say, the prestige of the backers 

meant that the scheme was assured of success. 

lt is a fact that/ In fact/As a matter of fact/The fact of the matter is (that)! Actually/In 

offering explanation practice/Indeed, most governments have been very short-sighted in planning for ageing 

populations 

For instance/example, by providing taxation benefits, the government can encourage 

companies to move out of the city centre. 

giving examples 
By providing incentives such as/like taxation benefits, the government can encourage 

companies to move out of the city centre. 
If companies are to move out of the city centre, then the provision of incentives, 

particularly/in particular/especially taxation benefits, is essential. 

making general points 
As a (general) rule/ By and large/Generally/In general/On the whole, the education sector 

is the most resistant to change unless change involves new resources. 

qualifying statements 
Up to a point/To a certain extent/degree/In a sense/In a way, this is still true but 

technology today does enable older people to be more independent. 

expressing exception He has attended every tutorial apart from/but/except (for) one. 

clarifying/rephrasing a point In other words/That is to say; if you wear a helmet, you are less likely to be seriously injured 

making a similar point 
Eating a balanced diet is essential to good health; similarly/ likewise/ in the same way, 

moderate exercise also promotes wellbeing. 

Students can (either) live on campus or look for accommodation in town. I 
expressing alternat ives The country might recover quickly from the disaster as it has done before. On the other 

hand! Alternatively; it could take decades to get things working properly again. 

focussing 
There are many issues to tack le concerning/regarding how government operates. 

In terms of/With regard to recycling, government efforts have been poor 

summarising 
In short/Overall, the most Significant feature of the data is the sharp rise in real income in 

the 7980s. 

concluding 
Finally/Lastly/All in alli in conclusion/ On balance, it is unlikely that an agreement will be 

reached in the foreseeable future. 
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Irregular Verbs 

bear bore born light lit lit 

beat beat beaten lose lost lost 

become became become make made made 

beg in began begun mean meant meant 

bite bit bitten meet met met 

blow blew blown pay paid paid 

break broke broken put put put 

bring brought brought read read read .. 
build built built ride rode ridden 

burn burnt (burned) burnt (burned) rin g rang rung 

burst burst burst rise rose risen 

buy bought bought run ran run 

can could (been able to) say said said 

catch caught caught see saw seen 

choose chose chosen seek sought sought 

come came come sell sold sold 

cost cost cost send sent sent 

cut cut cut set set set 

deal dealt dealt sew sewed sewn 

dig dug dug shake shook shaken 

do did done shine shone shone 

dream dreamt (dreamed) dreamt (dreamed) shoot shot shot 

drink drank drunk show showed shown 

drive drove driven shut shut shut 

eat ate eaten sing sang sung 

fall fell fallen sit sat sat 

feed fed fed sleep slept slept 

feel felt felt smell smelt (smelled) smelt (smelled) 

fight fought fought speak spoke spoken 

find found found spell spelt (spelled) spelt (spel led) 

flee fled fled spend spent spent 

fly flew flown split split split 

forbid forbade forbidden spread spread spread 

forget forgot forgotten spring sprang sprung 

forgive forgave forgiven stand stood stood 

freeze froze frozen stea l stole stolen 

get got got stick stuck stuck 

give gave given sting stung stung 

go went gone stink stank stunk 

grow grew grown strike struck struck 

hang hung hung swear swore sworn 

have had had sweep swept swept 

hear heard heard swim swam swum 

hide hid hidden take took taken 

hit hit hit teach taught taught 

hold held held tear tore torn 

hurt hurt hurt tell told told 

keep kept kept think thought thought 

know knew known throw threw thrown 

lay laid laid understand understood understood 

lead led led wake woke woken 

learn learnt (learned) learnt (learned) wear wore worn 

leave left left win won won 
lend lent lent write wrote written 
let let let 
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Pronunciation 

Help with pronouncing individual sounds using a Phonemic Chart 

Pronouncing individual sounds clearly is an important part of good, intelligible pronunciation . The chart below ca n he: 
you with the pronunciation of these sounds. 

monophthongs 

. 
V\ 

1: I u u: 
..J 

sheep ship good shoot w -

3: 
0 e g 3: ~: 
> 

bed teacher bird door - -

(E A a: D 

cat !:!P far on - -

V\ p b t d 
I-
z 2_ea boat tea .Qog 
<( 
z f 8 0 0 V 
V\ 
z fly video think this - -
0 
u m n I] h 

man now Si!J.9. hat - - -

diphthongs 

Ig ei 

here wait - -

ug ~I 

tourist b.QY 

eg QI 

hair my -

tJ d3 
cheese June 

s z 
see zoo 

1 r 
love red - -

gu 

show -

QU 

cow 

k 
car 

I 
shall -

w 
wet -

Phonemic 
Chart 

g 
go 

3 
television 

. 
J 

yes 

You can see each sound written in phonem ic script in a box and an example of that sound underlined in the same box. 
Don't confuse the phonemic script with the alphabet Each symbol in the phonemic script corresponds to just one 
sound (the one underlined in the example). 
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Pronunciation 

Tips for using the Phonemic Chart 

Here are some tips to help you use this chart to guide your pronunciation 

The sounds in the pale pink squares on the top left 
are all single vowel sounds. 

2 The single vowel sounds are arranged in a 
particular way: 
• The sounds on the left are pronounced at the 

front of your mouth, the sounds on the right at 
the back. So, for example, try pronouncing the 
four vowels in the first row: /i:/, III, /u/, /u:/. You 
should feel how each sound is pronounced a bit 
further back as you move from left to right 

• The vowel sounds at the top of the box are 
pronounced at the top of your mouth, those at 
the bottom are pronounced at the bottom. 
Again try pronouncing these columns of sounds 
moving from top to bottom, for example /u:/, 

h:/, /u/. You should feel how each sound is 
pronounced at a lower point in your mouth than 
the one above, and that your jaw wi ll get lower 
as you go down the vowels. 

3 The sounds in the dark orange squares in the top 
right hand corner are all diphthongs, i.e. sounds 
composed of two sounds in which the first sound 
glides into the next . Try gliding between the 
sounds in these diphthongs /m/, /au/, /eg/. 

Practising the sounds 

• You will probably find some sounds easier to say than others. 

4 The sounds in the yellow boxes in the chart are all 
consonants. 

5 The consonant sounds are also arranged in a 
particular way: 
• Starting on the left of the chart, each two 

sounds in rows 4 and 5 are in' pairs - the sound 
on the left of the pair is unvoiced, the sound on 
the right voiced. Voiced means 'pronounced 
using your voi ce', 'unvoiced' means pronounced 
without using your voice. So, for example, !pi, /tl 

lkl, If/, If / are all unvoiced. !b/, Id/, /g/ and /31 are 
all voiced. 

• Try saying each pair. Feel how you don't use your 
voice for the sound on the left of the pair, and 
how you use it for the sound on the right. 
e.g. lp!bl- ltldl- /8/o/ - /s/31 

• The consonants on the left in rows 4 and 5 of 
the chart are pronounced at the front of your 
mouth, those on the right at the back. As you 
go across the pairs in each row, you should feel 
how each pair of sounds is pronounced a bit 
further back. 

N.B. /w/ and /j/ are sometimes called semi-vowels. 

• You need to work out which sounds are a problem for you so that you can practise them. 
• Try saying the words in the list on pp. 156-158. 
• Say the words in the order on these pages OR try saying them in the columns and pairs in wh ich they are arranged in 

the Phonemic Chart on the previous page. 

Identifying your problem sounds 

Record yourself saying sounds in the words on the list and listen to yourself, or get someone else to listen to you. Mark 
the sounds that are problematic for you. 
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Pronunciation 

Pronunciation of individual sounds 

Vowels 
Sounds Spelling Examples 

lrl i in, ill, ink, it, is, hill, city, sixty, lip, lift, silly, chilly 

ea eat, each, heat, leave, clean, seat, neat, tea 

ee keep, feed, free, tree, three, bee ~ 
/i:/ 

ie chief, field, piece, believe 

ei receive, ceiling, Keith 

e egg, end, hen, men, ten, bed, leg, tell, penny, bell, tent 
le/ 

leather, pheasant, head, ready, bread, weather, pleasant ea 

ur turn, fur, urge, hurl, burn, burst, church 

hi ir girl, sir, shirt I 
ear earth, pearl, learn, search 

/re/ a apple, bag, hat, man, flat, lamp, fat, hand, actor, factor, manner I 
u up, uncle, ugly, much, such, run, jump, duck, jungle, hut 

0 love, honey, London, brother, mother, done, colour, money, none 
lA/ 

tough, touch, enough, couple, cousin, trouble ou 

00 blood, flood 

ar arm, dark, bar, star, car, far 
la:/ 

last, fast, glass, mask, draft a 

0 on, ox, hot, top, soft, often, box, sock, wrong, fox 
In/ 

want, wash, watch, what, wasp a 

oor floor, door 

ou bought, brought, court, pour 

h:/ au caught, taught, naughty, cause 

aw law, lawn, prawn, dawn 

or horse, more, port, tore 

u pull, push, full, cushion, bull, put, butcher 

/u/ 00 book, look, foot 

ou could, would, should 

/u:/ 00 room, spoon, too, tooth, food, moon, boot 

a alarm, away, America 
I'd! 

mother, father, brother, sister 
(always unstressed) 

er 

or sailor, motor, major 

Semi-vowels 
Sounds Spelling Examples 

/ju:/ u unique, union, tune, use, youth 

tl J y young, yes, yacht, year, yoghurt 

w water, war, wish, word, world 
/w/ 

wh what, where, whisper, why, while, wheel, whale 
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Pronunciation 

Diphthongs 
Sounds Spelling Examples 

ei eight, freight, weight, vein 

a name, face, table, lake, take, age, ache, late, snake, make 

leii ay May, say, lay, pray, tray, portray 

ai pain, gain, brain, sail, tail, main, fail, mail 

ea break, great, steak 

i ice, kite, white, shine, bite, high, kind, light 

y sky, fry, fly, try, shy, cry, by ._ 
/m/ 

ie pie, lie, tie 

ei height 

oi oil, boil, soil, coin, choice, voice, join 
!JI/ 

boy, joy, toy, annoy, employ, oyster oy 

ear ear, near, fear, hear, clear, year, dear, tear (n) 
Jrg/ 

beer, cheer, deer, peer eer 

are care, rare, scare, dare, share 

/eg/ ear pear, wear, bear, tear (v) 

air air, chair, stair 

ure pure, cure, lure, mature 
Jug/ 

manual, casual, individual ua 

ow owl, town, clown, how, brown, cow, now, crowd, tower 
/ou/ 

mouse, house, round, trout, shout, doubt, hour ou 

0 home, hope, bone, joke, note, rope, nose, tone, cold, no 

/gu/ ow blow, know, show, crow, grow 

oa coat, road, goat, boat 

Consonants 

Sounds Spelling Examples 

/p/ p pay, pea, pen, poor, pink, pencil, plane, please 

lbl b box, butter, baby, bell, bank, black 

t two, tooth, team, turn, tent, trip, tree, part, yet, foot, stand, star, title 
/t/ 

bt doubt, debt 

Id/ d down, duck, dim, double, dream, drive, drink, end, admit 

k keep, king, kick, took, cook, look, break 

c cat, car, cup, coat, call, cold, clue, cry, clean 
/k/ 

ck kick, ticket, pick, packet, back, lucky, clock 

eh chemist, chaos, stomach, anchor, Christmas 

/kw/ qu quiet, queen, question, quarter 

/g/ 
g grass, goat, go, gold, big, dog, glue, get, give 

gh ghost, aghast 

f fat, fan, five, first, food, lift, fifth 

If/ ph photo, dolphin, trophy, sphinx, phrase, phone, elephant, Philip 

gh cough, enough, laugh, rough 
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Pronunciation 

Consonants 
Sounds Spelling Examples 

/v/ V veal, vet, vacuum, vote, arrive, live, view 

/8/ th thief, throne, three, bath, cloth, earth, tooth, method, myth 

la! th the, this, father, mother, brother, feather, breathe, bathe 

s sit, set, soup, snow, smell, goose, tense, east, despair 

Is/ c city, cell, pencil, circle, parcel, cent, mice, place 

ps psychology, psalm, pseudonym 

z zoo, zebra, crazy, amazing, zero, prize 
/z/ 

vase, cousin, husband, houses, cars, listens s 

sh shell , ship, shark, show, push, crash, fish, fashion 

eh machine, champagne, Chevrolet, Michigan, moustache 

If/ ti nation, information, portion, condition, lotion, station 

ci special, social, delicious, official, crucial 

ssi mission, Russia, session, permission, passion 

su treasure, pleasure, usual, casual 
131 

si vision, occasion, decision, confusion 

eh cheese, chicken, cherry, chips, chocolate, March, each, much 

ti question, Christian 
ltf/ 

tu picture, nature, adventure, mature, literature 

tch match, witch, pitch, catch, butcher, watch 

g gem, giant, gin, large, gesture, region, George 

ld31 j jam, just, job, joke, jump, June, July, injury, jungle 

dge judge, bridge, edge, badger, porridge 

/1/ I lift, let, look, lid, clever, please, plot, black, blue, slim 

m map, man, meat, move, mouse, market, some, small, smell 
/m/ 

mb comb, lamb, plumber, bomb, numb 

n next, not, tenth, month, kind, snake, noon, run, button 
In/ 

kn knife, know, knock, knot, knee, knight 

/r/ r rat, rich, roof, road, ready, cry, grass, bring, fry, red, read 

h heat, hit, hen, hand, perhaps, happen, beh ind, hole 
/hi 

wh who, whole, whose 

/rjl ng thing, king, song, sing, bring, singer, bang, among 

/rjg/ .. ng finger, kangaroo, angle, Anglican, English 

/l)k! nk think, bank, tank, monkey, ink 

Open a dictionary at any page. Look at e.g. 10 words and their phonemic script. Practise saying them. Do 
this every day with a new set of words. 
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1 - Study time and downtime 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

Exercise 4, p. 9 

- How easy was it to choose your college7 
- What is important in deciding which subject to study7 
- What are your plans for the future? 
- How do you use the Internet for your studies7 

What ot her sort of courses wou ld you like to take7 
- How important is English for your studies7 
- Would you consider living abroad after your studies7 

SKILLS FOCUS 

Exercises 3 & 4, p. 12 

Answer A 
What's the best way to get around your city7 

As a student I tend to use public transport ... the metro mainly . 
because it's quick and cheap with my student card I don't have a 
car but I know if you try and get in to the city on a weekday by 
car, it can take hours to get through the traffic .. 

Answer B 
How often do you do physical exercise7 

Not as much as I should For a young person I know I'm a bit lazy 
.. /don't even have a bike for example ... but I do at least walk to 

and from school every day which is more than some of my friends 
do. 

Answer C 
How important is t radi tional music in your country? 

I have to admit that I'm not really a traditional music fan ... so I 
can't really say whether people listen to traditional music at home 

none of my friends do . but it is still important at local 
festivals and things like weddings and there are many places like 
clubs and restaurants that have traditional musicians so I suppose 
it's not dying out just yet .. 

Answer D 
Is your city an environmentally-friendly city7 

Apart from creating bigger and better roads around the city . 
don't think the city's done much. There's no encouragement to 
recycle for example and nothing has changed in the way we build 
houses . which means people are finding it hard to pay for 
heating . The environment must be a very low priority for local 
government . this is probably why there's no environmental 
planning either .. 

Answer E 
What sort of holidays do you enjoy most7 

On the whole I go for activity holidays or days out ... it's hard for 
me just to sit and relax or s1ghtsee on holiday ... so I tend to go 
mountain hiking or on canoeing holidays ... things like that . 

Answer F 
Do you enJOY cooking for others? 

I'm afraid not. it's not just that I don't have the time but I don't 
know how either My mum always cooked for us at home and I 
eat most days on campus and I suppose that's why I've never 
learned or learned to enjoy it ... it might be different if I have to 
move into a flat next year .. 

Tapescripts 
Exercise 5, p. 12 

1 As a student I tend to use public transport 
2 Not as much as I shou ld. 
3 I have to admit that I'm not really a tradit ional music fan. 
4 People are finding it hard to pay for heating. 
5 it's hard for me just to sit and relax . 
6 My mu m always cooked for us at home and I eat most 

days on campus. 

EXAM FOCUS 

Thinking about the IELTS Practice Te,st 

Exercises 1 & 3, p. 19 

A Examiner: OK lrene, let's talk about w hat you do. Do you 
work or are you a student7 
lrene: I'm a st udent I've just finished my first degree at 
the university here and now I'd like to move abroad to 
study. 
Examiner: What do you typically do each day? 
Ire ne: As a student, you mean 7 
Examiner: Yes. 
lrene: Well, typically we have lectures most mornings and 
go to the library or ... in ... er ... it's something like study 
groups ... with other students in the afternoon, but 
summer terms - like now - are different- they're all about 
exams. 
Examiner: What is t he most interesting thing about what 
you do7 

lrene: Well, it's hard to say, I would have liked to tell you that 
it is my course but actually I've been a bit disappointed -
especially wi t h some of my optional classes - so I suppose 
t he most interest ing th ings are some of t he experiments 
we do . 

Exercises 2 & 3, p. 19 

B it's probably not surprising that as a student the object 
that is most essent ia l for me is my computer ... it's a bright 
pink Toshiba laptop ... which my mum says I love more 
than her ... Well I got it ... it must have been about 18 
months ago ... as a present for doing well in my exams . 
it wasn't a surprise because my parents took me to the 
shop to choose one and I just fell in love with t he colour 
and it really has changed my li fe because I can do so many 
things w ith it that I cou ldn 't do before ... both for study 
and free-t ime and social stuff. .. one thing I do for study 
now is download e-books and loads of articles for further 
reading and I now take it with me to school to work on 
there ... in terms of my free-time ... I skype friends all t he 
time and have down loaded a whole library of films. 
As for problems . I suppose the only thing that I've 
experienced is slow Internet speeds at certain times of the 
day .. but that's nothing to do with the computer itself 
and I've lea rnt when they are, so it's not a prob lem now . 
So, I have t o say it's important to me because I've got 
used t o do ing j ust about everyth ing with it like calling 
friends, checking what's on, and finding directions . 
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Tapescripts ________________________________________________________ __ 

2 - Coming to a new country 

SKILLS FOCUS 

Exercise 1, p. 23, Exercise 5, p. 24, Exercise 7, p. 25 

You will hear a conversation between an accommodation 
agent and a student. 

Student: Hello, yes, I spoke to you the other day w hen I came in 
about finding some student accommodation ... name's Christos. 
Agent: Oh yes, I remember. Right, how can I help you? 
Student: Wel l, I was wondering about going to see some of the 
places. There is one I'm really interested in. 
Agent: Right , w hich is that? 
Student: Well, the one on Deloitte Avenue - that's the only 
one with a garden, isn't iP 
Agent: Yes, that's right it's got a great big ga rden, but it's 
unfurnished, remember. 
Student: Oh, I' m not worried about that But whereabouts is it ? 
Agent: How well do you know the city' 
Student: Quite well, I've been here on holiday before. 
Agent: OK, then. Do you know Harbour Rd in Darlington' 
Student: That's the one with all the big shops on it, isn't iP 
Agent: That's right, it's the main street, really. OK then, 
De loitte Avenue runs parallel to that, on t he south side, the 
same side as the supermarket 
Student: I know where you mean. where the library is. 
Agent: Wel l, that direction but one road further back from it, in 
t he direction of the stat ion. 
Student: OK, got it But doesn't it get a bit rough rou nd there I 
I think there have been some fights or someth ing. 
Agent: Oh that was a few years back; but things are pretty 
calm there now. In fact, it's become a good place to live 'cos it's 
so near the cent re and it's got loads of cafes, cheap shops, 
eating places. And t here's a cinema too. 
Student: Really? I didn't know that 
Agent: Yes, in t he same block as the supermarket but at the 
back as you go towards the library. 
Student: Right, I'm with you- great What about Internet cafes' 
Agent: Yea h, I'm pretty sure there's a big one on French Street 
-that's JUSt round the corner from Deloitte . Oh yes, and don't 
forget the market, that'd be on your doorstep too. it's a great 
place for fres h food , and food from all di ffe rent parts of the 
w orld. it 's just next to the cafe- on French Street too . 
Student: OK, then can I definitely go and see it? 
Agent: I could meet you at 4 o'clock th is afternoon . Would that 
suit! 
Student: 4:30 would be better for me. 
Agent: Fine - now I'll meet you JUSt on t he corner of Deloitte, 
outside the chemist's shop, 'cos the house itself is a bit difficult 
to spot 
Student: I don't remember a chemist's shop. 
Agent: There's a tour ist information po int on the op pos ite 
corner, at the other end from the cafe. If you look st raight 
across the road fro m t here, you'll see it opposite you. 
Student: OK, I' ll find it, no problem, so, see you at 4:30. Thanks. 
Agent: Bye. 

Exercise 2, p. 23 

(See T's book for abbreviated script) 

1 Student: Hello, yes, I spoke to you the other day when I 
came in about fin di ng some student accommodat ion 
name's Ch ristos. 

Agent: Oh yes, I remember. Right, how can I help you' 
2 Agent: it's got a great big garden, but it's unfurnished, 

remember. 
Student: Oh, I'm not worried about that But whereabouts 
is iP 
Agent: How we ll do you know the city' 

3 Agent: OK, t hen. Delo itte Avenue runs para llel t o that, on 
the south side, the same side as the superm arket 
Student: I know where you mean . 

4 Student: But doesn't it get a bit rou gh round there' 
think there have been some fights or something. 
Agent: Oh, t hat was a few years back . 

5 Agent: it's become a good place to live 'cos it's so near the 
centre and it's got loads of cafes, cheap shops, eating places. 

6 Student: What about Internet cafes' 
Agent: Yeah, I'm pretty sure there's a big one on Fre nch 
Street 

7 Agent: There 's a tourist information point on t he opposite 
co rner. 

Exercises 6a, b, c, p. 25 

1 How can I help you' 
2 it's got a great big garden. 
3 But whereabouts is iP 
4 Do you know Harbour Rd in Darlington' 
5 But, doesn't it get a bit rough round there? 
6 it's become a good place to live. 
7 Oh yes, and don't forget t he market 
8 Can I def in itely go and see it? 
9 Now I'll meet you just on t he corne r. 

10 I don't remember a chemist's shop . 

GRAMMAR FOCUS 

Exercises 1 a & c, p. 26 

1 My brot her arrived yesterday' 
2 Your sister has lost her passport ? 
3 Where's the immigration officer' 
4 I don't kn ow who t o speak to. 
5 Give me your identi ty card . 
6 The f light's not t ill 11' 
7 Fil l in this form and hand it in at t he counter. 
8 Show me your visa. 
9 You're here on hol iday? 

10 I've got two credit cards' 

Exercise 2, p. 26 

1 Are you planning to attend college' 
2 Where do your relatives live/ 
3 How long are you wanting to stay/ 
4 Wil l you try to get a JOb' 
5 How much money do you have on you? 
6 Have you been here before? 
7 Were you born there? 
8 When will you start your studies' 
9 Who are you going to stay with I 

10 Did you have a good flig ht! 

Exercise 3, p. 26 

A 1 That's fantastic! 
2 Oh no l 
3 What a great idea 1 

4 Pity about that 
5 Cooll 
6 Rea lly ! 
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_________________________________________________________ Tapescripts 

B 1 He won't get there late, will he7 
2 He'll be alr ight, won't he7 
3 You remembered the passports, didn 't you7 
4 You didn't forget our tickets, did you? 
5 You aren't a student, are you? 
6 You've already got a job, haven't you? 

C 1 He' ll be here by tomorrow, won' t he7 
2 He won't lose his documents, will he? 
3 We need to fill in these forms, don't we? 
4 We don't need to show our passports, do we? 
5 She's got her sponsor's letter, hasn't she7 
6 She hasn't got liquids on her, has she7 

Exercise 5, p. 27 

1 What time will we arrive! 
2 Don 't write in red pen. 
3 How much cash have you got! 
4 What a shame I 
5 Are you quite sure? 
6 He's on the next flight, isn't he7 
7 She's only got 10 dollars! 
8 Why are you travelling first class? 
9 Did they give you a big meal7 

10 That's a nuisance I 
11 They don't give us a meal, do they7 

Exercise 6b, p. 27 

1 That's fan tastic I 
2 My brother arrived yesterday! 
3 Oh no! 
4 I don't know who to speak to. 
5 They don't give us a meal, do they? 
6 He won't lose his documents, will he7 
7 You're here on holiday! 
8 Fill in this form and hand it in at the counter. 
9 Cool! 

10 We need to fill in these forms, don't we7 

EXAM FOCUS 

SECTION 1, p. 29 

You will hear a conversation between a student and an 
officer of customer services in a bank. 

Student: Hel lo, I'd like to open a bank account please, just a 
normal current account. 
Officer: Right, madam, have you banked with us before? 
Student: No, this is the first time I've ever been into a UK bank, 
in fact. I only got here a few days ago. I've only JUSt arrived in 
England. 
Officer: Then, I'll need proof of identity. 
Student: Oh, I' ve got a letter here that's addressed to me. 
Officer: I'm afraid that's not enough. 
Student: But, it's from my college and about my course. 
Officer: Yes, I'm sorry, but we have to see your passport and 
proof of your local address And we have to be able to see that 
you're a student. 
Student: Well, I've got this letter, like I said. 
Officer: No, we need your renta l contract and a letter from your 
landlord saying that you're his tenant, since when and for how long. 
Student: And what about the student thing7 This letter's all 
about my course. 

Officer: I'm sorry again - what you need to do is go to your 
college registrar's office and get them to issue you a letter 
saying what course you're on, how long it's for, your home 
address and term time address, then it must have the college 
stamp on it too. 
Student: But all that will take me ages, and I need to open an 
account straight away so they can send me money from home. I 
on ly came over with a few hundred pounds in cash and I 
haven't got a lot left. 
Officer: There's nothing I can do, I'm afraid -these are 
government rules not the bank's, so we can't do anything 
about it. .. 
Student: Do I need all t hat for all kinds of accounts? What if I 
JUSt get a basic account instead? I really need that money. 
Officer: it's just the same - you still need to produce all those 
documents - everyone does, w hateve r ki nd of account you 
want to open - it's to stop criminals from laundering money, 
but listen, maybe you could go to the Post Office and fix up a 
money transfer- just w hile you're getting all this sorted out. 
Student: Oh, how do they work7 
Officer: You' ll have to go to the Post Office to get exact details 
but I'm pretty sure you can rece ive money t hat way - up to 
5,000 I think. But again, make sure you go along with at least 

some basic proof of identity ... like a passport. 
Student: Right, thanks so much. Listen while I'm here, can you 
tell me what I get if I open a current account! 
Officer: Yes, we give you a cheque book, and also a debit card , 
w hich means you can use an ATM. 
Student: That would be good . 
Officer: And what else 7 Yes, we'll do direct debits for you - it's 
an easy way to pay your bills and things . means you don't 
have to remember them because it's automatic; then of course 
you can do all your transactions on the phone or online. What 
you don 't get is any interest on any savings you might have, 
and at the moment we aren't operating any overdraft facilities 
on our current accounts. That means that if you do go 
overdrawn, we won't pay and we'll charge you extra too. 
Student: Are all the banks the same 7 
Officer: Yes, we al l have more or less the same policies. 
Student: Hm, OK, a lot to think about and do. OK then, thanks 
for your t ime. Bye. 

SECTION 2, p. 30 

You will hear a course director giving course participants 
information at their pre-course introduction. 

I thought I'd start by telling you what's where on campus. Th is 
is quite a big campus so it can get a bit confusing. We share it 
with other groups too, which can cause problems when you 
end up following the wrong people I Anyway, in your folde r you 
should have a plan ... got it! OK, let me explain. So, we' re here 
in the Main Hall, that's on the right of your plan ... can you see 
it! OK, so in this building, which is called the Brune i, you've got 
some of the most importan t things for you ... your classrooms, 
the library, the porter's lodge and the office. If you come out of 
the main hall and go right you'll see your classrooms on either 
side of the corridor. That's where you'll need to go every 
morning for t he lessons, 0K7 Right now if you keep on down 
that corr idor there's a room at the bottom and that's the office. 
If you have any queries about your course, about the social 
programme or any problems from home, go there ... that's 
where I' ll be. But if you have any queries about this place, the 
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campus I mean, like where's the nearest chemist's shop, then 
you should go to the porter's lodge. That's in this bu ilding too, 
just by the main door and on the right as you come out of here. 
OK, now moving outside, you can see a path with trees and then 
there's a building at the end ... that's where you go to get your 
food, your entertainment, your computer access if you haven't got 
a laptop, do your laundry, stuff like that So, it's a big building. 
Now the first door you see on your left as you come to the end of 
the path is where you should go for the dining room. As you go in, 
there 's a big room on your left which is a bar and TV lounge ... we 
have quizzes and other kinds of evening entertainment in there. 
Then beyond that, t here's the dining room. There are notices 
around, so you shouldn't get lost In the same building but on the 
right at the end of the path there's another door and that's where 
you'll find the computer room . Keep on down that path and you'll 
f ind t he laundry, which is open from 7 to 11 , so it's pretty 
convenient. Sometimes people miss it because it's behind a huge 
tree. But it is there ... believe me. Is there anything else you need to 
know about/ Oh yes, for those of you interested in doing exercise 
and keeping fit, well you've probably already noticed that there are 
tennis courts and a football pitch out the other side of your rooms, 
but there's also a gym. You'll get there if you keep going round the 
path from the laundry. it's sort of opposite the front entrance to 
your rooms, in fact Right, now, have I mentioned everyth ing? I 
think so. it's probably all a bit confusing at the moment, but we'll 
actual ly take you on a quick tour later, so you'll be fine. And if you 
can't find anything, just ask me ... I'm always around somewhere, 
or go and see the porters- they know everything and they're real ly 
helpful, or ask your social organisers who are always at thei r desk, 
just outside this main hal l . 

3 - Biology and health 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

Exercise 4, p. 33 

Listen to each word or phrase and mark the main stress on 
it. Then repeat it after the speaker. 

depressed primates 
to cope with the brain 
stress the elderly 
healthier neurolog ists 
abilities midd le age 
chimpanzees according to 
orang-utans susceptible to 
apes multip le benefits 
social abil ity to live longer 
a human trait tests reveal 

5- Cultural identity 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

Exercise 4, p. 59 

nation national 
symbol symbolise 
person personal 

character characteristic 
monument monumenta l 

global globalisation 
commune communal 

po li t ics polit ical 

to reduce by 
to tend to be 
to protect against 
research 
benefits 
a study 
researchers 
a theory 
results 
monitor 

nationality 
symbolic 

personality 
characterisation 
monumental ly 

globally 
community 
politician 

SKILLS FOCUS 
Exercise 6, p. 62 

1 Ma in taini ng our cul tu re should be a prior ity for t he 
government. 

2 it 's more difficult in today's world than in the past 
3 My upbringing in a village has been a strong influence. 
4 Peopl e don't seem to have a lot of time for t he ' 

neighbou rs . 
5 Things such as the arts and films are importa nt fo r a 

country in preserving its ident ity. 
6 There's been a long histo ry of ten sion between t he 

different communit ies of my country. 

Exercise 7, p. 63 

The initiat ive was a total fail ure. 
The in itiative was a total failure. 
In cities, getting to know people can be especially hard . 
In cit ies, getting to know people can be especially hard. 
Speaking other languages is a definite advantage. 
Speaking other languages is a defin ite advantage. 
Globalisation is a real threat. 
Globalisation is a real threat. 
Seeing older parts of the city disappear is terribly upsetting 
Seeing older parts of the city disappear is terribly upsetting. 
Money for cultural projects is extremely tight. 
Money for cultural projects is extremely t ight. 

Exercise 8, p. 63 

1 it's already reached t he two million - no sorry ... the three 
million mark. 

2 A: Are there ma ny people from your country who choose 
to go abroad to study/ 

B There were .. a few years ago ... but not so many 
nowadays. 

3 A: The city doesn 't have much of a cultu ra l past, does it/ 
B Tr ue , but it does have a vibran t multi-c ultura l 

atmosphere today. 
4 A: Surely people don' t st ill wea r traditional costumes 

every day/ 
B They do - even for work. 

5 A: In my country, the groom usua lly wears white. 
B Don't you mean the bride? 

6 A: Is punctua lity important in your country/ 
B I'd say unpunctuality is the norm. 

EXAM FOCUS 

Thinking about the IELTS Practice Test 

Exercise 1, p. 67 

Examiner: So let's move on now to consider national events 
and festivals. Which events and festivals are most important in 
your national calendar/ 
Candidate: The one most people get excited about is the New 
Year festi val - that's ou r big national holiday - but the main 
events for me are Independence Day and Remembrance Day. 
Independence Day is also my birthday, so I really like that one. 
Examiner: What makes them important! 
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Candidate: They're important in many ways. For young people 
it's important to learn about our heritage and history and I 
think it's good for everyone to remind about the struggles 
of the past and their ancestors - it's not just a military 
occasion ... I think it's a spiritual one for a country too. 
Examiner: And has the significance of any of these events 
changed, in your opinion7 
Candidate: To a certain extent it has ... it is easier to feel the 
significance of events that happen in your lifetime ... in case of 
Remembrance Day, most people were not alive during these 
wars ... but as I said before, I think these occasions are good for 
a country so it's important we keep these traditions living 
Examiner: And how can we do that7 
Candidate: Most people would say it's about flags, having 
parades and a day off but for me it's more than that ... we have 
to really involve young people and find new ways to explore our 
heritage. 
Examiner: What do you think these events show about the 
national character of your country7 
Candidate You mean, people in general? 
Examiner: Yes. 
Candidate: That's hard to say ... [fade out] 

6 - Getting trained 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

Exercise 2a, p. 68 

1 Giving something or somebody current skills or information 
2 During your studies you go and work in a company or 

other kind of organisation 
3 The quality and usefulness of something 
4 Learning by doing 
5 A short course that brings you up to date on your area 
6 Judging the quality or importance of something 
7 What you are aiming at 
8 An official record of having reached a particular standard 
9 Activities aimed at making people operate well as a group 

10 Working with someone to learn their skills 
11 The advantages you get from something 
12 Carrying out or doing something 

SKILLS FOCUS 

Exercise 1, p. 70, Exercise 5, p. 71, Exercise la, p. 72 

You will hear a conversation between a student and his 
personal tutor about some choices the student wants to make. 

Student: I was wondering if you could help me make up my 
mind about some courses7 
Tutor: What's the situation exactly7 
Student: Well, as you know, I'm on a part-time course here for 
one year, and I was thinking that it might be an idea to do 
some extra courses to get some benefit from or make the most 
of my time here. 
Tutor: Great ... sounds sensible. 
Student: The problem is I don't know which to choose. 
Tutor: Well, have you got a list of what's availab le7 You can 
only take those you're eligible for, you know. 
Student: Yes, I've checked that. lt looks as if I'm eligible for 
most of them, actually; in other words, that's part of the 
problem -there's so many to choose from. 
Tutor: The best thing to do is to try and identify your needs, and 

work from there. What benefits would you want from the course 7 
That should be what drives your thinking . 
Student: Wel l, I was thinking of things that would help me 
with my job when I go back home. I'm a project manager, so I 
need to deal with and manage staff, and also be pretty up to 
date with IT developments. I'd like something hands-on. 
Tutor: Do you have skills in those areas already7 I mean, to 
avoid disappointment, it would be better if the course 
complemented and added to your present skills, I think, rather 
than JUSt give you more of the same. So, don't look so much at 
the level of the cou rses on offer, look more at their content 
Student: Well, I'm real ly interested in this one on different 
proJect management software, but I can't work out what 
programs it covers. I don't want to do stuff I already know, as 
you said. 
Tutor: Doesn't it say in the brochure7 No, it doesn't Well, at 
that rate, I'd go along to the Continuing Education Office. 
They'll have the information. They always know exactly what's 
going on in each course. 
Student: Thanks. And also what about all these management 
courses, too7 I was thinking of doing one of those. 
Tutor: Hmm, I'm not so sure that's the best thing to do. You've 
got to think about getting overloaded. All these courses will 
have a full range of assignments as well as attendance rules, so 
you may just find yourself with too much to do. 
Student: Some of the courses look really interesting, mind you, 
and they're on subjects I don't have much experience in. 
Tutor: So, again, I think you need more information - you need 
to find out what the attendance rules are, the contact hours, 
how many assignments there are and when they are each due
essentially what your workload would be across the three 
courses. Then plot out your time and see if there are any 
clashes. Maybe you could handle one or two clashes, but not 
constant ones. You'd just start getting behind and one course 
would start having a negative impact on the other. I guess you 
have to do a cost-benefit analysis rea lly. Will what you get out 
of all this be worth the pain 7 Will you be able to handle the 
pain7 
Student: To judge that, I really need to know what's involved, 
like you said. How can I find out about contact hours and 
deadlines and things7 
Tutor: Same place we mentioned before ... the Continuing 
Education Office. They have the schedules for each course and 
all the assignments' details and things. Explain to them what 
your plans are and what you're worried about, to give them a 
picture . They might even make out some possible timetables for 
you. I'd get along there straightaway if I were you -these 
courses fill up fast 
Student: OK, I'l l go by there now. Thanks very much, by the 
way ... I feel a lot clearer about things. 
Tutor: Not at all. That's what we're here for . 

Exercise 2, p. 70 

(See T's book for abbreviated script) 

1 I was wondering if you could help me. 
2 The problem is I don't know which one to choose. 
3 I'm a project manager so I need to deal with and manage 

staff. 
4 Hmm, I'm not so sure that's the best thing to do. 
5 Some of the courses look really interesting. 
6 Will you be able to handle the pain7 
7 Not at all. That's what we're here for . 
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Exercises 6a, b, c, p. 71 

1 I was wondering if you could help me . 
2 Well, as you know, I'm on a part-t ime course here for one 

year . 
3 The best thing to do is to try and identify your needs . 
4 What benefits would you want from the course7 
5 I can't work out what programs it covers . 
6 I was thinking of doing one of those . 
7 Hmm, I'm not so sure about that . 
8 Some of the courses look rea lly interesting . 
9 How can I find out about contact hours and deadlines and 

things7 
10 Explain to them what your plans are . 

GRAMMAR FOCUS 

Exercise 2a, p. 73 

1 I must fi nish that work by the end of today. By t he way, . 
2 I'm feeling really tired, so. 
3 He's really, really intelligent I mean, he's kind of . 
4 I love shopping. Mind you, . 
5 I absolute ly have to be there by 6 o'c lock tomorrow. 

That's to say . 
6 I paid a fortune for my last electricity bi ll. Speaking of which, . 
7 lt was fantastic meeting you aga in. Anyway, . 
8 I really need to get there on time. Look, . 

EXAM FOCUS 

IELTS Practice Test 

SECTION 3, p. 76 

You will hear a conversation between a student and her 
tutor about time management problems the student is 
having. 

Tutor: OK, is there anything else you'd like to talk about7 
Trainee: Well, yes t here is actua lly . I'm really gett ing quite 
worried about how to manage the workload. I don't quite see 
how I'm going to fit it all in. 
Tutor: You've managed quite well so far, haven't you7 
Trainee: Not really. I mean I started off OK with the first coup le 
of assignments, but I struggled with number 3, and now I'm 
beh ind on number 4 and on the experiment for tomorrow and 
the presentation for Friday. I' ve hard ly done anything on them. 
Tutor: OK, right, when is assignment number 3 due in? 
Trainee: Well, I think it's the end of next week. Yes, it must be 
because it comes two w eeks after the last one was due. 
Tutor: That's right. And what kind of an assi gn ment is 
assignment 4? Does it need much research, or is it more a 
practical kind of thing7 
Trainee: How we've got to carry it out? Well, we need to 
interview 10 members of t he pub lic to see what they think of 
the quality of their Internet service, then write up the results. 
Tutor: You mean you've got to design a quest ionnaire, carry it 
out, then analyse the results7 That's quite a lot of work. 
Trainee: No, it's much simpler than that actually. We've been 
given the questionnaire, and we just have to put the resu lts into 
a graph -there's no actual writ ing. I think t he reason for th is, I 
mean why we're being asked to do it, is so we get used to 
int erviewi ng the public and producing graphs. I've done this 
kind of stuff before, when I was working in my last job - simple. 
Tutor: So, it shouldn't be much of a problem for you . Have you 
got t ime to do t he interviewing? 

Trainee: Yes, I should be able to do it at t he weekend. I quite 
enjoy t hat kind of thing, and I know how to work with grap l
programmes. So, in fact, think ing abou t it, the assignmen: 
shouldn't be too much of a problem. That's good. 
Tutor: Right, t he practical and the presentation, then? Are t he 
two separate things7 
Trainee: No, they're sort of linked. I've got to carry out a 
experiment, then the presentation is bas ically telling m 
classmates about what I was trying to find out and whether 
fou nd it out or not 
Tutor: OK, we obviously need to focus on t he experiment then 
because once you've got the aims for that worked out, ana 
how you're going to do it , then t he presentation wil l be the 
same, JUSt in speaking. I mean it' ll follow the same structure 
more or less. So, any ideas7 
Trainee: That's t he problem ... I've got too many ideas. In fact, 
I've already thought of three things I could do, and I just can' 
make up my mind between t hem. 
Tutor: Well, seeing as you're a bit short of time, I suggest you 
think practica lly . The experiment just has to be 'achievable'. So, 
for example, which one is easiest to set up, which one is your 
thinking most developed for, which one have you done mos 
research on, which one are you most familiar with, do you kno 
exactly what it is you want to fi nd out for any of them, etc., etc. 
Let's make it 'achievable' - that's what matters at th is point Do 
any of the ideas stand out when you look at it that way7 
Trainee: OK, I suppose one does actually, but it's not the one 
I'm most interested in. 
Tutor: I' m afra id you can't afford the luxury of think ing like that 
at t his point in time. You've got to go for what you can get 
done well in t he time frame avai lable to you. If you really want 
to follow up on an area of interest, do that next time. If you 
miss your deadline for t he experiment and presentation and 
have to do it again, it' ll upset your work schedule for the whole 
course. Just do something simple for tomorrow, get it out of 
the way, t hen you' ll be able to breathe and get much better 
organised for the fol lowing assignments. What do you t hink? 
Trainee: Yeah, it might be an idea to think long term, and get a 
bit of pressure off too. That way, I'd have time to rea lly focus 
on th ings I'm more interested in later. OK, that's w hat I' ll do 
then . Thanks a lot for the suggestion. 
Tutor: That's what we're here for. Now, are you sure you're 
ready for tomorrow's interview? 

Unit 9 - Across the generations 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

Exercise 6, p. 101 

mid-forties 
on -the-go 
middle-aged 
mu lti -task ing 

EXAM FOCUS 

grown-up 
new-born 
mid- li fe 
work-oriented 

twenty-four -seven 
diet -conscious 

Thinking about the IEL TS Practice Test 

Exercise 1, p. 111 

Examiner: Let 's first consider fami ly li fe in general .. 
Would you say it's common to visit relatives in your country7 
Candidate: it's definitely a big thing in my cul t ure people 
spend a lot of t ime in t he homes of t heir extended family -you 
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know, uncles and cousins- especially if they live near you ... and 
grandparents expect to see their grandchildren all the time . 
Examiner: And what about relatives that live further away7 
Candidate: Well obviously it depends on the distance .. but it's 
still very common to go and stay with relat ives - during the 
school holidays for example . 
Examiner: And what in your opinion is a good age for ch ildren 
to leave home7 
Candidate: Some people might say as soon as someone gets a 
JOb . but I don't agree . it's best to earn some money and 
save for a few years and then move out .. I th ink it's a shame 
to struggle to pay for somewhere to live when you're young . 
Examiner: But isn't it better to have your independence/ 
Candidate: Only if you or your family can afford it . in my 
country it's more natural to move in with relatives anyway 
before you get married 
Examiner: In what ways has family life changed in the last 20 
years in your country? 
Candidate: The main thing is that there are now more and 
better jobs for women and famil ies are having fewer children. 
Examiner: Are the two things connected! 
Candidate: I suppose so . because women do want to be 
wage-earners and that's easier if you don't have so many 
chi ldren . 

10 - The Internet 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

Exercise 4a, p. 113 

1 Getting into other people's computers to steal information 
or to plant a virus. 

2 Something people do to share their opin ions with others 
often on a specific topic. 

3 You need to have this at a high speed to get the best 
quality Internet use. 

4 What you need to be able to get the Internet in a public 
place . 

5 Asking someone to be your friend on a social network site. 
6 Digital audio files often related to the same theme and 

released at regular interva ls. 
7 Facebook, Orkut, Bebo, Myspace and Linked-In are all 

examples of this. 
8 Some people spend lots of time doing this so they can 

share photos or music with friends. 
9 You can download programmes to stop these damaging 

your computer. 
10 Instant messaging allows you to do this in real time, not 

delayed time. 
11 Someone who del iberately targets someone else with hate 

messages on line . 
12 When members of the public col lect and report news. 
13 The gap between those who have access to the Internet 

and those who don't 

SKILLS FOCUS 

Exercise 1, p. 114, Exercise 5, p. 115, Exercise 7a, p. 116 

You will hear a speaker talking about the effects of reading 
on paper and reading on line. 

What I'd like us to think about today is the effects of reading 
online versus on paper. Have you ever thought that th is might 

affect how or how well we read7 Well, in fact there have been 
various studies that show that the two experiences are not the 
same, produce different results and each have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. 
Of course, there are problems trying lo compare the two. One 
problem comes with changing generations and humans' ability 
to adapt When you research, some adults or older people, for 
example, may complain about read ing on-screen and say they 
prefer paper, but many young people find online reading 
perfectly normal, and reading off paper just a little strange. So, 
different kinds of sample popu lat ions affect your results. Also 
what we find strange one year may we ll have become familiar 
to us a few years later. As we know, practice makes perfect 
Another problem comes from the fact that there are different 
online reading experiences - read ing an e-reader or reading 
from a tablet is different to reading off a laptop screen or from 
a desktop computer. I'm sure you 've found yourselves that the 
device you use makes a difference. 
So, these things make comparisons difficult, but some points 
come up again and again in the research; for example, the 
downsides of on-screen reading are often reported to be that it 
tends to be slower, that online reading deprives you of the 
pleasure you get from handling a book, and very importantly, 
that on-screen reading is stopping us from being able to follow 
something through, to reflect on what we've read and take it 
on board. Online, we tend to read more superficially, skimming 
through things rather than getting into them and reading them 
for detail. We get very used to reading short texts -often just a 
few lines. This is very different from reading a line of argument 
or a story on paper, something that may develop over one or 
many pages. Online we don't read deeply. Critics say that this is 
making us less able to think in logical or linear ways. 
Online, what matters is speed and efficiency - getting what we 
want as quickly as we can. We interrupt ourselves, we get 
interrupted and distracted, we become, what Jim Scrivener calls 
'staccato readers', going back and forth from page to page, our 
reading non-linear. We become keyword-spotters and basically 
hunter-gatherers. 
What seems to happen when we get used to reading on the 
web, is that we often use an on line reading style known as the 
'F-shaped pattern', where when you open a web page, you read 
in an F-shape quickly from left to right across the top, and then 
scan the middle until you get to the bottom, absorbing a few 
main ideas but not truly engaging with any of them. it's a quick 
and easy way to catch the maJor points - it lets you get an 
overview of everything presented, perhaps giving you the sense 
that you've understood, but research shows that in fact, you 
may not be absorbing very much, that is, there may not be 
much comprehension going on. 
But there are advantages to on line reading - we get proficient 
in multi-tasking, can find and read a range of sources, and have 
access to a multitude of texts on any subject, some written by 
quite ordinary people simply interested in expressing their 
opinion. There is a danger in this too of course. Evaluation skills 
become particularly important in an online environment to help 
us to distinguish between well-researched and well-supported 
information, and information that is the fruit of bias or 
superficial investigation. There are other advantages too, which 
I'll come to later. 
But, as you can see, the evidence is conflicting, so more 
research is definitely needed, and of course, with time we may 
get different results. 
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Exercise 2, p. 114 

(See T's book for abbreviated script) 

1 There have been various studies that show that the two 
experiences are not the same, produce different results. 

2 Each have their own advantages and disadvantages. 
3 Some adults or older people, for example, may complain 

about reading on-screen and say they prefer paper. 
4 As we know, practice makes perfect 
5 Online, what matters is speed and efficiency - getting 

what we w ant as quickly as we can. 
6 There are other advantages too, which I'll come to later. 
7 But, as you can see . 

Exercise 6a, b, c, p. 116 

1 effect 6 device 11 absorbing 
2 experience 7 reported 12 ordinary 
3 to produce 8 important ly 13 well -
4 advantage 9 superficially researched 
5 perfectly 10 efficiency 14 definitely 

GRAMMAR FOCUS 

Exercise 1 a, p. 117 

1 I don't mind if he's tall or short, to tell you the truth. 
2 Lastly, I'd like to outline my ideas on effective reading. 
3 Essentially, I think he needs to work a lot harder. 
4 Going back to what I was saying before, I can't come next 

Monday. 
5 To start off, I'd like to show you a couple of slides. 
6 She's very slow, and what's more, pretty rude. 
7 If you ask me, they're absolutely hopeless at their jobs. 

EXAM FOCUS 

IELTS Practice Test 

SECTION 4, p. 120 

You will hear a lecturer talking about how the Internet has 
developed. 

Before we go on to look at specific programmes and how they 
might be useful for your studies, I'd like to run us through the 
history of the development of the Internet, so you can see how 
quickly it has happened and how much what you learn today may 
be of little use tomorrow, how constant change is here to stay, 
and how life-long learning is the way forward. 
Towards the end of the summer of 1969 - a few weeks after 
the first moon landings, a large grey metal box was delivered to 
the office of Leonard, Kieinrock, a professor at the University of 
California in Los Angeles. lt was the same size and shape as a 
household refrigerator But Kleinrock was thrilled a photograph 
from the time shows him standing beside it, beaming like a 
proud father. 
it's impossible to say for certain when the Internet began, mainly 
because nobody can agree on what, precisely, the Internet is. But the 
29th October 1969 has a strong claim for being, as Kleinrock puts it 
today, "the day the infant Internet uttered its first words ". At 
10:30 pm, as Kleinrock's fellow professors and students crowded 
around, a computer was connected to the IMP (Interface Message 
Processor), which made contact with a second IMP, attached to a 
second computer, severa l hundred miles away at the Stanford 

Research Institute, and an undergraduate named Charley Kline 
tapped out a message; his instructions were to type the command 
LOG IN. 
And, as you know, the rest is history. Twelve years after Charley 
Kline's first message on the Arpanet, as it was then known, there 
were still only 213 computers on the network; but 14 years after 
that, 16 mil lion people were on line, and email was beginning to 
change the world. The first really usable web browser wasn' 
launched until 1993, but by 1995 we had Amazon, by 1998 
Google, and by 2001, Wikipedia, at wh ich point there were 51 3 
million people online. In 2009, the figure was more like 1.7 billion. 
But, in fact, one of the most surprising things about the growth of 
the Internet wasn' t how quickly it spread across the world bu 
that it took so long to get off the ground. In the early days, there 
were whispers, very early on, that it was inevitable that computers 
would one day work collectively, in a network, rather tha n 
individually . And by 1993, a British scientist, Tim Berners-Lee, 
based outside Geneva, had achieved th is. He joined everyth ing 
together, and his solution was beginning to be known to t he 
general public This was soon known as the Web. 
Web browsers crossed the border into mainstream use far more 
rapidly than the Internet itself had Mosaic launched in 1993 and 
Netscape followed soon after. And in 1998 came Google, offering 
a powerful new way to search the ever-expanding mass of 
information on the web. Google, and others, saw that the key to 
the Web's futu re would be helping users exc lude almost 
everything on any given topic, restricting search results to t he 
most relevant pages. Without most of us quite noticing when it 
happened, the Web went from being a strange new curiosity to a 
background condition of everyday life. 
Then we moved on to the dotcom boom and the historica lly 
unprecedented dotcom bust, the growing "digital divide", and 
then the hugely significant flourishing of what became known as 
Web 2.0. lt is only this latter period that revealed the true capacity 
of the web for "generativity", for the publishing of blogs by 
anyone who could type, for podcasting and video-sharing, for 
changing politics, for the use of sites such as Twitte r an d 
Facebook. But you almost certainly know all this: it's part of what, 
these days, in many parts of the world, we call "just being alive". 
In a few years' time, all this stupendous change will probably seem 
like not very much change at all. Of cou rse, it's rea ll y ju st 
preparation for whatever the Internet is destined to become. In a 
few years' time, will you remember Google7 

12- Society and care 

VOCABULARY FOCUS 

Exercise 2, p. 134 

1 free dental check-ups 
2 pre-school nursery places 
3 marriage counse lling 
4 maternity leave 
5 redundancy pay 
6 unemployment benefit 

7 legal aid 
8 victim compensation 
9 university grant 

10 state pension provision 
11 free medical 

prescriptions 
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Pencil must be used to complete ''"'IS c;reet 

Please write your full name m CAPITAL letters on the line below 

Then write your s1x d1g1t Candidate number m the boxes and /7n 
shade the number 1n the grid on the right ~ 
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